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SERIES FCRWRD 

The volunes that comprise this series on Positive Guidance define 

a procedural approach to improving operations and safety at hazardous 

highway locations. The procedure incorporates and integrates the applied 
sciences of traffic engineering and engineering psychology. 

The Positive Guidance concept was developed in 1973 when, as a 

result of two narrow bridge accidents in Texas and Ne,,.., Mexico, congres
sional hearings were conducted on the solution to the narrow bridge 
problem. It became apparent that because of the great cost, achieving 

safety at hazardous locations strictly through reconstruction is an 

undesirable and probably unattainable goal. Then Federal Highway Adninistrator, 

Norbert T. Tiemann, recomnended that if we could not physically protect 

motorists at all hazardous locations, 11 we must given them enough informa-

tion so that they can protect themselves. 11 The development of that 
information system concept is what Positive Guidance is all about. 

The booklet 11 Positive Guidance in Traffic Control, 11 published 

in 1975, was basically a philosophic treatise on the principles involved 

in the concept and the rudiments of a systematic procedure for application. 

From the beginning of the project development cycle, it was planned 

to develop a handbook or users' guide and to conduct training of State 
employees in the use of the procedure. 

In 1977, the Users• Guide to Positive Guidance was published and 
training was begun. Feedback and suggestions on improving the concept 

and the process were noted. Through the interest of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee, demonstration projects were funded. Engineers assigned 

to these projects at the State level began using the process, and more 
feedback and suggestions were recorded. Discussions of project planning, 



data collection, and project evaluation needed to be strengthened considerably. 

There was also too much redundancy in the hunan factors portion of 

the process, and the process itself needed to be streamlined. A second 

edition seaned appropriate. Volunes I, II, and III of this series 

comprise the Second Edition. 

Publication of this series on Positive Gui dance is the cul mi nation 

of a 9-year program of concept and procedure developnent, training, 

and demonstration. We belive the program has produced a significant 

step forward in the developnent of engineering tools designed to improve 

traffic operations and safety at hazardous locations. 

R. A. Barnhart 

Federal Highway Administra~or 
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SERIES PREFACE 

Positive Guidance is an engineering tool to enhance the safety 

and operational efficiency of hazardous locations. The underlying 

concept joins the highway engineering and human factors technologies 

to produce an information system matched to the characteristics of 

the location and the attributes of drivers. Positive Guidance is designed 

to provide high-payoff, short-range solutions to safety and operational 

problems at relatively low cost. It is based on the premise that a 

driver can be given sufficient information to avoid accidents at hazardous 

locations. 

The Positive Guidance approach is a systematic process consisting 

of three interrelated phases: Planning and Field Data Collection; 

The Engineering and Human Factors Procedure; and Evaluation. The Planning 

and Field Data Collection phase generates a data base for use in developing 

Positive Gui dance improvements. The Engineering and Human Factors 

Procedure generates the improvements. Finally, the Evaluation phase 

assesses the effectiveness of the improvements. 

Each phase of the process is documented in a separate volume. 

Volume I consists of two parts. Part 1 describes the concept and gives 

an overview of the entire Positive Guidance process. Part 2 describes 

in detai 1 the heart of the process, the Engineering and Human Factors 

Procedure. Volumes II and III describe the supportive phases of the 

process--Volume II - Evaluation and Volume III - Planning and Field 

Data Collection. Published under separate cover and not a part of 

this series are the results of the various demonstration projects. 

The documentation contained in this series should be useful to 

engineers and technicians responsible for improving operations and 

safety, researchers interested in the interaction between highway engineering 

and human factors, and educators ~/ed in teaching highway engineering, 

safety and human factors. ~ - __ , · 1 /)/h / ~ 
z ll/)!-i{ -1' U( "z /"'--- /4,, 

/ 
/ Gerson J. 'Alexander 

_1, Chief, Traffic Performance Branch 
,_/ 
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EXECUTIVE SLMMARY 

This volume is divided into two parts. The 

a detailed description of the Planning and Field 

I 

first part presents 

Data Collecltion phase 

of a Positive Guidance project. Part 2 contains guidelines for collect-
1 

ing performance data in the field. 

The Planning and Field Data Collection phase is struct llred to 

provide a data base for the application of the Engineering And Human 

Factors Procedure. See Vol une I* for a detailed descri pt i of of that 

phase. The extent to which each of the following activitiel is required 

depends on the nature of the problem, the complexity of the location, 

and the availability and quality of existing data. 

• Historical Data Review -- The Planning and Field Da a Collection 
phase begins with a review of existing data. The p rposes 
of this review are to: (1) Verify the location 1 s pr blem status; 
(2) provide insights into its characteristics; (3) · ndicate 
what observations are necessary during the Site Survey and 
Operations Review, and; (4) determine the data to b collected 
during the data collection activities. Primary data sources 
include engineering information, accidents, traffic operations 
studies, complaints, supplemental information, and photologs. 
The output of the Historical Data Review provides file for 
use throughout the project. 

• Site Survey and Operations Review -- The Site Surv y and the 
Operations Review are the first data collection ac ivities 
at the site. A drive-through Site Survey is condu ted to experi
ence the problems an unfamiliar motorist might enc unter and 
to perform an expectancy violations review. The Oi erations 
Review provides the means to observe how drivers m neuver through 
the site. If a photolog of the site does not exis , a film, 
video tape, or a set of 35 mm slides of at least o~e drive
through of the site should be taken. 

*Report FHWA-TO-81-1. A Users• Guide to Positive Guidance~ r2nd Edition) 
December 1981. 
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• Data Collection Plan -- Data collection requirements vary from 
project to project. All projects require a Site Survey and 
Operations Review. Additional performance data may be needed 
for diagnostic purposes, depending on data gaps identified 
by the Historical Data Review. Effectiveness data will also 
be required when an evaluation is performed. A Data Collection 
Plan should be generated prior to going into the field. The 
following elements are included in a typical Data Collection 
Plan: selection of candidate measures; operational definitions; 
selection of equipnent and procedures; and data collection 
requirements (sampling, observer and equipment locations, data 
collection forms, and condition limits). 

• Field Verification -- Data collection efforts vary with the 
nature of the site, the magnitude of the problems, the kinds 
and quantity of data, whether or not an evaluation is being 
conducted, and environmental and traffic characteristics. 
Thus, both the plan and the field efforts are tailored for 
each project. Factors to consider prior to collecting field 
data include equipment calibration, pilot testing, and assuring 
the data quality and the unobtrusiveness of the data collection 
team. Part 2 describes factors to consider when collecting 
field data. 

• Site File -- This activity collates the information from the 
Historical Data Review and Field Data Collection activities. 
A convenient method for ordering the information is to establish 
a Site File. The information in the file describes the problem 
location in terms of its physical, environmental, and operational 
characteristics. 

In Part 2, information is presented on measurement techniques, 

procedures, and equipnent for collecting performance data in the field. 

Guidelines are provided for collecting and reducing the following types 

of data: 

• Erratic Maneuvers 

• Traffic Conflicts 

• Speed 

• Traffic Volume/Counts 

• Intersection Delay 

• Traveltime and Delay 

vii 





PART 1 

THE PLANNING AND FIELD DATA COLLECTION PHASE 





INTRODOCTION 

Scope 

The Positive Guidance Process consists of three phases, Planning 

and Field Data Collection; The Engineering and Human Factors Procedure; 

and Evaluation. Planning and Field Data Collection, documented in 

this volume (VolUT1e 111--Report FHWA-T0-80-2), is designed to develop 

a data base for the application of the Engineering and Human Factors 

Procedure (docUT1ented in Volume !--Report FHWA-T0-81-1) and to provide 

"Before" data for The Evaluation (documented in Volume II--Report FHWA

T0-80-1). The purpose of VolUT1e III is to serve as a supplement to 

Vol um es I an d I I. 

Part 1 of this volume is designed as a general guide for the conduct 

of planning activities leading to the develol)Tlent of a traffic-related 

field data collection plan. Figure 1-1 shows the relationship of the 

Planning and Field Data Collection phase to the Positive Guidance Process. 

The phase begins with the diagnosis of problems at a site (Historical 

Data Review and Site Survey and Operations Review). It proceeds through 

the develol)Tlent of a Data Collection Plan including Pre-Data Collection 

acti vi ti es. It ends with the co 11 ecti on of traffic and system perf or-

mance data for the purpose of problem verification, improvement develol)Tlent, 

and improvement evaluation; and with the structuring of a Site File 

for use throughout the project. 
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Figure 1-1. The Planning and Field Data 
Collection Phase in Relation to the Positive Guidance Process 
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Approach 

The Positive Guidance approach to problem diagnosis and improvement 

evaluation emphasizes the use of a range of measures including accident 

records and system and traffic performance measures of effectiveness 

(MOE's). The rationale underlying this emphasis is that improvements 

in driver and traffic performance yield increased traffic operational 

efficiency and attendant decreases in accident frequency and severity. 

Accident Histories 

Accident histories are an important source of data for Positive 

Guidance. However, accident histories are not the sole input to problem 

diagnosis and improvement eva 1 uat ion because: the reported number 

of any par ti cul ar type of accident is often not 1 arge enough for adequate 

analysis; accident records may be incomplete; accident causes and locations 

may be difficult to pinpoint; and accident histories require a long 

time frame. Further, the absence of a 1 ar ge number of accidents often 

typifies low volume sites, even when there are known operational problems 

and/or a high accident potential. 

System Performance 

Traditional traffic engineering system performance measures such 

as throughput, travel time, delay, etc., have applicability, particularly 

in high-volume situations. These measures may also have limitations 

on their usefulness since they often lack sensitivity to changes in 

the information system. However, modifications at, for example, inter

changes can be expected to be reflected in system performance measures 

such as throughput. 
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Traffic Perfomance 

Because of the need for sensitive, reliable, and valid lmeasures 

with which to diagnose problems and evaluate improvements 01 many types 

of problem sites, traffic performance measures of effectiveness (MOE's) 

are also used in Positive Guidance Projects. Traffic performance MOE's, 

including "near accidents" (surrogates), are among the most !useful. 

Spot speed, lateral placenent, headway, acceleration and de 

profiles are widely employed. They are reliable, valid, an 

the sensitivity to reflect changes; even relatively minor 

possess 

Accident 

surrogate measures, while not as common, are also useful. are 

subdivided into erratic maneuvers (single vehicle involvemen ) and 

traffic conflicts (multiple vehicle involvement). 

Sl11111ary 

In summary, measures involving system and traffic perfo mance 

MOE's including "near accidents" are stressed in the ion of 

the Positive Guidance Procedure and in this volume. Part 1 ocuses 

on the use of accident and other historical data to aid int e develop-

ment of a plan to collect performance data. Part 2 factors 

associated with collecting these MOE's in the field. 
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HISTCRICAL DATA REVIEW 

Overview 

The Planning and Field Data Collection phase* begins with a review 

of all existing data pertaining to the site. Historical data are used 

to plan data collection; to provide insights into problem identification; 

and to verify the existence of known problems. In performing the Historical 

Data Review, project personnel should assemble pertinent historical 

data for analysis and review at the beginning of the project. These 

data will be used throughout the project and form the initial data 

input for the Site File. 

Three classes of historical data are usually available: (1) Engineering 

data, including construction plans and specifications, signing plans, 

photologs, etc.; (2) problem data, including accident reports, accident 

studies, user complaints, etc.; and, (3) traffic operations data, including 

speed studies, traffic volume, vehicle mix, etc. The availability 

and quality of historical data often dictates the effort required during 

the field data collection activities. That is, where historical data 

are adequate for precise definitions of the problems at the site, the 

performance data collection effort need only include measures used 

for improvenent evaluation. However, where historical data are inadequate, 

the "Before" data collection effort must include both diagnostic and 

evaluative measures. 

*Although this volume is structured for Positive Guidance projects, 
the material is applicable for all projects involving spot and short 
segment improvements. Users should tailor the review activities to 
the needs of their specific project. 
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A primary goal of the Historical Data Review is to develop a suitable 
I 

data collection plan designed to minimize actual field time and to 

ensure an efficient approach to data collection, i.e., the use of appropriate 

measures, measurement procedures, and schedules. Further, information 

from the review will aid in identifying what observations srnould be 
I 

made during the Site Survey and Operations Review. 

The Historical Review should generate the following outputs: 

• Geometric Information 

• Traffic Control Device Inventory 

• Site/Condition Diagram 

• Collision Diagrams or Plots 

• Accident Summaries and Rates 

• User Complaint Summaries 

• Traffic Data Summaries 

• List of 11 Thi ngs to Look For and At" 

Engineering Data Review 

Geanetric Infonnation 

Important data sources to assemble and/or develop incl de construction 

plans, topographic maps, transportation planning maps, design specifications, 

and aerial photographs. They will provide necessary geometric information 

such as grades, degrees of curvature, lane-width, etc. In the planning 

stage, geometric data are useful as an aid in interpreting ~ccident 

data, and in identifying potential problem sections which should be 

given attention during pre-data collection site visits. Ge~metric 

information is also useful in identifying MOE's and, at later stages 

in the project, interpreting driver/traffic performance data. 
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Traffic Control Device Inventory 

Another necessary engineering data source is the location's signing/marking 

plan, including signal location and timing. This information, along 

with geometric data, will help to make an assessment of potential driver 

information problems. Particular attention should be given to identifying 

what changes, if any, have been made to the traffic contro 1 devices 

at the site. Since field changes are sometimes made but are not documented 

on the signing/marking plan, the inventory should always be checked 

during the site survey. Further, the dates of such modifications should 

be considered when accident data are analyzed, otherwise the data may 

be misinterpreted, thereby leading to erroneous problem diagnosis and 

irrelevant field data collection. 

Site Diagram/Condition Diagram 

In the Positive Guidance Procedure, an accurate plan view of the 

site (site diagram) is used to develop a Condition Diagram. Figure 1-2 

shows a typical Condition Diagram. It is constructed by plotting traffic 

control devices and gecxnetric features, and may include other important 

aspects of the site such as roadside hazards, guardrails, trees, culverts, 

etc., on the diagram. The Condition Diagram is used in the planning 

phase (e.g., to show accident locations) and throughout the Engineering 

and Human Factors Procedure (e.g., hazard profile development, information 

handling zone location, trace analysis plotting, expectancy identification, etc.). 
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The Site Diagram is used to show locations of observers and/or data 

collection equi l)llent (see Figure 1-3), and to show where "Before" measures 

are made. This assures the data collection set-up can be duplicated 

in the "After" phase of an evaluation. Both Site and Condition Diagrams 

should be to scale, and should encompass areas upstream and downstream 

of the specific problem location. 

Photo logs 

Photologs provide a "drivers-eye" vie,,, of the location land can 

be used to note the location of traffic control devices and identify 

or verify potential problan sections and hazards determined from other 

engineering data sources. They enable project personnel to 11 view 11 

the site at their leisure and often serve as a site familiarization 

tool. 

Probl en Data Revi e,, 

Accident Data 

Accident data are among the most important aids to pro , lem diagnosis 

in that they indicate a failure related to the driver, roa1ay, and/or 

en vi ronment . Si nee ace i dents are indicators of prob 1 ems, adc i dent 

data should be reviewed carefully and completely to identif~ characteristics 

and trends that could lead to an identification of the source of the 

problem. Accident data can also provide useful inputs to the planning 

of field data collection activities. 
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Most jurisdictions maintain or have access to an accident record 

system and can obtain individual reports and get or develop accident 

data sunmaries in a variety of forms. The most detailed information 

is the individual accident report, which typically provides a narrative 

describing the accident and information as to contributing conditions. 

Individual reports should be located, pulled, and collated for use 

in the problem revie'I activity. 

Accident sunmaries generally provide short descriptions (in standard 

tenns) of the characteristics of the accidents that compris t the accident 

history of a site. Collision diagrams are nonnally prepared for intersection 
I 

or spot locations, and strip diagrams show a section or the complete 

length of a street or road. Accidents can be plotted on the condition 

diagr<1'T1 using Sjmbols and notations to indicate the locatio~, type, 

and salient characteristics of the accident. These collisi n diagrams 

usually cover a period of time of one to three years and ar accanpanied 

by a sunmaryof accident statistics. Figure 1-4 shows a co lision 

diagram, and Figure 1-5 presents a sU111Tiary of accidents at he same 

location in tabular form. 

For locations with relativelyfe'I accidents, accident 1unmaries 

may have too few cases to be useful and the individual repo r ts will 

be the only useful accident data. For sites with a substantial accident 

history, various forms of accident sU111Tiaries often represent the most 

appropriate input for both problem diagnosis and data collection planning. 
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0 6 

' 

l 18 

2 11 

o I 8 

2 JO 

1 6 

0 5 



Page _ 2 _ of __ 2 __ 

ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

DAY AND TIME 

A.M. 

Hour Monday Tueaday Wed-y Thursday Friday S.11.1rday Sunday T01al 

12:01- 1:00 

1:01 - 2:00 

2:01- 3:00 

3:01- 4:00 

4.-01 - IS.-00 

&:01 - 1:00 

1:01 - 7:00 

7:01 - 1:00 

8:01 - l:00 

9:01 - 10:00 

10:01-11:00 

11:01-12:00 

P.M. 

12.-01- 1:00 

1:01- 2:00 

2.-01- 3:00 

3:01- 4:00 9 

4:01- &:00 9 

&:01 - 1:00 f 

6:01- 7:00 2 4 

7:01- 1:00 9 

1:01 - l:00 

1:01 - 10:00 

10:01-11:00 f 4 

,, :01-12.-00 9 .. 
TOTAL 6 f 9 t9 

Figure 1-5. (Cont.) 
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Regardless of the initi~ form of the accident data (i.e., raw 

or surrmarized), ideally an analysis should be performed on at least 

3 years worth of data. The following i terns should be summarized: 

•• Specific location 

• Accident type 

• Involved vehicles 

• Severity 

• Environmental conditions 

• Time of day/ day of week/ mont h 

• Vehicle (pedestrian) actions 

• Contributory conditions 

• Direction of travel 

If the accident data are not plotted and sunmari zed fo the problem 

location, a collision diagram should be plotted on the Site Diagram 

or in the form shown in Figure 1-6 (which may be more conve i ent if 

the accident frequency is high). 

While accident-related information provides insights i to the 

nature and extent of problems which exist, it also provides valuable 

inputs for the Data Collection Plan. It provides suggestior s as to 

where measures and observations should be made, what types to make, 

and when to make them. These inputs should be verified and finalized 

during on-site pre-data collection observations. 
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6 t ~ i I ~ l 
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~5 

! -o ! ~, .:i lo ~ 
i5 NO ~ ·- 1! 1! 0 a: ..:. C) tr C) ~W N 

5 • • ,.._r • • • 
End • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

a 
a 
a a a 
a a a 0 a 

fixed a a a a a 
Obj9ct a a a a a a 

0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
0 a 0 a a 0 0 a a a a a a 

a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

• • • • • 
Sideswipe • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5.IO 5.116 6.00 6 .05 6.10 6.16 6.20 6 .25 6.30 11.35 II . 6.45 6.50 6.56 6.80 6.116 6.70 6.76 II. 11.85 11.90 11.96 .00 7.06 7.10 

Figure 1-6. 
Plot of Accidents by Type and Approximate Point of Impact 
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Given a reliable set of accident data, accident sUTimaries provide 

the following type of inputs to the plan: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Rates - Used for statistical analysis in evaluations . 

Location - The location of accident clusters will identify 
the section(s) where driver problems are most likely to occur 
and where data should be collected. However, it should be 
noted that erratic maneuvers or traffic conf 1 i cts related 
to a specific accident type are likely to occur upstream 
of the location of the accident cluster. The accident location 
wi 11 al so pro vi de some input as to the number of observers 
which may be required, and/or the types of equip-nent which 
may be needed to pro vi de adequate coverage. 

Type(s) - The types of accidents will provide sug,1estions 
as to the types of erratic maneuvers or traffic c ,nflicts 
which should be included in the data collection pan. For 
exilTlple, clusters of rear-end accidents suggest tljiat braking 
(or brake light application), sudden stops, swerves, etc., 
should be considered as candidate erratic maneuver measures 
and that rear-end traffic conflict data should be collected. 
A cluster of sideswipe accidents suggest that "lat e" lane 
changes should be considered as a candidate measur e. In 
short, for accident clusters of a certain type, ore asks 
the question: What are the driver behaviors/vehic l e maneuvers 
which are the most likely precursors to this type of accident? 

Severity - Accident severity alone provides littl information 
for planning purposes. However, when considered ·n conjunction 
with "Accident Type," it can frequently help to i ~entify 
the speed component of the accidents and thereby provide 
some insight as to the utility of speed as a measure. 

Time of Day/Day of Week/Month - This type of accident sunmary 
can provide several types of diagnostic and planning information. 
First it can provide insights as to the subgroup ~f the driver 
population which is having problems. For exilTlple, if a substan
tial proportion of the accidents occur during 11 r1..1sh hours" 
on week days, the problem may simply be related to capacity 
and may not be attributable to an II informati onaP cause. 
If, on the other hand, problems occur more frequ~ntly off-
peak or when the tourist population makes up a substantial 
proportion of the traffic stream, then the problem is more 
likely to involve the information system. Inputs such as 
this not only help to identify the nature of the problem, 
but also suggest when the Site Survey should be sonducted 
to maximize the probability of observing the types 
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of problems that drivers are experiencing. The time-of-day 
surrrnary also identifies night driving problems. When night 
problems are identified, this suggests an assessment of illunination, 
sign reflectivity, delineation and marking, etc. This type 
of accident sunmary also helps to identify the most useful 
time sampling periods for data collection. While it is sometimes 
desirable to sample throughout a given day or week, this 
is not always necessary, and to the extent that cost is a 
major consideration, the most representative time periods 
and days of the week can be chosen from the time-based accident 
sunmar y. 

Accident sunmaries can be of substantial benefit in problem identification 

and in specifying the "what, where, and when" for the Site Survey, 

Operations Review, and Field Data Collection. It should be kept in 

mind that recent changes (less than 5 years) in the site must be considered 

when assessing accident data. For example, changes in geometrics via 

reconstruction, introduction of signals, changes in signal timing, 

and other changes in the information system (including marking and 

delineation) should be included. The existence of such changes requires 

that accident sunmaries be constructed to reflect periods before and 

after the change. Not only will this provide a more accurate picture 

of the current situation, but the before/after change comparisons may 

further aid in pro bl em i dentifi cation and improvement developnent. 

User C CJT1pl ai nt Fil es 

Complaints can be an excellent source of information for problen 

diagnosis and data collection plan developnent because they usually 

represent a driver viewpoint of the problen. While the availability 

of only a few complaints may not be particularly useful, a consistent 

pattern of complaints deserves consideration during the Site Survey, 

and may suggest candidate measures. 
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If a formal complaint file does not exist but complaint data have 

been received, such a file should be established. The file should 

be organized by location. The following are typical of the complaints 

which indicate information system problems. 

• Driver was placed in a hazardous position because he/she 
did not see a warning or regulatory sign. 

• Drivers complain that they are confused about path and roadway 
boundaries. 

• Complaints from parents that cars are not stopping at school 
crossings. 

• 
• 

• 

Driver complaints about a blind curve or a series iof curves . 

Ori vers report they have taken an incorrect acti onl because 
of confusion over signs, signals or markings. 

Drivers indicate they are unable to follow routes or get 
to their destination. 

Traffic Operations Data Review 

Traffic Data 

All available traffic data should be assembled and analyzed in 

order to help determine what additional information should e collected 

to provide the best characterization of traffic operations the site. 

Operational data that may be useful in planning and diagnos s are primarily 

volU11e, speed, and traffic compostion (vehicle mix) and out~uts derived 

from these, e.g. gap availability, headway, etc. Operational data 

derived from capacity analysis, input-output analysis, origt -destination 

studies, travel time, etc., can also be useful. A discussi r of these 

types of data, including their definition and use is covered! in detail 

in the Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook.* 

*Baerwald, J. E. (Ed.), Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook, 
!TE, Arlington, Va: 1976. 
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Device Blockage Due to Large Vehicles 

A problem that should be identified during the Historical Data 

Review is the potential for visual blockage of traffic control devices 

due to large vehicles. The increasing use of vans, campers, and pick-up 

trucks with caps, in addition to the nonnal truck traffic, has increased 

the probability that the visual field of an automobile driver may be 

blocked by larger vehicles. This blockage problem has implication 

for the location and number of traffic control devices. If the data 

on traffic mix indicates a high percentage of 11 large 11 vehicles, the 

problem of blockage should be flagged for verification during the Site 

Survey. 

Supplanental Data 

In addition to routine traffic data that may exist for a problem 

location, special studies (e.g. TOPICS, Area Transportation Studies, 

corridor reviews, O-D studies, etc.), may have been conducted, thus 

pro vi ding data that could shed additional light on the problem. Other 

sources of information include highway maintenance and operations personnel, 

the police, and persons who live or work near the problem location. 

Talks with these groups and/or interviews with drivers and pedestrians 

could serve to develop new infonnation or verify infonnation from the 

Accident and Traffic Data Reviews. 
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Review Output 

At this stage in the Planning Phase, a data file (Site IFile) should 

be established. The user should also develop a list of "Things to 

Look For and At" (see Table 1-1) during the subsequent Site Survey 

and Operations Revi e11. 

Table 1-1. 
Types of Things to Look For and At 

• Specific locations where accidents occurred 

• Location of traffic control devices, signal timin, etc. 

• Hazards 

• Roadway alignment (vertical and horizontal curvat re) 
I 

f Sight distance restrictions and device blockage 

• Sources of driver confusion 

• Vehicle speed (subjective) 

• Vehicle actions (sudden stops, late lane changes, centerline crossings, 
etc.) 

• Pavement condition 

• Environmental factors (weather, time of day, leve of illunination, 
etc.) 

Sl.11111ary 

In sunmary, the overall objective of revie11ing historical data 

is to use the information to describe the site and its attendant problems 

so that the appropriate improvements can be developed and valuated. 

Where the historical data are insufficient to diagnose the nature and/or 

extent of the problem, operational performance data needs must be identified. 

Further, measures of effectiveness must be identified to e~aluate the 

effectiveness of any improvement. This information inputs directly 

i nt o the F i el d D at a C o 11 ect i on P l an . 
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DATA COLLECTIOO PLAN CONSIII:RATIONS 

Overview 

Because of the diversity i n project s i ze, site detail s, and agency resources, 

the following activities should be tailored for each specific project. Many 

of the activities may be combined or omitted as the situation warrants, and the 

sequence of events leading to the collection of data may vary from project-to

project. However, for completeness, a 11 full blown 11 data collection plan developnent 

is presented. 

Site Fan i 1 i er i zat i on 

Following the review of historical data, it is often useful to visit the 

site before proceeding further with the planning activities. In cases where 

the historical data is relatively recent, and where staff members are familiar 

with the site, this step may be unnecessary, and the first site visit could be 

deferred until the Site Survey and Operations Review. Also, where the project 

is relatively simple and/or where the site visit entails substantial time and 

cost due to its location, this visit can be. deferred, particularly if a suitable 

photolog exists. Site familiarization is thus a desirable step in the planning 

process. While the Site Survey and Operations Review is structured and designed 

to obtain the detailed information necessary to finalize the data collection 

plan, the purpose of site familiarization is to obtain a current overview of 

the site's physical and operational characteristics. 

The Site Familiarization Visit should be used to update and/or fill in gaps 

in the historical data. Factors such as changes in, and the current condition 
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of, the information system and changes in geometrics shouldJbe checked, and a 

"feel" for current operations should be obtained. This visit can also be used 

to identify potential problems with respect to the location of observers and/or 

equipllent. For example, if there are no overpasses or high terrain vantage points 

within the site, certain types of film data and/or certain irect observational 

measures will be impractical, and can be deleted fr001 consi eration in developing 

t he Data C o 11 ec ti on P l an • 

Data Collection Plan Elements 

After the Site Familiarization Visit and prior to the ite Survey and Operations 

RevieH, it is useful to assess the information generated to date, and to begin 

to consider certain key elenents of the Data Collection Pla. An initial review 

at this stage will save time and effort when the plan is de eloped and implemented. 

Since all the Positive Guidance data collection proced res are not necessaril : 

applicable to every project, the intent of this volume is t present a general 

discussion of key Data Collection Plan elenents applicable oth to the improvement 

development phase of all projects and to evalutions. 

Identification of Candidate Measures 

The term "candidate" is used because the initial produ t of this activity 

is an identification of potential measures in the form of a "shopping list." 

This listing of measures is then revieHed from the standpoint of available equipment 

and personnel, and s001e measuresare rejected on the basis o a lack of resources. 

The remaining candidates will be evaluated during the Site urvey when the final 

choice of measures is made and the Data Collection Plan finalized. 
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Candidate measures, including ~easures of Effectiveness used in 

an evaluation, are identified in a nunber of ways. The Review of Historical 

Data should not only aid in the diagnosis of problans, it should also 

result in the identification of some of the diagnostic measures required 

to verify the specific nature of the site's problans. 

MOC's must be: (1) Directly related to the project's objectives, 

i.e., valid; (2) stable and repeatable, i.e., reliable; (3) amenable 

to data collection--given a particular equiJJTient/personnel situation, 

i.e., feasible; and (4) of value in diagnosing a problan, i.e., meaningful. 

Validity, reliability, feasibility, and meaningfulness are the primary 

MOE selection criteria. 

Table 1-2 presents a number of validated measures for typical 

highway si t uations. In addition, MOC's have been used to evaluate 

the traffic control devices shown in Table 1-3. While specific improvements 

will not have been generated at this juncture in the project, personnel 

generally have a feel for the types of traffic control devices that 

will be used. Thus, using the site's characteristics, potential solutions, 

and engineering judgnent will yield a range of candidateMOE's. 

Finally, a basic way to identify candidate measures for both diagnosis 

and as evaluation MOE 'sis to analyze driver performance requirements. 

For those sites with little or no available historical data, the analysis 

of performance requirements may be the sole means of identifying candidate 

measures. 
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ALIGNMENT, 
VERI'ICAL aJRVE 

c::tWa IN CRCSS 
SECTICN-- Lane, 
Shoulder Width 
Reducticri 

~. 
DIVERGE ARFAS 

~, 
llF1' EXITS, 
TANGENI'1AL CFF 
IW'l'S 

INI'ERSECTICRS, 
SIQW.IZED 

I 
Table 1-2. MOE's for Typical Hi~way Situations I 

KlE's 

Spot Speed; q:>stresn; 
Entry; Apex; Exit; 
Da,mstream. 

lateral Placsnent. 
Encroacitnents; Shculder; 
Centerline. 

Brake Applicatiau.. 

Spot Speed; q:>stream; 
Entry; Sag (or): Crest; 
no.mstream. 

Brake 11pplications. 
Time Headway (IXWngrade) • 

Brake Applications. 
Conflicts. 
Delay . 
Enc:roacl'ments. 
lateral P l.aoernent. 
last Minute lane Olange. 
Speed . 

Spot Speed. 
Brake Applicatiau.. 
lateral Plaoement . 

Distribution of points of 
entry into inside lane; 
deoel. lane. 

Speed; JIJ.instre5!l 
(nrlucticri); at gore 
area; cri ratp. 

Deoel . lane speed profile . 
Erratic M::lvertents . 

Erratic~. 
Clllflicts. 
Speed . 
lateral Plaoement 

Conflicts. 
Delay. 
Travel Time . 
Time 'Imou:Jtl Intersect.ioo. 
Speed . 
lateral Placatent. 
Brake Applications. 
Stq:, Line Enc:roac:htelts. 

Spot ~; q:>streml; 
Vicinity of sign; 
Be;innin;J taper; &'Id 
taper . 

Distrib.Jtioo of lane 
charges. 

Merg in; conflicts. 
Enc:roacllne.nts. 
lateral Plaoement thro.J;h 
transition area. 
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I KlE's 

Merge~ profile. 
O:mli~]. with thrcu;h atrean. 
Distributioo of nerges. 
Delay. 
Brake Appl icatials . 

Speed. ~ 
lateral P.1lacenent. 
Centerlirie Encroad'll?ent. 
Clllflict:: . 

Speed. 
lateral I laoemmt. 

Passirg ;=::,..=.--=:,. 
Passi.rg lUYJ return type . 
!unber o~ alx:irtive passes. 
0::nflict.J; with oocx:min; or ~-=-- _ vehicles . 

Catplianpe. 
Clllfli.ct~. 
Speed. 
Delay . 

Head '!".::.:i.-.; ~ts. 
Speed. 
Speed Pxpfile. 

Speed Pxpfile. 
lateral Placer.ent. 
Brake J!i: plications. 
Encroact ~ts oo Cross ~. 
Erratic Deoeleration. 

I.ocatia of lane cnan;es to 
enter oeoe.l. lane. 

Spot Bpl!eds; q:>st.re5n; Entry. 
Point o ent?y into decel. 
lane. 

Erratic maneuvers . 
0::nflic~ ; ~i.rg; through 
'Yehichs . 

T.i.ne th:ttuJh intersectioo. 

Speed. 
lateral Placement . 
Ctnflicts. 

Speed.t: Speed . e . 
Brake · ght Applications . 
Ctnflidts. 
latera] Plac:srent . 



Table 1-3. MCI: 's for Typical Traffic Control Devices 

DEVICE MOE 

MARKINGS . Lateral Placement 
. Encroachments 
. Compliance 

GUIDE SIGNS . High Risk Gore Weaves (Erratic 
Maneuvers) 

. Gore Weaves (Erratic Maneuvers) 

. Driving Slowly 

. Late Lane Changes 

. Brake Light Applications 

. Energy Efficiency 

WARNING SIGNS . Speed (profile) (Spot) 
. Lateral Placement 
. Brake Light Indications 
. Stop Line Conflicts . Compliance 

SIGNALS . Conflicts 
. Speed 
. Compliance 
. Energy Efficiency 

Analysis of Driver Perfonnance Requirements 

At this juncture in the project, project personnel should be in 

a position to specify the safest and most efficient manner in which 

to drive the site. This specification of driver performance requirements 

should be in terms of explicit statanents of the sequence and location 

of proper driver actions, i.e., a specification of the points or sections 

where drivers should change (or maintain) speed and path. 
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Once performance requirements have been specified, mea urement 

of deviations from these requirements can provide insights into the 

nature and extent of the site's operational problems. Know·ng the 

nature of the problem in performance terms aids in the identification 

of both its cause(s) and potential improvement(s) and provi es a basis 

for determining the effectiveness of an improvement. Thus, specifying 

performance requirements helps to identify appropriate cand'date measures. 

The specification of driver performance requirements so serve 

as a means for identifying information needs and gauging th adequacy 

of their satisfaction. That is, given the requirement rform certain 

maneuvers at specified locations, an assessment can be as to whether 

drivers have adequate and accurate information regarding th desired 

actions, and whether the information is appropriately located to provide 

sufficient time to make the required decisions and perform he maneuvers. 

Performance requirements can also be used during the Site 

identify information deficiencies. If the signing plans a e accurate, 

and the topography of the site is known, a preliminary ass ssment of 

the information system can be accomplished prior to the Si 

Photologs can also be used for this preliminary assessment 

Figure 1-7 illustrates how to translate performance r quirements 

into candidate measures using a freeway exit example. The figure and 

accompanying table shows the sequence of driver performanc requirements 

and identifies alternative measures. The Figure shows tha the alternative 

measures for any given performance requirement may vary fr m those 

directly related to the requirement to measures that are " urrogate" 

or substitute "indicators" of the more direct measure. 
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PERFORMANCE lll!OUI•........,. S",.. ENC! 

1. biting driver■ ahould be in the -inltna 
lane adjacent to the deceleration lane 
previoua to arrival at the beainning of 
the deceleration lane. 

2. The deceleration lane ahould be entered in 
approx1Mtely the first one-third of the 
available ■pace tll.order to provide ■ufftc
tant di ■ tance for• a81>0th dacelarat1on fro■ 
eait ■peed to ra■p ■peed. 

l. ft• dec•leration lane •hould be entered at 
th• poated -inline ■peed, i.e. SS ■ph or, 
converaly atated, deceleration ahould not 
take place in the freeway lane. 

4. Tha apead profile fro■ deceleration lana 
entry ■peed to r■11p ■peed ■hould be 
■->oth. 

S. The ■pe■d ■t the aore ■hould be within 
S ■ph of the posted ra■p ■pHd. 

ALTERNATIVE MEASURES 

The -aau•e related to thia require■ent 1 ■ the percentage of 
exitina driver■ entering the ■ ite in the lane adjacent to the 
deceleration lane. Thi• -••ure can be alternatively ■ tated 
•• the percentage of ex1tina driver• initiating -inline lane 
changea after the beginnina of the deceleration lane. 

One -a■ure hara 1a the percentage of exiting driver• vho enter 
• point past the fir■t one-third of the deceleration lane. 
Alternatively, the acceleration lane can be divided into aeveral 
&one■ or aection and the point of entry of all exiting vehicle• 
can be obaerved. Another alternative i■ to observe the percentaae 
of driver■ who -ke only extre■ely late entr lea into the 
deceleration lane, e.g. tho•• who ancroach on the painted and or 
phyaical gore. 

Tbe ■o■ t alaborate -••ure -uld be• •peed profile over the entire 
deceleration area. An alternative to thi■ would be• ■pot ■peed 
at the point of entry to the deceleration lane. Another 
alternative (a ■uDrogate for ■peed data) would be the 
ob■ervation of exiting driver brake light■ in the -inline. 

The obvioua ■ea ■ure here 1■ the ■peed profile,•• apecifiecl in the 
require■ent. However, an alternative to thio -y be the obMrvation 
of an erratic .. neuver auch u "aevere" braking or ■oae other 
indicator of a poor deceleration profile which can be readily . 
obeerved and reliably judged. 

The -■ aura related to thia require■ent 1• obviou■ly the ■pot 
■peed. In the c ■■e of• aite in■triaented to provide a ■peed 
profile, thi■ can be taken fro■ the speed trap located at the 
gore. Alternatively,• radar ■pot ■peed or• aanu■lly tl-d 
■peed trap can be uaed. A poastble aurrogate aeaaure 
indicating high ra■p entry ■peed ■ ■ay be r■■p shoulder 
encroachaenta or aevere brakina on the raap . 

Figure 1-7 
Example of Driver Perfonnance Requirements 

for an Exit i ng Maneuver* 

*The method reconmended for translating perfonnance requireme~ts into infonnation 
requirements is an "I DA" (Inf ormat i on-Decision-Action) analys, s. See NCHRP Report 
(Taylor, J.I.,Mc:Gee, H.w •• Seguin, E.L., and Hostetter. R.S., NCHRP Report 130, 
Washington, D .C • , 1972) • 
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Operational Definition of Candidate Measures 

After the availability of equipnent and staff has been ldetermined 

and the original list of candidate measures narrowed, the remaining 

candidates are operationally defined. The operational definitions 

are, at this point, preliminary in nature and will be finalized during 

the Site Survey. The reason it is necessary to develop operational 

definitions before the final measures have been selected li t s in the 

fact that the feasibility of the measures will be establish, d during 

the Site Survey. During the Site Survey, it is necessary t i ensure 

that observers or equipnent can be placed such that the des ~red observations 

can be reliably and accurately made and adequately sampled, and to 

ensure that the field of view is not hampered by blockage 

terrain, foliage, etc. It is also necessary to determine 

observers and/or equipnent can be unobtrusively placed. 

oj vehicles, 

w et her the 

An operational definition defines a measure in precise observable 

terms and reduces the chances for error in data collection. While 

the definitions of standard measures such as speed and vehi le counts 

are obvious, many definitions of MOE's such as erratic mane vers or 

traffic conflicts are not. Consider, for example, the erra ic maneuver 

( EM ) "gore encroachments" for an exiting maneuver. If two bs er vers 

were to observe this EM in the field or to score it from film, and 

the EM was not operationally defined, one observer may count every 

occasion where the wheels of a vehicle touch the gore paint l while 

the other may count only those occasions where both wheels re completely 

over the paint line. If these two observers were involved i an evaluation 

of an improvement, one observer for the "Before" con di ti on nd the other 

for the "After" condition, the results of the difference in l observational 

judgnents could produce an erroneous conclusion. 
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Table 1-4 presents functional definitions for a range of measures 

(see also Part 2). These are translated into operational definitions 

by synthesizing site characteristics and data collection techniques 

and procedures with the MCE's. It should be recognized that an operational 

definition is always site specific and tailored to the project location. 

Figure 1-8, taken from Volume II, shows exanples of these interrelationships. 

HRLC = HIGH RISK LANE CHANGE 
LC = LANE CHANGE 

HRGW = HIGH RISK GORE WEAVE 
GW = GORE WEAVE 

PREFERRED POSITION OF 
TIME LAPSE CAMERA. 

(ELEVATED IF POSSIBLE) 

MOE: HIGH RISK 
GORE WEAVE 

OPERATIONAL A VEHICLE MOVEMENT 
DEFINmON : INTO DECELERATION 

LANE 
ACROSS PAINTED OR 
PHYSICAL GORE, IN 
ADDITION TO CROSSING 
AT LEAST ONE 
THROUGH 
TRAFFIC LANE. 

COLLECTION TIME LAPSE 
METHOD: PHOTOGRAPHY 

GORE WEAVE LATE LANE CHANGE 

A VEHICLE MOVEMENT A VEHICLE MOVEMENT 
INTO DECELERATION INTO DECELERATION 
LANE LANE 
ACROSS PAINTED OR ACROSS PAINTED GORE 
PHYSICAL GORE. EXTENSION LINE. 

MANUAL CODING" OR TIME LAPSE 
TIME LAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY 

•MANUAL CODING IS PREFERABLE IF TOTAL 
WEAVE AREA IS 1000 FEET OR LONGER. 

COLLECTION MEASURE OR COUNT ALL OCCURRENCES CONTINUOUSLY 
PROCEDURE: 

Figure 1-8. 
Interrelationship of MOE 's and Methods 
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DRIVE SLOWLY 

A VEHICLE SPEED 
< ONE STANDARD 
DEVIATION BELOW 
MEAN, 800 FEET IN 
ADVANCE OF PHYSICAL 
GORE POINT. 

MANUAL TIMING 
VIA 
ELECTRONIC 
STOPWATCH 

SLOW AND MEAN 
SPEED DURING 
ALTERNATE PERIODS. 



Table 1-4. Definitions for Selected MOE's 

MOE 

CONFLICTS, TRAFFIC 

(Nine Basic Intersection 
Conflicts) 

1. Left-turn, same direction 

2. Right-turn, same direction 

3. Slow-vehicle, same direction 

4. Opposing left-turn 

5. Right-turn, cross-traffic
from-right 

6. Left-turn, cross-traffic
from-ri ght 

7. Thru, cross-traffic-from
ri ght 

8. Left-turn, cross-traffic
from 1 ef t 

9. Thru, cross-traffic-from-
1 eft 

DR I V ING SLOWLY 
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- - --- - ··-··- . Def i ni ti on 
---·-- ,-------------- -----

A traffic event involving two or 
more road user's in w ich one road 
user performs some at pical or 
unusual action, such s a change 
in direction or speed, that places 
another user in jeopardy of a collision 
unless an evasive man1uver is undertaken. 

(See Part 2 for appli dable Figures) 

A vehicle speed great r than II X" 
standard deviation(s) below the 
mean speed, measured I Y" feet in 
advance of the physic 1 gore. 



Table 1-4. {continued) 

MOE Definitf~~-
--- --------------- ---

DELAY 

Approach Delay 

Stopped Time Delay 

ENCROACHMENTS 

ERRATIC MANEUVERS 
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There are a number of kinds of 
delay. The two most prevalent 
are Approach and Stopped time. 
Each is measured Y feet in advance 
of the physical gore. 

The total illlount of time, in vehicle 
seconds, lost by vehicles due to 
traffic conditions on the approach 
to a signalized intersection. 
For an individual vehicle, approach 
delay is considered to be the amount 
of time used to pass through an 
approach minus the amount of time 
used by an unimpeded vehicle to 
pass through the approach. 

The time, in vehicle seconds, during 
which a vehicle is stopped with 
locked wheels on the intersection 
approach. 

Deviation from a prescribed path 
in a lane, intersection, or interchange 
as described by the existing pavement 
markings. An encroachment occurs 
when a wheel or wheels of an encroaching 
vehicle touches or goes across 
a lane line, centerline, edgeline, 
or other feature. 

Deviations from an idealized track 
or trace through an interchange 
given a particular destination. 
The paths should be defined for 
both exiting and through traffic, 
and will differ for different types 
of interchange geometry. At locations 
up-stream of interchanges, preparatory 
and through maneuvers must be defined. 
(see Part 2) 



Table 1-4. {continued) 

MOE · · Def i nit ion 

Late Lane Change 

Gore Weave 

High Risk Late Lane 
Change of Gore Weave 

PREP ARA T 00 Y MANEUVER 

THROUGH MANEUVER 
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-- ------- --------

A vehicle movement int~ the deceleration 
lane across the paintI gore extension 
lane. 

A vehicle movement int the deceleration 
lane across the paint d or physical gore. 

Same as above with th, addition 
of crossing at least ne through 
traffic lane. 

Preparation for exiti 1g, e.g., 
moving into the right lane for 
a right exit, etc. 

Moving out of a 1 ane, e.g., moving 
into theleft lane at a right exit, etc. 



Another aspect which must be considered in defining erratic maneuver 

and traffic conflict MOE 1 s is the traffic context in which they occur. 

While some EM's, such as gore encroachments, are always 11 event 11 counts, 

there are others which are counted as an event in some traffic contexts 

but not in others. Consider, for example, the measure of speed reduction 

at a freeway exit . Suppose that it is not feasible to measure speed 

directly, and an alternate such as brake application (as indicated 

by brake lights) is chosen. In cases where an exiting vehicle is either 

the lead vehicle in a platoon or alone, its brake applications are 

scored. However, in the case where the exiting vehicle is not the 

lead vehicle, the slowing of the lead vehicle often causes the exiting 

driver to brake. In this situation, the brake lights of any non-lead 

vehicles are not to be counted, since braking was produced by a reaction 

to other traffic, rather than by a site-related factor. 

This sort of definitional problem can be resolved in several ways. 

One way is to identify the characteristics of the traffic situation 

in which the EM should and should not be counted as an event. Another 

way is to record all observations of the EM, and to divide the subject 

population (exiting drivers in the case above) into subgroups (e.g., 

single or lead vehicles vs. vehicles in a platoon), and exclude one 

of the subgroups from the analysis. While the latter means of resolution 

is more easily applied by observers, and may result in more reliable 

field judgments, it has a disadvantage. It is necessary to be able 

to differentiate between the two subgroups in the data analysis phase. 
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This requires the use of more complex data collection forms. 1 As data 

collection forms become more complex, the observers require r ore training 

(practice) in their use. Otherwise the reliability of 

may suffer and/or the desired sampling rate may not be 

In other words, either the quality of the data will be 

field time (and associated costs) will increase. 

the crservati on 

mai nt lai ned. 

reducrd or the 

Another aspect of an operational definition is the spec "fication 

of the required measurement accuracy. Since greater accurac is frequently 

associated with high costs, either in data personnel , 

procedures, etc., or in data reduction and analysis, it is i portant 

to specify the accuracy early in the planning phase. In or er to specify 

accuracy, consideration must be given to both diagnostic and evaluation 

requirements . From the standpoint of problem diagnosis, the issue 

is how much accuracy is needed to determine the nature ands verity 

of the problem. For example, does the path of a vehicle ha t to be 

measured within plus or minus 1 foot, or is plus ar minus 3 eet enough? 

From the standpoint of evaluation, the issue is practical r ther than 

statistical significance. 

While most measures should be collected as accurately as equil)11ent 

and personnel allow, specifying accuracy is an engineering judgment. 

In general, the nature of the ' problems will 

required. 
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determine the •1curacy 



Selection of Equi1J11ent and Procedures 

After candidate measures have been identified, operationally defined, 

and accuracy requirements specified, the next consideration is to make 

a preliminary selection of equipment and establish data collection 

procedures. In many cases, fin~ decisions cannot be made unless or 

until the topographical features of the site are known. For example, 

film or video cannot be selected without ensuring that an appropriate 

camera location is available. The final decision as to the equipment 

and procedures to be used are thus made during the Site Survey. However, 

initial equipment and procedure choices and alternatives should be 

made at this poi nt so that the necessary assessments regarding the 

feasibility of use can be made during the Site Survey. 

Ideally, the choices should be dictated by the measures and measurement 

accuracy requirements. However, decisions are frequently made on the 

basis of available resources. Because of the wide variation in resources 

between agencies (and even within agencies at different time periods) 

little specific guidance can be offered. 

Table 1-5 shows applicable data collection techniques for typical 

measures in terms of actuarial, observational, and interactive methods. 

Actuarial - An actuarial data collection method uses hi storical 
records to quantify MCf's in terms of their past frequency or 
rate of occurrence. 

Observational - This method gathers data by observing (usually 
unobtrusively) driver and/or vehicle behavior as it is occurring. 
The personnel and/or equipment used to gather data should not 
interact with what is being observed. 
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Interactive - In this method, the individual and/or eq~ipmerit 
interacts directly with the drivers whose opinions, unmerstanding 
or knowledge is being solicited, or whose behavior is ?eing observed. 

Using Table 1-5, an assessment should be made of the pf esent or 

future availability of equipment and staff. This, coupled with an 

assessment of the site's characteristics, yi elds an indication of the 

feasibilty of using a particular MOE and measurement techni ~ue. For 

example, lack of equipment and personnel to reliably measur j lateral 

placement would preclude its use as an MOE. Similarly, if r ere is 

no suitable vantage point to mount a camera, time-lapse tee niques 

to record erratic maneuvers would not be feasible. 

Part 2 provides a description of advantages and disad antages 

of various types of equipment for different types of field ata, and 

includes a discussion of field procedures related to the us of the 

equipment. Also discussed in Part 2 are field problems. A number 

of the decisions which must be made involve tradeoffs betwe n field 

collection costs and data reduction costs. For example, ti e-lapse 

film or video data collection can provide high sampling rat s for a 

number of different measures with a minimum of field person el. However, 

depending upon what type of data are taken from the film or video, 

the data reduction time can be extensive. On the other han , taking 

the same amount and type of data using a number of observers making 

manual observations would be very labor intensive in the fi ll ld, but 

the data reduction task would be much less time consuming. Thus, an 
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Table 1-5. Applicable Data Collection Techni(Jles 

KE IWI7l ~ fE'DID KE ~ CDLU.C'l'lCli .:m:J) 
DQIU~ 'ftO!tn~ 

ACCitEm'S kcidant Jlacards kblarial ERRl\l'IC NIINEVllmS, Acr::idant Jllcards Jlcbarial 
L\.ST~Ull£0WQ:S Aerial Photography CberYat:.ional 

11MKE APPLICAXICHS tll!Ull.Rlcarding a»ervat.ianal Jlut.amtic Det-=-txra Cblerwt.ialal 
'l'ine-Llrpae Film Cblervat.icnal Nllnual Jlitalrding Clleervatialal 
'traffic Analyzer Clmervatialal tl'.1ving Yahicles Cblervaticnal 
Traffic Qu1tar Cbervatialal TiJlle-Lllpe P'i.lJII Cblervat.imal 
Video Jll!ioorder Cberwtiaw Traffic Anlllyzer a-.tvati.alal 
llaar Patt.llmS Cl:acrvatianal Video Jlllcxrding o»ervaticnal 

Interview Jntmactiw InteivilWS Interactiw 
~ Jntanctiw o.-ticmaire Interac:tiw 

ClH'UANa: PolioeRea:lrd.l .Actuarial IIE1,D'l\RiING!O/EMNI'S Jllmlual Rearding Q:iservational 

JmllalRlcarding CberYat.ialal Time-Llpae Film Cbserllaticnal 
time-Llpae Film .Cbervatialal VicSeoReccrding Cl:aexvatiavll 
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CDFLICl'S JllmalJlaazd.in; Cbenlatialal time-Llpae Film Cl:eervatialal 
time-Lipe P'i.lJII a:-rvaticnal Traffic Analyzer Cbservlltialal 
'traffic Qu1ter Cl:aervlltiaWll VideollacDrding Cbervatialal 
Video 1-1::rder Ctaezvatimal 

PASSJN:. 'l'l!PE, Aarial Pl'otup:4i1y Cbervatimal 
t'E1.U' (Dplainta .Actuarial PASSJN:. TD£, Nllnual Recarding Cbervatialal 

~al~ a.ervat.ianal PASSI?«; DISTNCE, 11:win; Vehicles ctiservaticnal 
Jlutalllltic Detc't:Dn CbervatiCl'IAl PASSIN; FREOt1N:Y, Time-Lllplle Film a:.ervatiaial 

Jz;,.Jt-o.rt;>ut Sb.me& Cbe:rvatianal PASSINGABCRl'IV£ Traffic Analyzer Cbervatialal 
Video Rec:crdin:3 Cll&ervaticnal 

Jllmal Jearding Cl:auvatianal 
Jt:IYing Vehicles Cbenlatianal fl'm), SPm> CJWC&S Accident Rllcards Ac:tuari&l 
JlldaI" Speed Nrters Cbervatialal Aarial Pllot.ujx apl iy Cbex'Yllt.i.0na '.l'inlP-lapR"l'ilm Cbcvatianal lz;,.Jt-Qrtput Stu:lies CJ:leervatiav&l Traffic Analyzer CberYat.ialal Manual Jlitalrding Cbervat.ialAl 'traffic OJlinter Cbcvat.ia'la1 
Videolllc:arder Cbervaticna1 11:win; Vehicles ctiservaticnal 

Jladar~Meters Cl:eervatiav&l 
~ Jntcw:tiw Time-Llplle Film CJ:leervatiClna 
~amaire Intenctiw 'traffic Anll1)'7,er Cbervatiav&l 

VidaoJl!Jcl:zder a.exvat.ialal 
MIVIK;SlOlt.Y 

~ ~ ~ ~Smliea Cblezvaticnal TD£~ Allxial Ploto;x4Jllj.· Cbervatialal 
Nlnual Jl9catdin; Cblezvaticnal Aut:allatic Detectcrs Cl:aexvatian&l 
11:Jvin; \Jlahiclas Cbervatiana1 Jllmlual ~ Cbervaticrla1 
llldar~Meten a-rwticmal 11:win; Vehicles Cllaervati0nal 
Time-~ Film a:.enatianal Time-t.pae Film Cbe:rvatianal 
'traffic Analyzer Cbervaticnal 'traffic Analyzer Clleervatialll1 
Video~ Clleervatianal Vidao R1!1caroer ct.exvatialal 

~ Accident Rla:rds Jlct:uarial TD£ 'JHJ(U;B ldlil6i:X.!11Cli Aerial Plvt:og111p!iy Cbervatiav&l Traffic Quits Acblarial 'DIAVEL TD£ AutDnatic Detectors Cbexvaticnal 
Aari&l J'tr:,ta;raphy ~ llp.Jt-Qrtput Studies Cbie%vBtional 
Aut:all!ltic Detectors Q:aexvatianal Jllmlual~ Cblervllticnal 
am-1 Racxrd.lBJ CberYatiaia1 tl'.1ving Vehicles Cbervllticnal 
11:Jvin; Vlahicles Cbenatianal lladar~Meters Clmervaticnal 
time-t.pae Film Cbervatianal 'l'il!e-Llipse Film Cl:aervat.ianal 
Traffic Analyze- Cberntianal Traffic Analyzer Cbervaticnal 
VideoRl<:arder" ~ Vidao Rl!lcxJrding Cbervatian&l 
NNl" Pattens a:.cv.tianal 

Intmvi- Interactiw 'QlH: Traffic 0lunts ktllaria1 
~cnl&ire Intcactiw Aerial Photcgnphy Cbexvat.ianal 

Autamtic Detectcrs <bervaticnal 
llp.Jt-Qrtput Studies CbexvatiCl'lal 
Mlnual Racordin3 Cbe:vaticnal 
ltmJ'IJ Vehicles CIJeervaticnal 
Time-Llplle Film Cl:eervaticnal 
Traffic Analyzer Cbervaticnal 
Video Reccrding Cbervatialal 
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organization with a large field staff but few office person~el might 

tentatively choose manual data collection, while an organization with 

a large office staff but few field personnel may choose film or video 

data collection. 

There are also data reliability factors to consider. Film and 

video data can be reviewed by a nunber of staff members, an1 the data 

reduction accuracy can be checked, whereas manually obtaine1 data cannot 

be checked except via a quality control procedure in the fi ld. Thus, 

an organization with experienced and trustworthy field obse vers may 

opt for manual data collection, and an organization employi g part-time, 

casual, or inexperienced observers may be better off with film, video 

or some other "non-manual" means of data collection to assu e reliability. 
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SITE srnVEY AND OPERATIONS REVIEW 

Overview 

The purposes of the Site Survey and Operations Review are: To 

familiarize project personnel with the geanetric and topographic characteristics 

of the site; to verify preliminary conclusions from the Historical 

Data Review; to identify potential driver problems that were not otherwise 

identified; and to provide those inputs necessary to finalize the Data 

Collection Plan, including the final selection of measures and a verification 

of the feasibility of using the equipment and procedures selected. 

The effort required for the Site Survey and Operations Review will 

vary as a function of the extent to which the engineering staff is 

familiar with the site and the size and nature of the project. 

In order to conduct the revie.-Js efficiently and minimize the field 

time required, it is desirable to structure the observations to be 

made. The structuring can be in the form of a listing derived from 

each of the planning activities, i.e., a "List of Things to Look For 

and At" on various sections of the site. The following are examples 

of the type of outputs from each of the planning activities relating 

to finalizing the Data Collection Plan. 
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• 

• 

• 

ReviB'I of Historical Data - Accident clusters idenl ified 
on the condition diagram can be listed for a visua~ check 
for possible causes. Accident data can suggest the types 
of erratic maneuvers or traffic conflicts, and thel probable 
location which would be expected to be associated with each 
significant cluster. Accident and/or traffic operations 
data may suggest that indicators of speed control !problems 
should be listed. User complaints may indicate that visibility 
and detectability of signs or signals should be checked. 
Accident summaries such as time of day, wet/dry, etc. may 
identify when the Site Survey should be conducted. 

Identification of Candidate Measures - The candidate measures 
and their locations were identified during the IdJntification 
of Data Collection Plan Elements activity. The Si/te Survey 
and Operations Review enables the reviewer to mak~ an informed 
(non-statistical) assessment of which measures are likely 
to provide some indication of the problems and/or for those 
cases where an improvement has been developed, which measures 
should be used in its evaluation. 

0 erational Definitions and Selection of E ui en and Procedures -
This activity, along with the previous one, ident i fied the 
nature and location of al l measures and the metho of measurement. 
Observation checks to be made during the Site Sur ey ensure 
that the desired measures can be made at the desi ed locations 
with the equipnent and procedures chosen. This i volves 
assessing observer and/or equipment locations fro the standpoint 
of factors such as operational definitions, obtru iveness, 
visual line-of-site, availability of measurement eference 
marks (or objects), canera field of view, etc. 

The Site Survey and Operations Review activities are t us necessary 

to establish the feasibility of all aspects of the Data Col ection 

Phase and to determine the most effective combination of me sures, 

procedures, and methods. 

Site Survey 

Ori ve-Through 

The Site Survey typical l y begins with a Drive-Through f the location 

to determine what drivers see and to experience the problemf that drivers 
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may encounter. It also involves looking systematically at the location 

from an engineering point of view. Applying experience and judgment 

enables the reviewer to identify hazards and problems that have not 

yet been identified by the Historical Data Review, and to assess the 

severity of those that have been identified previously. 

It is usually best for two people to conduct the Drive-Through--

one to observe and drive, and one to observe and record. A tape recorder 

and a Condition Diagram provide a convenient means to record observations 

and comments, with the locations of various observations being marked 

on the diagram. The Condition Diagram should also be checked for completeness 

and accuracy during the Site Survey. Depending on the length of the 

site and the nunber of traffic control devices, it is often easier 

to check the information system on foot. If the site is surveyed on 

foot, observers must assure that safety precautions such as wearing 

orange vests, etc. are taken into account. If foliage exists during 

the time the Site Survey is being conducted, signs should be checked 

to ensure that visual blockage is not a problem. Potential truck blockage 

problems should also be checked. 

The Site Survey may re qui re more than one Ori ve-Through. For 

undivided sections, a Drive-Through should be conducted in both directions. 

At least one of the Drive-Through trips in each direction should be 

at normal traffic speed. It should start far enough upstream of the 

site to determine what driver expectancies are created on the approach 

to the site and to determine whether expectancy violations exist. 
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During the drive-throughs and the Operations Review whi h follows, 

close attention should also be given to potential observer and/or equiJ)1lent 

locations. Each location should be confirmed and noted on the condition 

diagram. 

Photographic Documentation 

It is recommended that a set of 35 mm color slides be taken of 

the site before and after an improvement has been made. If r photolog 

does not exist or is out of date, it is frequently valuable l o film 

or video-tape the drive-through. The ability to review the ilm, tape, 

and/or slides in the office will aid throughout a project in the determination 

of hazards, expectancy violations, detection and recognition problems, 

information loading, etc. If equipment is available, the cot of filming 

or taping a drive-through (particularly in "super 811
) is low, and a 

savings in field time can usually be realized. That is, the Site Survey 

notes can be verified and, frequently, additional problems can be identified. 

If the photographic documentation reduces trips to the site, a substantial 

savings can be realized. Obviously, the greater the distan 

the site to the office, the greater the importance of photo raphic 

documentation. 

Operations Review 

Following the drive-through, an Operations Review is r1conmended 

to aid in problem identification and/or verification. Wher as the 

drive-through provides a longitudinal look at the site, the Operations 

Review is cross- sectional in nature. While the Operations eview can 

be accomplished during the Site Survey, it is often desirab e to view 
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operations at different times (e.g . , weekday, weekend, peak, off-peak) 

and/or under different conditions (e.g., day, night, dry, wet). This 

judgnent is made on the basis of information from the Historical Data 

Review and/or the overall impression of the staff as to the nature 

of the pro bl ems. 

The objectives of the Operations Review are: (1) To identify 

possible problems not identified via previous analyses; and (2) to 

verify (or identify) the operational effects of problems noted. For 

those measures related to the observation of par ti cul ar driver actions 

or maneuvers (e.g., erratic maneuvers), it may be desirable to sample 

and record selected driver maneuvers to obtain an estimation of how 

frequently they occur. These estimates will in turn serve as a basis 

for estimating the aTiount of field time which will have to be scheduled 

in order to obtain sufficient samples of the measure. Conversely, 

unless the measure is judged to be crucial to the development or evaluation 

of the improvement, these estimates can serve as justification for 

rejecting the measure on the basis of excessive field time and/or cost. 

Feasi bi 1 ity Assessment 

The final output to be obtained is an assessment of the feasibility 

of using the data collecton methods chosen. Since s001e measures may 

be rejected and/or others added because of information or insights 

resulting from the Site Survey and Operations Review, the Feasibility 

Assessment activity should be done last. Its objective is to ensure 

that observers and/or equipment can be unobtrusively located where 

there is a clear field of view for collecting the required data. 
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DATA COLLECT!~ PLAN DEVELCJ>MENT 

Overview 

The Site Survey and Operations Revie,,,, activities will have reduced the 

preliminary list of candidate measures to those which will be used to collect 

data for problem diagnosis and improvement evaluation. Further, the measures 

will have been confirmed with respect to operational definitions, equipment 

needs, personnel requirements, data collection procedures, etc. Thus, 

at this stage the Data Collecti on Plan should be in a form to be finalized, 

pending a final check during the Pre-Field Data Collection activities. 

The Data Collection Plan varies with the size, scope, and purpose 

of a project. The plan discussed here assunes a complex project with 

multiple observers, a nunber of measures and a full scale evaluation. 

This discussion augments material contained in the Evaluation volume. 

Figure 1-9 shows the ten steps that comprise the "Before" Data Collection 

Plan of a full scale evaluation (See Volume II). 

There are four major elements which should be included in any 

data collection plan, whether or not the project is a Positive Guidance 

one, and/or whether or not an evalution is being performed. The four 

elements are: (1) Condition limits (e.g. environmental, time, traffic, 

etc.) to be imposed on the data collection; (2) the observer and equipment 

locations and identification of measures (observations) to be made 

from each location; (3) data collection forms; and (4) sampling requirements 

and schedules for each measure. In addition to serving as documentation, 

the Data Collection Plan also becomes a field tool to be used by the 

supervisor of the field crew to coordinate all ~tivities and to ensure 

that all requirements are met. 
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EVALUATION PLAN 

STEP 1 STEP 4 

~ 
SELECT MEASUREMENT 

~ IDENTIFY PROJECT TECHNIQUE AND 
OBJECTIVES OPERATIONALLY 

DEFINE MOE's 

' . , . 
STEP 2 STEP 5 

SPECIFY 
SPECIFY "BEFORE" IMPLEMENTATION & 

CONDITIONS ACCLIMATION 
PERIOD 

' . , " 

STEP 3 STEP 6 

SELECT MEASURES - SELECT EVALUATION 
OF EFFECTIVENESS DESIGN 

I Ir 

STEP 7 

SPECIFY ---ST A TISTICAL 
TESTS 

Figure 1-9 . 
Evaluation Plan - Functional Flow 
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Condi ti on Limits 

In many projects, it is desirable to collect data under only certain 

conditions of traffic volune, weather, light, etc. "Before" conditions 

are determined from an analysis of the range of environmental, driver 

and traffic conditions identified during the initial stages of a project. 

This information is used to specify target conditions and to identify 

target driver and/or vehicle populations. 

While it is generally advisable to collect data under a representative 

range of conditions, it is usually neither possible nor desirable to 

gather data for every condition. It is often necessary to limit data 

collection due to time and monetary constraints. In addition, the 

nature of the problem may be such that only certain conditions are 

warranted. For example, data collected during dry conditions would 

be irrelevant if there is evidence that the problem being attended 

to only occurred under wet pavenent conditions. 

A review of pro bl ems and/or accidents generally focuses in on 

target driver and/or vehicle population as well as "Before" conditions. 

For example, if strangers getting lost is identified as the major problem, 

non-repeat drivers should be maximized. This can be accomplished by 

collecting data during weekends, holidays, and the tourist season. 

Similarly, when most accidents occur after dark, MOE's data collection 

should be performed at night. 

The procedure to follow in specifying "Before" conditions is to 

develop a set of tentative "Before" conditions including target driver 

and vehicle populations, based on the revie,.,, of Historical Data, the 

Site Survey and Operations Review, and an analysis of the problem. 

The information contained in Table 1-6 serves as a guide. 
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TABLE 1-6. Typical •Before• Conditions 

Category 

Weather 

11 lumination 

Pavement 

Traffic Volume 

-Season 

l arget 
Populations 

Others 
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Condition 

Clear 
Rain 
Fog 
Snow 
Other 

Day 
Night 
Twilight 
Illumination 

(Specify) 

Dry 
Wet 
Icy 
Type (Specify) 
Condition (Speci~y) 

MDT (Specify) 
Peak (Specify} 
Hourly (Specify) 
Other 

Spring 
Sumner 
Fall 
Winter 
Tourist 

Drivers -
Locals 
Strangers 
Tourists 
Comnuters 

Vehicles -
Passenger I 
Comnercial I 
Recreational 
Other 

I 

Foliage ~ Striping 
Seasonal Events 
Legal/Enforceme t 



Just as each measure must be operationally defined for the field 

crew, Condition Limits must also be specified. While this is not as 

critical for problem diagnosis, it can be critical for evaluation and 

therefore must be considered in the planning process so that relevant 

conditions can be replicated. For example, if "Before" data are to 

be collected in early sumner and the acclimation period dictates that 

"After" data will be collected in late fall, then different seasonal 

light conditions must be taken into consideration in planning the daily 

sampling periods. Otherwise some of the "After" data may be taken 

during dusk, whereas all of the 11 Before 11 data may be taken under full 

daylight condition. The resultant data sets may be non-comparable. 

Ideally, operational definitions and Condition Limits should be 

such that field personnel do not have to make qualitative judgments. 

For example, volune limits should be specified in vehicles per hour, 

or in cases where reliable historical or current volume data are available, 

should be reflected in the time periods specified in the schedule. 

Field personnel should not have to make a judgment as to when, for 

example, volume is high or low. Similarly, weather Condition Limits 

such as rain or snow should be defined in non-judgmental terms, e.g., 

"when 10 percent of the drivers are using windshield wipers" or "when 

the road surface is uniformly wet. 11 While some criteria such as the 

"windshield wiper" example may require a break in data collection in 

order to make the condition observation, such definitions will ensure 

comparable and representative data. 
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Observer and Equipment Locations and Data Col lecthx1 Pt cedures 

Observer and equipnent locations, and their interactio, with data 

collection procedures must be specified prior to data collettion. 

The exact locations of equipnent and observers can be shown on the 

Site Diagram relative to an identifiable reference, or the xact locations 

can be given on an accanpanying narrative or table. 

Observer and Equipnent Locations and Data Collection P ocedures 

for a freeway site exMJple are shown in Figure 1-10 and des ribed below. 

The site was a freeway location that used two observers to ollect 

erratic maneuvers, volumes, speeds, and traffic canposition One observer 

collected volumes, speeds, and traffic composition (truck cunts), 

while the other was responsible for the recording of errati maneuvers 

and monitoring two recording counters and two CB Radios. 

J-IU 

D 

ZONC ~ 

- ---vs-·- -,.....-

Figure 1-10. 1 Condition Diagr~ (Observer and EquiJlllent Locations) 
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Location and Procedures Example Description 

Observer 1 records vol unes for both the exit and through movanents 

from counters which are located downstream of the gore for each movement. 

These counters are read in accordance with a pre-determined Data Collection 

Schedule (See Figure 1-14 below). Traffic composition (truck count) 

is recorded manually at the gore for the two movanents. 

Using a radar unit, Observer 1 records speeds at four locations 

for single or lead vehicles. Free flow mainline speeds are obtained 

from an unobtrusive roadside position approximately 1,200 feet upstream 

of the exit gore. Preexit speeds are recorded at a point approximately 

400 feet upstream of the exit gore. Gore speeds are recorded for both 

movanents (exit and through) at points approximately 500 feet downstream 

of the physical gore. In all cases, Observer 1 must be hidden and/or 

camouflaged in order to avoid detection. In addition, the radar antenna 

must be camouflaged to appear as if it were roadside debris (e.g., 

a brown paper bag can be used) and placed at or near the roadside. 

In order to have communication between the two observers, Observer 1 

is equipped with a walkie-talkie and constantly monitors a specified 

CB channel; the channel is al so monitored by Observer 2. 

The primary function of Observer 2 is the manual recording of 

erratic maneuvers. This is accomplished from a high vantage point; 

1,200 feet upstream of the exit gore. This vantage point provides 

a clear field of viet1 of the entire site and allows for unobtrusive 

observation. 
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Nine different operat i ona 11 y defined erratic maneuvers 1are recorded 

by Observer 2: Late exit lane changes; late through lane ch1anges; 

exit gore crossings; through gore crossings; braking; swerving; gore 

stopping; shoulder stopping; and backing. In addition to no~ation 

of the erratic maneuver types, each is coded to indicate whJther it 

is the first of several committed by the driver, or the onl j one. 

During Site Survey and Operations Review observations, it w1s found 

that some drivers committed a nunber of EM's. Since it is ~ecessary 

to know both how many EM' s were committed, and the percent a~e of drivers 

committing them, the additional coding is required. 

Two recording counters (tape print) are deployed in order to obtain 

continuo us counts; one is located 200 feet upstream of the 1ata collection 

sign bridge, and one is located on an entrance ramp 1,000 f et upstream 

of the observer sign bridge. Observer 2 monitors both reco ding counters 

to ensure proper functioning and to record periodic counts. The final 

task of Observer 2 is the continuous monitoring of two CB radios; one 

turned to a specified channel to allow constant communication potential 

between the two observers, and one tuned to channel 19 to auge the 

success of the camouflage/concealment efforts of the obser ers and 

equi pnent. 
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Data Collection Forms 

Fonn developnent is included as an elenent of the Data Collection 

Plan because in many situations the sampling rate and accuracy of a 

measure can be enhanced or curtailed by the design of the fonn. The 

design of the data collection forms is one aspect of the plan that 

is frequently overlooked, yet it is something that deserves serious 

consideration. Further, the time (cost) to design and check out a 

form is small compared to the potential benefits and avoidance of data 

collection problens. 

Primary considerations in form design are simplicity and ease 

of use; i.e., it is important to avoid the need for observers to either 

search for the correct position on a page or to turn pages to make 

a tally. The goal is to minimize the amount of time required to mark 

or code the measure so that the actual obs er vat ion time can be maxi mi zed. 

The problem is not very critical if the site involves very few observations 

and/or if the volLmes are low. However, if the reverse is true, the 

percentage of events observed relative to those actually committed 

(the "capture" rate) can be significantly reduced by a poor form. 

Poor fonn design can have several adverse effects that translate 

into erroneous conclusions and increased cost. First, a low "capture" 

rate can result in sample sizes which are too small to permit statistical 

analysis. While this problen can be overcome by increasing the amount 

of time in the field, either by increasing the length of the sampling 

periods or the number of days in the field, this is obviously costly. 

Secondly, erroneous evaluation conclusions can result from poor form 
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design because as the observer becomes practiced, the 11 capt J e 11 rate 

will increase. Thus, if the same observer were to be used i ~ both 
I 

phases of an evaluation and, because of practice, the capturf rate 

in the 11After11 phase was substantially higher, the results cpuld show 

that the MOE rate had increased when in fact it had actua 11 ~ decreased. 

Another benefit (and cost savings) that can result frati good form 

design is a reduction in the number of field personnel required. Designing 

a form with a high capture rate could reduce field personnel needs, 

for example, from two to one. This is also important for s·tes where 

there are few good unobtrusive observation locations. 

There are a number of data collection forms available or recording 

frequently used traffic engineering measures such as speed .nd vehicle 

counts. Tabulation forms to fit a number of different purp ses are 

provided in the ITE Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies* swell 

as in the 11 Forms 11 section of this Volune. However, forms fr collection 

of performance measures such as erratic maneuvers, traffic onfl icts 

and lateral placement are usually tailored to the site and o the distribution 

of observations between observers. Figures 1-11 and 1-12 a e examples 

of forms used for erratic maneuver and vehicle trace measur s for the 

illustrative freeway site. 

*Box, P., Oppenlander, J., Manualoffraffu-En 
Arlington, Virginia: 1976 
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ERRATIC MANEUVER DATA SHEET 
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Figure 1-11. 
Sanple Fora for Erratic Maneuver Data Collection 
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Figure 1-12. 
Sanple Fora for Vehicle Trace Data Collecti ~n 
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• 
Sanpl i ng Re(J.li rements And Schedules 

In projects involving multiple measures and multiple observers, 

the MOE's will usually be sai,pled rather than continuously collected. 

The same observation or measure may also have to be collected by a 

given observer several times on different portions of the site. Further, 

equiJJTient may have to be checked or serviced (e.g. film or tape changed), 

equiJJTient output may have to be recorded (e .g., traffic counter output), 

etc. All of these activities must be scheduled for each measure and 

observer. 

Figure 1-13 illustrates a simple repeated hourly time schedule 

of the type used for traffic confl i ct studies. Figure 1-14 shows an 

example of a daily data collection schedule of the type used for a 

more canplex multi-observer project. The site for which the daily 

schedule was developed is the freeway site example. 

Erratic maneuver (EM) observations, as shown in Figure 1-14, were 

specified in terms of time sc3Tlples, i.e., seven ½-hour periods per 

day, rather than sample size. For purposes of data collection, the 

site was divided into five zones, defined by existing landmarks (pavement 

seams, trees, signs, etc.). Observer 2 recorded EM's on data collection 

forms that were designed to correspond with the noted zone divisions. 

The sc1T1pling plan for speed data called for either a 10-minute saTiple 

or 50 vehicles per location. 

Si nce saTipling requirements and schedule will vary for each pro j ect, 

there is no single universally applicable sc1T1pling plan format. Any 

readily understandable plan which specifies what each observer is to 

be doing and the time period (or sample size) re qui red wi 11 be adequate. 
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Time 

0800 • 
0820 

0825 • 
0830 • 
0850 • 

0855 • 

One Hour Time Schedul~ 

• • • • . . . Start Observing Conflicts , 
• • • • Stop Observing Conflicts and read 

counts on Data Form 
• • • • • • • Move to Opposite Approach Li.g 

. ••• Start Observing Conflicts 
• • • • • Stop Observing Conflicts an1~ read 

counts on Data Form . . . • Move to Opposite Approach L ~g 

Figure 1-13. Sanple Data Collection Schedu e -
Simple Repeated Hourly Time Schedule 
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Figure 1-14. Sanple Data Collection Sched1le 
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Sam pl es are of ten drawn at random so that each element (i.e., 

vehicle, driver, condition, etc.) has an equal chance of being included. 

However, it is likely that there will be elements of selection, referred 

to as stratification. In stratified scrnpling, the entire population 

of elements is segmented into homogeneous groups (strata) and each 

stratum is independently sc1T1pled. Since "Before" conditions are structured 

in terms of target conditions and/or groups (e.g., wet weather, night 

conditions, corTTTiuters, trucks, etc.), these attributes are used to 

stratify the samples. It may also be useful to employ a systematic 

sampling technique. With this technique, the target population is 

divided into clusters of equal elements (e.g., all vehicles in a given 

time period) and each rSl!. cluster sclllpled. It is acceptable to use 

a systematic technique with stratified random sc1T1pling. 

The selection of a silllpling plan is based on a nunber of considerations. 

If there are not specific target conditions or time pressures, then 

a purely random scJTipling technique could be used. That is, dates and 

times for data collection during a year are selected using a table 

of random nunbers. This technique can be augmented by systematic sc1T1pling. 

Once the first date and time is selected, every nth day and time is 

sc1T1pled until the scJTiple size requirement is met. 

Given tar get "Before" con di ti ons and groups, and II rea 1-wor l d" 

time pressures, a stratified sclllpling technique is often used. The 

"Before" con di ti ons (Condi ti on Limits) are used as the st rat a. Depending 

on the nature of the MCl:'s and target populations, data are collected 
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on all attributes of interest until the desired sample size or greater 

is acheived. This may encanpass all veh ic les and/or maneuv~rs in the 

traffic stream, or only certain vehicles (e.g ., trucks, RV's) or drivers 

(e.g., corrrnuters, out-of-st ate license plates) or maneuvers (e.g., 

all passes or exit maneuvers ). In locat ion s with a high tr ffic volune 

or a large incidence of the MOE's of int erest, it is often seful to 

employ a systematic, time-based sampling techn i que. For ex mple, all 

vehicles of interest are s ampled for one-half hour every 2 ours until 

the desired sample size is acheived. This technique is use ul with 

time-lapse data collection. 
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FIELD VERIFICAT ION OF DATA COLLECT!~ PLAN 

Overviett 

The purpose of performing th e Pre-Data Collec ti on Assessments 

is to ensur e that the necessar y level of data collection accuracy and 

relia bility is achieved. The Ver ification is the f i nal phase of the 

Plann ing Activity. Many of the Verification tasks can be conducted 

during the Site Survey and Operations Review, particularly for projects 

involving relatively few measures and/or observers. 

The Verification involves a consideration of Equipnent/Observer 

Locations, Data Collection For ms, Task Allocation, and Inter-Observer 

Commu nications. These activit ies not only provide necessary information 

regar ding data collection met hods, but they also familarize the data 

coll ection crew with the site, and provide trai ning. For complex sites 

involving costly improvements and multi-observer teams, a full day 

sho uld be scheduled for these activities . This usually allows time 

to complete all activities, make any necessary changes in forms, measures, 

et c. , and provides a period for f ul l scale supervised data collection 

practice . 

Equi Jlllent/Observer Location Assessment 

Three primary concerns in f i eld data collection are : Measurement 

accuracy; equipment and observer reliability; and field crew and equipment 

unobtrusiveness. While accuracy and reliability are always important, 

the importance of unobtrusiveness will vary with the particular measure . 

It is noted that the discuss i on assumes covert data collection in order 
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to avoid influencing driver performance. However, during s t te set-up 

activities, all usual safety precautions must be adhered to. 

Unobtrusiveness is absolutely necessary for measures involving 

any sort of traffic violation where the behavior may be int t ntional, 

e.g., speed violation, passing violation, etc. and less im ~ rtant for 

measures involvi ng 11 un i ntentional 11 behaviors, e.g. gore or ¢dgeline 

encroachments, swerves, etc. However, s i nee most projects t s ua 11 y 

involve both types of measures, the assurance of unobtrus i veness for 

all observers and equipnent is nearly always required. Unf rtunately, 

the best location for making observations and measures with the required 

accuracy is often a place where unobtrusiveness is not poss ble. Thus, 

while accuracy/reliability and obtrusiveness are discussed eparately, 

there are frequently tradeoffs required. Further, since ob rusiveness 

checks usually involve less effort, it is recommended that hey be 

performed first. 

Obtrusiveness Checks 

The increasing use of CB radios has made the pro bl an o hiding 

obser vers and equipnent much more severe. In the past, a v sual check 

was adequate, and even if an occasional driver happened to . ee an observer 

or some equipnent, the effect on the overall data was proba ly minimal. 

However, with the current level of CB use, the CB 11 warni ng11 1 net can 

have enough longevity to have a substantial effect upon the I observed 

scVT1ple. The severity of the problan increases on sites with a high 

proportion of truck traffic, s i nee vi rt ua 11 y all truckers ut e CB' s. 
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While observers can usually be hidden, in many cases equipment 

cannot (due to design/operational constraints), and must, therefore, 

be camouflaged. Rags, paper bags, carboard boxes and the like can 

frequently be used to cover radar heads, time lapse cameras, etc. depending 

upon location, required mounting height, etc. Thus, if equipment cannot 

be hidden it can sometimes be made to look like road debris. With 

cameras, care must be taken to ensure that the camouflage material 

does not interfere with the lens and field of view. Also, unless a 

very slow frame rate is used and no film change is required during 

the data collection day, there is the additional problem of being able 

to change film or video cassettes without being detected. In other 

words, the solution to these kinds of field problems often requires 

ingenuity. 

Following an initial visual check of all observers/equipment for 

obvious problems of visibility, the best means of making the final 

check is by monitoring the CB channels for a period of time. CB Channel 19 

is most frequently used by drivers, particularly truckers, and this 

is the best choice for the checks. However, on rural sites with relatively 

low truck volumes, the most heavily used CB channel in the locality 

is sometimes a better choice. If the channel used most heavily is 

not known, it will be necessary to switch from channel to channel until 

it can be identified. CB checks require only passive monitoring and 

can be done in conjunction with the other Pre-Data Collection Activities. 

A final check for obtrusiveness should be performed with all observers/equipment 

in place. Since drivers may observe some of the set-up activities 

and warn other drivers, the checks for obtrusiveness should not be 

initiated immediately after the initial observer/equipment set-up is completed. 
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Accuracy/Reliability Checks 

Accuracy and reliability asessments are primarily aimed at observers 

rather than equiJ)llent. In most cases, equiJ)llent calibration can be 

done off-site and, given that manufacturers' guidelines for use are 

followed, should provide reliable data at the level of accur acy for 

which it was designed. The use of time-lapse, however, reqt ires the 

selection of a location with a camera angle and a field of ~iew appropriate 

to the type of data to be recorded. If time lapse is to be used for 

identifying either normal or erratic maneuvers occurring at articular 

locations on the site, e.g., lane change location, point-of 

deceleration lane, merge point, etc. , then it is necessary ither to 

identify landmark references, e.g., pavement markings, seam, guardrail 

posts, etc., or to prepare references such as paint marks, ape, etc., 

which can be used as references in reducing the data. If h avy reliance 

is to be placed on film or video data, the safest procedure is to shoot 

some film or video prior to the final verification to ensur that all 

references can be seen and that there are no significant pa allax problems. 

A "ground truth" scenario, as described in the next section, is the 

most accurate means of making this assessment. 

Vantage points from which the location of erratic mane vers and/or 

traffic conflicts is determined must provide for an accurat r and reliable 

observation of the event to be made. Frequently the vantage may not 

be ideal, and some elanent of judgnent will be involved to assess the 

suitability of the location. There are sever al ways of mak·ng this 

assessment. One way is to have several observers, one of w om is going 

to be the actual field observer, make observati ans independr ntly and 
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simultaneously, and to determine the inter-observer consistency. Another 

is to have one observer at the location designated for data collection 

and another at a location which is ideal for making the observation, 

and to assess the extent of agreement between the two. Both of these 

procedures require that the maneuvers in question occur with enough 

frequency to provide a reasonable scrnple, otherwise, a great deal of 

time can be spent waiting for the event to happen. 

Ground Truth Scenario 

Another way to perform the observer/equipment location assessment 

that can also be used to exercise the entire field crew and related 

equipment, is the "ground truth" scenario. Using this method, a staff 

member drives through the site several times in a pre-defined manner, 

i.e., at a specified speed and performing specified maneuvers at specified 

locations. The elements of the scenario (i.e. "ground truth") are 

then compared with the observations made and observer location and/or 

other problems identified. "Ground truth" scenarios should not be 

scheduled during periods of high traffic volume, and the maneuvers 

should not be performed in a manner that could endanger other drivers. 

"Ground truth" scenarios are used for erratic maneuver or traffic 

conflict assessment when there is concern about the ability of observers 

to accurately judge the location of the maneuver. The behaviors assessed 

are usually routine, since most "dangerous" erratic maneuvers or traffic 

conflicts, e.g., backing from a ramp, running a stop sign or signal, 

etc., are obvious and require no judgment; visual line of sight being 

the only concern. 
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Data Collection Fonns, Task Allocation, and Schedule Verrfication 

The primary purpose of this verification is to make cer~ain that 

reasonable sampling rates can be obtained with the data co11Jection 

forms and the task allocations selected. This assessment is necessary 

only if an untested form is being used and only under condi t ions where 

single observers are observing multiple events under modera e to high 

volume conditions. It is usually wise to give the observer a period 

of practice with the form, since improvements are likely wi hin a fairly 

short period of time. Also, observer feedback from such pr ctice is 

very useful if changes in format are necessary. The objective is to 

have a format which minimizes search and recording time on he form 

and maximizes the time which traffic can be directly observ 

Field Check 

Two procedures can be followed for these field checks. The first 

involves the primary field observer collecting data in the esired 

fashion, while several back-up observers each observe a por ion of 

the measures, e.g., two maneuvers each. Since one or two t pes of 

behavior can be tallied without taking ones eyes off the ro dway, the 

grouped data from the back-up observers serves as "ground t uth 11 against 

which to compare the data from the primary observer. This rovi des 

an estimate of the "capture" rate and permits a determi nati n of whether 

either the data collection form should be modified or the o server 

task load should be reduced. 
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Office Check Using Film or Video 

Another procedure which can be used to evaluate all observers 

at the same time is to use film or video data as a "ground truth" against 

which to compare the data from any or all observers. Film has the 

disadvantage of requiring processing, and both film and video require 

data reduction before the assessment can be made. However, if an adequate 

c~era vantage point is available and the delay can be tolerated, the 

procedure can provide better use of the data collection crew with regard 

to actual practice time. 

Task/Schedule Check 

For those data collection situations where different measures 

are sampled, single observers may be assigned multiple duties, e.g., 

a period of EM observation, a period of speed data collection, a period 

to record data fran counters, and a film cassette change. If the site 

set-up is such that equipment and observer locations are fairly distant 

from one another, it is necessary to ensure that it is physically possible 

to perform all of the tasks within the limits of the data collection 

schedule. Sanetimes, schedules which seem reasonable on paper are 

very difficult or impossible under field conditions. Further, a minor 

reallocation of tasks is frequently possible and can avoid problems 

of missing data and/or slipping schedules. With regard to schedule, 

it is always a good idea to identify for the field crew those schedule 

elements (measures or periods) which are most critical, so that if 

the schedule is disrupted due to problems such as equipment failure, 

the most critical data can still be collected manually. 
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Inter-Observer C crnmuni cations Assessment 

Some types of data collection methods may require that bbservers 

be in communication with one another vi a CB, hand signals, tc. An 

example is the situation where an upstream observer chooses a specific 

vehicle as a subject vehicle anrl calls, radios, or hand signals to 

downstream observers so that the performance of the chosen Jehicle 

can be "tracked" through the entire site. In this case, it lis necessary 

to make certain that all messages can be reliably seen or h, ard under 

all conditions which will prevail. Where visual signals ar , used, 

visibility related factors such as sun angle, overall brighr ess, etc., 

must be taken into consideration. With regard to radio com, unication, 

it is necessary to identify the least used channel in the d' ta collection 

area and to identify a backup channel in the event that mal l unctions 

occur or saneone decides to use that channel during a data ollection 

period. The message relay system should also be checked ou to ensure 

that terrain features or local conditions do not produce in erference 

such that vehicle identifications or verbal timing marks ca not be 

reliably transmitted. 
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SITE FILE 

Overview 

This activity orders all data generated during the Planning and 

Field Data Collection phase. As such, it essentially involves collating 

data from the Historical Data Review, the Site Survey and Operations 

Review and the Data Collection phases in a Site File established for 

the project. 

As the project progresses, all data generated by the Improvement 

Development Phase of the Engineering and Human Factors Procedure of 

a Positive Guidance project are incorporated into the Site File and 

used for evaluation and to docLJ11ent the project results. 

Collection of Data 

Part 2 presents guidelines for Collecting Performance Data in 

the Field. It is important to collect all data in accordance with 

the Data Collection Plan, and to docunent any deviations that occur . 

Figure 1-15 shows a functional flow for the Data Collection phase 

of a project incorporating a formal evaluation. 
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PART 2 

GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMANCE DATA COLLECTION IN THE FIELD 





I NT mooc T ION 

The material in this Part provides information on field data collection 

methods, procedures, and equipment for the collection of performance 

measures typically required to diagnose site problems and/or evaluate 

improvements. Much of the information comes from published sources. 

In some cases, this material is supplemented with discussions of field 

problems, solutions, guidelines, etc. based on experience in using 

the procedures and/or equipment. 

Field data collection methods and procedures are discussed for 

the following measures. 

• Erratic Maneuvers 

• Traffic Conflicts 

• Volume/Count 

• Speed 

• Intersection Delay 

• Travel Time and Delay 
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ERRATIC MANElNERS 

Overview 

Erratic maneuver (EM) observations (including encroachments and 

lateral placffilent deviations) constitute a major type of 11 surrogate" 

measure. Since EM' s are usually site specific and measurement methods 

and procedures depend on site geometry and topography, only general 

guidelines can be provided. The crucial factors in collection of reliable 

EM data are: (a) Careful operational definitions of each EM including 

the traffic context in which it should be considered; (b) assurance 

of unobtrusive observation; (c) identification of appropriate sampling 

periods; and (d) selection of a location where they can be observed 

at the desired level of accuracy. Most of these factors are discussed 

in Part 1. 

Measurement Methods and Equi pnent 

Fil ■ or Video 

Film or video is an ideal means of collecting reliable data. 

One its primary advantages as opposed to manual observation, is the 

scmpling rate that can be achieved under high-volLme situations. That 

is, with film or video, a 100 percent scmple is usually possible whereas, 

with manual observation, some EM' scan be missed while the observer 

is scoring a maneuver on a data collection form. This is particularly 

true if the observational task involves scoring numerous maneuvers 

and the data collection forms are not properly designed. Under low

volLITie conditions, this advantage of film or video may not be realized. 
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Another advantage of film or video is that it provides a permanent 

record. Thus, a number of correlates such as the traffic situation 

under which the EM 1 s were observed can be assessed. Factor~ that may 

be missed by manual observers if not part of an operational Jdefinition 

can thus be considered after-the-fact. Further, 11 quest i ona l e11 EW s 

can be viewed by a number of individuals, and a consensus rdached, 

thereby improving data reliability. It should be noted tha EM 1 s to 

be scored from film or video require the same operational d finitions 

as those which are manually observed. 

For situations which require observation of a large n~ ber of 

EM 1 s, film or video data collection can also reduce the num er of field 

personnel. A camera and operator can frequently be used in pl ace of 

two or three observers. It should be kept in mind that the camera 

operator can, given allowances in the schedule for changing film or 

tape cassettes, be used to collect supplemental EWs via di ect observation 

as well as other types of data such as counts. The primary disadvantage 

of film or video is the data reduction time required. Whil film or 

video data reduction time can vary considerably depending u on the 

number and types of EM 1 s being observed, it will, 

more reduction time than data collected manually. 
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C <111er a L oca ti on 

In addition to the above factors, the final decision regarding 

the use of film or video vs. manual observation rests with whether 

there is an adequate location from which to film or tape. Generally, 

a location above and behind the area of interest, e.g. an overpass, 

is best. This enables the camera and operator to be out of vie-J of 

the traffic stream. However, even with this sort of a vantage point, 

some care must be taken to camouflage or hide the equipment and operator 

from traffic. Otherwise, the equipment/observer location and activity 

is likely to be detected by traffic traveling in the opposing direction 

and broadcast via CB radio. Obtrusiveness should be checked to determine 

whether traffic has detected the data collection location. 

In situations where the camera location is not ideal, it may be 

difficult to determine whether or not all data can be captured. If 

the EM's for which capture is uncertain are critical, it is advisable 

to obtain pilot test data before making the final decision on data 

collection. Since some of the EM's of interest may not occur frequently, 

the most rapid means of evaluating the camera location is to perform 

a "ground truth" scenario (as described in Part I). 

Another consideration with regard to camera location is the ability 

to detect references on the processed film or tape. That is, if it 

is necessary to identify the location of certain maneuvers, e.g., lane 

change location, point-of-entry into deceleration lane, etc., then 

references must be identified for data reduction. These references 
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can be 11 natural 11 such as pavement markings, pavement seams, uardrail 

posts, etc., or prepared specifically for data collection su 

marks, tape, etc. The 11 ground truth" scenario can also be used to 

verify the visibility of references on the film or video tape. 

Filming Considerations 

When film is used, a larger format, e.g. 16 mm, provide slightly 

better resolution • However, Super-8 is generally adequate or most 

situations, and the associated costs are lower. Selection o film 

type depends on the anticipated light con di ti ons during data co 11 ecti on. 

Resolution and visibility of reference marks, edgelines, etc can be 

reduced considerably if the film speed (ASA rating) is incor ect for 

the light conditions. If the sampling periods are to extend over the 

entire day, at least two speeds of film should be used and t e change 

times should be specified on the camera operator's schedule. Even if 

all data are to be collected in normally bright daylight hou s, some 

higher speed film should be carried in the event that heavy loud cover 

decreases the ambient brightness. Color film is reconmended over black 

and white for all purposes because it provides more adequat differentiation 

between vehicles and references and generally eases the dat reduction 

task. It is usually less costly to have color film process 

A rate of 2 frames per second is usually adequate. This permits 

100 percent 11 capture 11 for most types of EM's, and provides 

!--z-hour block of data for each 50-foot cassette. While the 

as the primary means of obtaining speed is not recormiended 
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time required to reduce the data, there may be occasions where it is 

necessary to determine the speed of vehicles from the film. In situations 

where film derived speed data are required or where the size of the 

field crew must be kept to a minimum and film must serve double duty 

for EM and speed observations, it is necessary to use a frame rate 

of at 1 east 8 frames per second. 

Manual Obs er vat ion 

Since many sites do not have an adequate vantage point for obtaining 

accurate film or video data, or an agency may not possess the necessary 

equipment, manual observation may often be the only means of obtaining 

data. From the standpoint of data accuracy and reliability, the primary 

concerns in manual observation are: Adherence to the predetermined 

schedule and/or sampling requirements; adequacy of the observer location 

with respect to making accurate and reliable observations; adequacy 

of the data collection forms and/or the distribution of observational 

tasks with respect to the percentage of actual EM's which can be observed 

and notated accurately; and, assurance of the unobtrusiveness of the 

observers (See al so Part I). 
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Guidelines for Collecting and Scoring 

Erratic Maneuvers on Freeways 

This material is abstracted from a report by Mast and Kolsrud* 

and is intended to provide guidelines for filming and scoring EM's 

on freeways. The information is also applicable to video an9 manual 

observation. 

Selection of the field of view is very important. The est location 

is above and behind the area to be filmed with the camera ce tered 

at the mid-line of the field of interest. Overpasses about ,200 feet 

upstream from the beginning of the area to be filmed are excellent. 

The maximum area which can reasonably be filmed and easily scored is 

about 800 feet. The location of the camera to the rear mak s the camera 

and operator inconspicuous, critically important in field w rk. Cameras 

may also be mounted on trees, lamp poles, sign standards or if necessary, 

on heavy duty tripods. The mount should be rigid because t 

view must remain constant throughout the filming process. he same 

field of view must, of course, be used in the "Before" and 'After" 

phases of an evaluation. 

From the processed film, tot al traffic volume or, at gpre areas, 

volume of exiting and through traffic is counted. A variet~ of EM's 

may then be scored as "stopping in the gore," "stopping andl backing" 

or "last minute lane changes." The II last minute lane changes" are 
I 

*Mast, T. M. and Kolsrud, G. S. Report FHWA-RD-73-21. Di ralll'Tlatic 
Guide Signs for Use on Controlled Access Hitways, Federa Highway 
Administration, Washington, D.C., December 972. 
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reconrnended for evaluating guide sign improvements as they have been 

related to driver route negotiation difficulty. 

Erratic lane change maneuvers are deviations from an idealized 

track or trace through an interchange given a particular destination. 

The theoretical paths must be defined for both exiting and through 

traffic (both groups should be assessed) and differ for different types 

of interchange geometry. 

Figure 2-1 shows optimum paths (solid lines) for exiting and through 

traffic at three types of exits, and some of the maneuvers which may 

be defined as erratic or deviating from these ideal paths (dotted lines). 

At gore areas, the frequency of erratic maneuvers made by exiting vehicles 

is usually expressed per thousand exiting vehicles and the frequency 

of erratic maneuvers by through vehicles may be expressed per thousand 

through vehicles. Such expression permits comparison of these measures 

across interchanges whereas expression per thousand total traffic volume 

does not (because the likelihood of an erratic maneuver being made 

by an exiting vehicle is to some extent a function of the proportion 

of traffic which actually does exit). 
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Figure 2-1. Optimun Paths and Erratic Maneuve s 
for Exiting and Through Traffic at Freeway Exit Gres 

.. ight •• it with 
deceleration lane 

At guide sign locations upstream from the gore area, ifferent 

maneuvers must be defined. Such definition should be done in terms 

of the behavior which will be required at the gore. T\\U t es can 

be distinguished: "Preparatory" and "through" maneuvers. A preparatory 

maneuver means preparation for exiting. This is movement nto the 

right-most lane for an upcoming right exit or into the lef lane for 

an upcoming left exit. A through maneuver is one which cold be related 

to proceeding through the interchange without exiting. Fot a right 

exit interchange, a through maneuver is a lane change out f the right 

lane. For a left exit interchange, a through maneuver is a move out 
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of the left-most lane. At major forks, preparatory and through maneuvers 

are movements across the midline from the lanes which will fork in 

either direction. Figure 2-2 shows preparatory and through maneuvers 

for right exit, left exit and major fork interchanges at an advance 

or exit direction sign location. 
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Figure 2-2. Preparatory and Through 
Maneuvers Upstream of Exit Gores 

preparatory 

through 

crossing that must 
occur for the maneuver 
to be counted 

At right exits, the lane change must involve the right-most lane 

but may involve one or more adjacent lanes. At left exits, the lane 

change must involve the left-most lanes. At major forks, the lane 

change must involve crossing the midline. No scoring zone is shown 

since this is partly a function of available camera locations. About 

800 feet of roadway can generally be covered which may extend from 

the sign upstream or from the sign downstream or may be arrayed symmetrically 

around the sign. 

Since the actual vehicles which will exit are unknown at upstream 

sign locations, the incidence of preparatory and through maneuvers 

should be expressed per thousand total traffic vol 1J11e. 
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TRAFFIC CONFLICTS 

Overview 

The information in this section has been abstracted from Appendix H 

"Procedures Manual for Traffic Conflicts Observers" and Appendix I 

11 Instructor 1 s and Engineers Guide 11 contained in NCHRP Report 219*. 

The procedures for the Traffic Conflicts Technique (TCT) provide a 

systematic method of observation and measurement of vehicle conflicts 

at intersections. The TCT material has been modified to reflect the 

use of traffic conflicts data as MOE's for a Positive Guidance project. 

When a traffic conflicts study is to be performed, readers should refer 

to NCHRP Report 219 for a full treatment of the subject. 

Generally speaking, traffic conflicts data collection involves 

manual observation. However, given an adequate vantage point, it is 

also possible to collect data using film or video. 

lraf f i c Conflicts Definitions 

General Definition 

A traffic conflict is an event involving two or more road users, 

in which the unusual action of one user, such as a change in direction 

or speed, places the other user in danger of a collision unless an 

evasive maneuver is taken. Generally speaking, the road users are 

drivers, but the definition also includes pedestrians and cyclists. 

*Glauz, W. D. and Migletz, D. J. NCHRP Report 219. Application of 
Traffic Conflict Analysis at Intersections. Transportation Research 
Board, Washington, D.C. February 1980. 
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The action of the first user is unusual because it is n9t what 

one would expect most drivers to do under the same circumsta1ces. (But, 

it does not have to be violent or extremely rare!) An examp~e is when 

a driver brakes while going throug~ an intersection even thoJgh there 

is no cross traffic. This restriction does, however, rule oJt actions 

that nearly all drivers take under the same conditions, such as stopping 

for a stop sign or red traffic signal, or reducing speed bef re turning. 

Thus, traffic conflicts do not include actions that result f om obeying 

a traffic control device or that are normal responses to the roadway. 

For a traffic conflict to occur, an actual impending co lision 

is not necessary. An action or a maneuver that merely threa ens another 

user with the possibility of a collision is sufficient. Als , some 

collisions occur without evasive maneuvers. They are includ d as extreme 

cases under this broad definition. 

An intersection traffic conflict is described as an ev nt involving 

several stages as follows: 

Stage 1. One vehicle makes some sort of unusual or une 
maneuver. 

Stage 2. A second (conflicted) vehicle is placed in da ger of 
co 11 is ion. 

Stage 3. The second vehicle reacts by braking or swerv1ng. 

Stage 4. The second vehicle then continues to proceed 
intersection . 
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The last stage is necessary to convince the observer that the 

second vehicle was actually responding to the maneuver of the first 

vehicle and not, for example, to a traffic control device. 

Within this framework, a basic set of operational definitions 

can be stated, corresponding to the different types of maneuvers. 

Overall, 9 basic intersection conflict situations are useful in pinpointing 

operational or safety problems, and several others may be important 

in special situations. The following paragraphs describe each one. 

All are described from the viewpoint (direction of travel) of a driver 

that is being conflicted with (the second vehicle) rather than from 

that of the road user creating the conflict situation. 

Operational Definitions - Basic Conflicts 

Left-Turn, Same-Direction Conflict. A left-turn, same-direction conflict 
occurs when the first vehicle slows to make a left turn, thus placing 
a second, following vehicle in danger of a rear-end collision. The 
second vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the intersection 
(see Figure 2-3). 

Right-Turn, Same-Direction Conflict. A right-turn, same-direction 
conflict occurs when the first vehicle slows to make a right turn, 
thus placing a second, following vehicle in danger of a rear-end collision. 
The second vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the intersection 
(see Figure 2-4). 

Slow-Vehicle, Same-Direction Conflict. A slow-vehicle, same-direction 
conflict occurs when the first vehicle slows while approaching or passing 
through an intersection, thus placing a second, following vehicle in 
danger of a rear-end collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, 
then continues through the intersection (see Figure 2-5). The reason 
for the vehicle's slowness may not be evident, but it could simply 
be a precautionary action, or a result of congestion or some other 
cause beyond the intersection. 
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Opposing Left-Turn Conflict. An opposing left-turn conflict occurs 
when an oncoming vehicle makes a left turn, thus placing a s ~cond vehicle, 
going in the other direction, in danger of a head-on or broa~side collision. 
The conflicted vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues thr ugh the 
intersection (see Figure 2-6). By convention, in this and t e following 
conflict situations, the conflicted vehicle is presumed to h~ve the 
right-of-way, and this right-of-way is threatened by some ot er road 
user. Situations such as a 11 conflicted 11 vehicle placed in d nger of 
a collision because it is running a red light, for example, re not 
treated as traffic conflicts. 

Right-Turn, Cross-Traffic-From-Right Conflict. A right-turn cross
traffic-from-right conflict occurs when a vehicle approachin from 
the right makes a right turn, thus placing a second vehicle n jeopardy 
of a broadside or rear-end collision. The second vehicle br kes or 
swerves then continues through the intersection (see Figure ' -7 for 
the directions of the two vehicles). 

Left-Turn, Cross-Traffic-From-Right Conflict. A left-turn, 
from-right conflict occurs when a vehicle approaching from t 
makes a left turn, thus placing a second vehicle in danger o 
collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, then conti 
the intersection (see Figure 2-8). 

ross-traffi c
e right 

a broadside 
ues through 

Thru, Cross-Traffic-From-Right Conflict. A thru, cross-traf ic-from
right conflict occurs when a vehicle approaching from the ri ht crosses 
in front of a second vehicle, thus placing it in danger of a broadside 
collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, then conti ues through 
the intersection (see Figure 2-9). 

Left-Turn, Cross-Traffic-From-Left Conflict. A left-turn, c 
from-left conflict occurs when a vehicle approaching from th 
makes a left turn, thus placing a second vehicle in danger o 
or rear-end collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, 
continues through the intersection (see Figure 2-10). 

oss-traff i c
left 
a broadside 
then 

Thru, C ross-Traffi c-From-Lef t Conflict. A thru, cros s-traffri c-from-
1 eft conflict occurs when a vehicle approaching from the left crosses 
in front of a second vehicle, thus placing it in danger of a broadside 
collision. The second vehicle brakes or swerves, then conti " ues through 
the intersection (see Figure 2-11). 
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Figure 2-6. Oppos i ng left-turn 
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Figure 2-10. Left-turn, cross-traffic
from left conflict. 
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Operat i ona 1 Definitions - Secondary Conflicts 

Secondary Conflicts. In the foregoing nine conflict situations, when 
the second vehicle makes an evasive maneuver, it may place yet another 
road user (a third vehicle) in danger of a collision. This type of 
event is called a secondary conflict. Nearly always, the secondary 
conflict will look much like a slow vehicle, scrne-direction conflict 
(or a lane-change conflict, which has not yet been described). The 
difference is that, in a secondary conflict, the conflicted vehicle 
is responding to a vehicle that, itself, is in a conflict situation 
(see exai,ples in Figures 2-12 and 2-13). By convention, do not count 
more than one secondary conflict for any initial conflict. Even if 
a whole line of cars stops because the first one turns left, count 
it as just one secondary conflict. 

Lane Change Conflicts. Under certain special conditions, one may be 
asked to watch for and record other types of traffic conflicts. One 
of these is the lane-change conflict, which occurs when a vehicle changes 
from one lane to another, thus placing a second, following vehicle 
in the new lane in danger of a rear-end or side-swipe collision. The 
conflicted vehicle brakes or swerves, then continues through the intersection 
(see Figure 2-14). However, if the lane change is made by a vehicle 
because it is in danger itself, of a rear-end collision with another 
vehicle, the following vehicle in the new lane is said to be faced 
not with a 1 ane-change conflict situation, but with a secondary conflict 
situation. 

Right- Turn, Cross-Traffi c-F rom-L ef t Conflict. Another un us ua 1 conflict 
is the right-turn, cross-traffic-from-left conflict. It occurs when 
a vehicle approaching from the 1 ef t makes a right turn across the center 
of the road.-Jay and into an opposing lane, thus placing a vehicle in 
that lane in danger of a head-on collision. The conflicted vehicle 
brakes or swerves, then continues through the intersection (see Figure 2-15). 
This conflict is sanetimes observed when the cross street is narrow, 
or when large trucks or buses make right turns. Note that the first 
vehicle must cross the center line for there to be a conflict! 

Opposite Right-Turn-On-Red Conflict. An opposing right-turn-on-red 
conflict can only occur at a signalized intersection with a protected 
left-turn phase. It happens when an oncoming vehicle makes a right-turn-on-red 
during the protected left-turn phase, thus placing a left turning, 
conflicted vehicle (which has the right-of-way) in danger of a broadside 
or rear-end collision. The conflicted vehicle brakes or swerves, then 
continues through the intersection (see Figure 2-16). 

Pedestrian Conflicts. There can also be pedestrian conflicts. They 
occur when a pedestrian (the road user causing the conflict) crosses 
in the front of a vehicle that has the right-of-way, thus creating 
a possible collision situation. The vehicle brakes or swerves, then 
continues through the intersection. Any such crossing on the near 
side or far side of the intersection (see Figures 2-17 and 2-18) is 
liable to be a conflict situation. However, the pedestrian movements 
on the right and left sides of the intersection are not considered 
to create conflict situations if the movements have the right-of-way, 
such as during a "walk" phase. 
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Figure 2-14. Lane-change conflict. 
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Figure 2-16. Opposing right-turn
on-red conf 1 i ct. 
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Figure 2-18. Pedestrian, near-side 
conflict. 
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Traffic Yol1J11es 

Along wi th a traffic conflicts survey, traffic volume counts, 

turning movenent counts, or traffic classification counts are also 

made. These cannot be done by the observer making the traff ic conflicts 

counts. They are done either by another person or by the s r e person 

before or after the traffic conflicts observations. See thr following 

section for a discussion of Traffic Volume/Count Data. 

One kind of traffic volume is always observed and recoded along 

with the traffic conflicts. That is the mainline, one-way olume. 

All vehicles moving into the intersection in the same direc ion as 

the traffic being observed are counted. 

Starting the Traffic Conflicts Survey 

A traffic conflicts survey includes making conflicts unts along 

with collecting other data needed to make a complete study package. 

Since the material presented in this volume discusses data collection 

activities designed for a Positive Guidance project, some information 

pertaining to a traffic conflicts study has been omitted. Readers 

should refer to NCHRP Report 219 if they are undertaking a full traffic 

conflicts study. It is noted that the material in Part 1 verlaps 

many of the pre-data collection activities described in NC RP 219. 
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Preparing for the Survey 

Before leaving for the study location, all of the equipment and 

materials needed for the survey should be assembled. These include: 

• Observation procedures 
• Schedule of survey locations 
t ~ap showing location of test sites 
• Supervisor's telephone number 
t I.D. card 
• Mechanical count board 
• Tablet 
• Pencils 
• Watch 
t Stop watch 
t Camera with film (at least 20 exposures for a 4-leg 

intersection) 
• Folding chair (optional) 
• Water 
• Data col l ec ti on forms 

The count board should have enough mechanical counters to record 

traffic volumes on all approaches of a standard 4-leg intersection 

(i.e., three counters per approach). This will be more than enough 

to record the most cor11T1on traffic conflicts. Any additional counts 

can easily be recorded by hand. The count board can also be used, 

of course, to do traffic volume counts, if requested. 

Spare pencils and a tablet for additional notes are a necessity. 

A watch is needed to note count start times, and a stop watch is needed 

to accurately determine signal timing. To adequately record the physical 

features of the study location about five photographs per approach 

are needed. 

A folding chair should be included in case one is unable to use 

a car or if the temperature makes observation from the car uncomfortable. 

Drinking water is highly desirable, especially on hot days. 
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Finally, a complete set of data collection forms, incl[uding extras, 

are needed as follows: Physical Inventory,* On-Site Observ ~tion Report,* 

Traffic Volume Counts, and Intersection Conflicts. 

Arriving at the Site 

Since Positive Guidance planning activities include t e selection 

of observation locations and site familiarization (see Par 1), material 

relative to these activities contained in NCHRP Report 219 has not 

been included. 

Once 

roadway. 

at the site, the observer should park the vehicl i off the 

One should not use a vehicle that could be mista en for a 

police or other official car. 

The observer should be hidden or inconspicuous from t e traffic 

on the study approach. When a suitable location is not av ilable along 

the right side of the approach~ the observer will have to bserve conflicts 

from the left side. Observer comfort and, of course, safe y are also 

deciding factors. 

Observation positions are not as critical during a st ndard traffic 

volune count, if required. Such counts usually include al turning 

movements on all approaches at the same time. The observer wi 11 then 

usually need an observation position much closer to the in rersection, 

*Part of the Site Survey and Operations Review for Positive Guidance 
projects. I 
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which may even permit volunes to be recorded from a corner of the intersection. 

However, if conflicts and voltJTies are counted at the same time by two 

observers, the volume observer should al so remain inconspicuous. 

Once the observation positions are determined, the required nunber 

of data collection forms (this depends on the amount of data to be 

collected) should be prepared. All heading information should be canpleted 

and double checked before any data are collected. The count board 

has to be 11 zeroed. 11 If there is more than one observer, watches will 

have to be synchronized. (Make sure that watches and stopwatches 

are wound.) 

For uniformity in the field study, observations should always 

start at the prescribed times, and count periods should always be of 

the prescribed length. To start on time, the observer will have to 

arrive at the test site at least 30 minutes before starting to count. 

This is the minimun time required to become familiar with the intersection 

and prepare for data collection. If there is much auxiliary data to 

be collected, the observer might have to arrive 1 hour before the start 

time. 

A very important preliminary activity is to watch the traffic, 

and becane familiar with the major traffic movements, the signalization 

characteristics, and any unusual activities. Also, locations of nearby 

driveways, parked vehicles, or other features that may cause traffic 

prob 1 ems s ho u 1 d be noted • 
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Conducting The Survey 

After arriving at the site, the observer should make certain that 

one has proper supplies, checks basic traffic operations, etc.; the 

observer should then be ready to conduct the survey. 

Time Schedu l i ng 

Whether the survey lasts for several hours or several d ys, the 

observation process is conveniently thought of as being in 1 hour blocks. 

The traffic engineer in charge will determine how many, and hich, 

hours are to be used for this data collection. 

For illustration, suppose a 1-hour block begins at 0800 (8:00 a.m.). 

Table 2-1 shows how the 1 hour is split up into several iti es. 

During the first 20 minutes, the observer should observe and count 

traffic conflicts from one of the designated approach legs o the intersection. 

After 20 minutes, the count should be stopped and reported o the special 

forms and then the observer should move to the opposite approach and 

prepare for a second count starting on the half-hour. The 

should be followed on this approach. (If there are two obs 

one will be alternating approaches every half-hour.) Then, the process 

should be repeated during succeeding hours, as required. Usually, 

after every 2 or 3 hours of a survey, a break wi 11 be sched~l ed. 

I 
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Table 2-1. A «Dne-Hour Time Schedule 

0800 Start observing conflicts 
0820 Stop observing conflicts, and record counts 

on data f om 
0825 Move to opposite approach leg 
0830 Start observing conflicts 
0850 Stop observing conflicts, and record counts 

on data form 
0855 Move to opposite approach leg 

For consistency, it is best to start counting exactly at the hour 

and half-hour marks. An exception can be made for signaiized intersections, 

where the signal cycle may not be in phase with one's watch. In such 

cases, one should start obs er vi ng after the hour or half-hour marks 

the first time the signal turns red for his/her approach. Then, a 

stop watch should be used in order to observe for just 20 minutes after 

the start. This should be coordinated with one's partner (if any), 

so both are counting at the same ti me. 

Using the Count Board 

At nearly all intersections a mechanical count board is necessary 

to "record" conflict counts. Some traffic events happen very rapidly, 

so one's attention must be focused on the road and vehicles rather 

than on pencil and paper. After some practice, the count board allows 

one to record the events "by touch," without looking down. The type 

of count board is not important. One designed for making traffic volume 

counts is very acceptable. Another is shown in NCHRP Report 219. 
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The mechanical counters should be used to record the m9st common 

occurrences (the ones with the highest counts). The one th~t is most 

frequent, clearly, is the traffic volume count on the appro ~ch leg. 

The counter used for this event should be positioned in the Jmost convenient 

place--maybe the lower right corner. 

The other kinds of events, listed in 

are as follows: 

order of decreas it frequency, 

1. Most frequent: 
Left-turn, same-direction conflict. 
Slow-vehicle, same-direction conflict. 
Right-turn, same-direction conflict. 

2. Less frequent: 
Opposing left-turn conflict. 
Right-turn, cross-traffic-from-right conflict. 
Left-turn, cross-traffic-from-right conflict. 
Thru, cross-traffic-from-right conflict. 
Left-turn, cross-traffic-from-left conflict. 
Thru, cross-traffic-from-left conflict. 

3. Least frequent: 
All secondary conflicts. 
A 11 s pee i al 'conflicts. 

It is recommended that the count board be used for the most frequent 

events. The least frequent events can be written directly on the forms 

when they occur. 

Before a 20-mi nute count is begun, the observer shoul 
I 

make sure 

that all counters are reset to zero. After the count is cfpleted, 

all figures should be recorded from the counters to the fo1m, and double 

checked. A comnon error is to reset the counters before recording I -
the results, which obviously "erases" all the hard work. ~o not make 

that mistake! 
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The C onfl i ct Form 

A recommended, general-puroose form for recording traffic conflict 

counts is shown in Figure 2-19. The heading information, which is 

self-explanatory, should be filled out in advance. The diagram in 

the upper right corner indicates the approach-leg numbering system. 

That is, traffic approaching from the north is on leg 1, etc. A separate 

traffic conflicts form should be used for each approach leg. 

INTERSECTION CONFLICTS 
I 

IDcotion ______________________ Leg Number ____ _ 

Doy ______ Dote_________ Observer ___________ _ 

Conflict - C. Secondary Conflict - SC '*' ,_ < · . . 
' 

,..,_ -·- o.-.. -·- c-,.-.. ..... ,_ c-,-. . ..,..,_ 
COUNT ~°'-•- ............ ,__DI_-., "" , ... ~ -..- _,.. -- -- --START TOTAL r + ( ~ -,; 7 f r i'--
TIME _APPROACH 
(MIUTA~Y) VOLUME C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC 

TOTAL 

~vere Conflicts: 

l'otsible Causes of Slow Vehicle Conflicts: 

Other Notes and Comments: 

Figure 2-19. 
Traffic Conflicts Recording Fora 
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The start time should be recorded for each 20-minute c~unt in 

the first column. If, for any reason, the count was for other than 

20 minutes, record actual time in the left margin. The results should 

be copied from the count board into the proper columns for the form, 

making sure all marks are legible. 

The common types of conflicts each have separate columl s for recording. 

(Note, however, that at signalized intersections the cross-traffic 

' conflicts may not be very common.) If any special types of conflicts 

are observed very often, or if the traffic engineer request ~ any extra 

kind of counts, additional columns are provided for their recording. 

It should be made certain that they are clearly labeled. 

Sometimes, conflicts of a severe nature will be observJd, such 

as obvious 11 diving 11 of the front end of a vehicle, squealin .1 of brakes, 

rubber skid marks, violent swerves, honking of horns, shaki g of fists, 

etc., and even collisions. Special note should be made of uch conflicts. 

These notes are very important, especially if such severe c nflicts 

occur very often. 

Try to determine the causes for same-direction conflicts. Is 

the problem just past the intersection (a driveway, shopping center, 

traffic back-up, etc.), a 11 blind 11 spot, unclear or missing pavement 

markings, erratic signal operation or what? Also, by using one's best 

judgment, comments should be added about what is thought to be wrong 

with the traffic operations at the intersection and how the: can be 

improved. 
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On completion of a survey, or portion thereof, the counts should 

be added in each colUTm. If one is working with a partner, data sheets 

should be exchanged and each other's forms checked for completeness 

and accuracy. Otherwise, one's own forms should be double checked, 

making sure all the heading information is correct, all blanks are 

filled out, and all entries are clearly readable. 

Collecting Auxiliary Data 

Traffic conflict counts are not meaningful unless they can be 

related to the existing site conditions. The site data needed may include: 

physical inventory, intersection diagram, signal timings, photographs, 

on-site observation report, and traffic volumes. Positive Guidance 

projects require a Site Survey and Operations Review procedure that 

should provide the physical inventory, intersection diagram, signal 

timings, photographs and on-site observation reports. The reader should 

refer to NCHRP Report 219 for additional infonnation on these activities. 

Traffic volume data collection is discussed in the next section 

of this volume. Each agency has standardized procedures for collecting 

most of these data, but general guidelines are given in NCHRP Report 219 

using exiYTiple forms. 

Special Pro bl ens 

Changes in the weather may interrupt or postpone the conflict 

study. Normally, observations are not perf onned during in clement weather, 

such as rain, snow, or fog.* If the roadways are completely wet or 

visibility is reduced, observation should be stopped. The observer 

*Unless the Positive Guidance Analysis shows such conditions to be 
germane, and data are deemed necessary for diagnostic purposes. 
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should do other tasks, such as collecting auxiliary data, un/til roads 

are in a near-normal condition or until a decision is made ~o postpone 

data collection for the day. 

Other problems may also occur. Before a site is schedJled for 

study, it should be determined if any construction is plannJd that 

could alter the normal traffic-flow patterns. Unscheduled tmergency 

repairs by the street department or utility companies will j lso disrupt 

flow. If this occurs, the observer should speak with the p rson in 

charge to learn the extent of the work and how long it will take. 

Other disruptive events such as accidents, stalled vehicles police 

arrests, etc., will also occur from time to time. The obse ver should 
I 

always have a contingency plan that can be adopted when pro lems occur. 

Safety Considerations 

An important item that should not be overlooked is safety. Any 

time observers are working near moving traffic there will e some drivers 

that will not see them. Of course, when collecting volume and conflict 

data, the observer should be hidden. But when walking alo g the roadway 

or taking pictures from the middle of a lane, the observer 

seen. Clothing that will attract attention should always 
1
e worn. 

All street and highway agencies maintain a supply of fluor~scent orange 

vests for this purpose. If the observer is to enter the rd>adway, it 

should be done during a gap in the flow of traffic. The I should albs erver 

I not try to stop or direct traffic. 

I 
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Data Analysis 

The conflict data, as collected in the field, are usually not 

sufficient for decisionmaking. They must be compiled and analyzed 

to determine if they indicate favorable or unfavorable traffic operations, 

typical or unusual situations, an improvement or a worsening.* 

Various levels of sophistication can be used in the statistical 

analyses. One can automate the process using computers or analyze 

the data by hand. This decision depends on the amount of data and 

the level of anal ys i s . 

This discussion assunes that manual procedures of a fa i rly straight

forward nature will be applied. Users can easily automate these steps, 

if desired. Such automation is particularly useful if a data base 

is to be developed for future comparisons. 

Initial Review 

As the data are returned from the field, the first step should 

be an immediate scanning for completeness or obvious errors. This 

should be done while things are still fresh in the minds of the observer s. 

Many simple mistakes can readily be corrected at this time, but not 

after a fe-J days when details are forgotten. 

* See Volume II for a discussion of the use of traffic conflict data 
in an evaluation. 
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Some of the items to check are indicated as follows: 

• Accountability for all forms. Are any missing and,[ if so, 
why? 

• Proper completion of heading information. Are all blanks 
filled? Are leg numbers and observation times cons1istent 
on all forms? Is observer's name on the form? 

• Are all data entries completed? 
"make sense"? 

Are they legible? J Do they 

• Are there comments? Are they clear and understandable? 
Are there any observer questions? 

Data S1.11111ations 

The raw conflict counts, themselves, are not as useful s certain 

sums and rates. Figure 2-20 shows a form that can be used 

to assist in the manual calculation of these quantities. 

the office 

As a first step, combine the conflicts and secondary co1flicts 

in each category for every 20-minute period. Assume that th data 

in Figure 2-20 were collected in the field. Figure 2-21 sho s the 

summary form of these same data. For example, at 1730 

recorded four (4) left-turn, same-direction conflicts, 

left-turn, same-direction secondary conflicts. Enter the s 

the observer 

ree ( 3) 

( 7) ' 

on the analysis form. Continue this process for each period and category. 

Next, determine the sums of the counts in the various categories 

to create the new categories shown in the last four columes bf Figure 2-21. 

The components of each sum should be self-evident. These sJns are 

the most likely to be suggestive of the presence or lack of bperational 

or safety prob 1 ,,ns. The i ndi vi dua 1 counts, from which the s~ s are 

derived, provide more detailed information that may help in !pinpointing 
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specific areas or suggesting certain countermeasures. Note that no 

grand total (e.g., all conflicts) is calculated. Such a total is not 

particularly useful as a diagnostic or evaluative measure. 

Next, create the totals for each approach leg for the time covered 

by the data sheet. This time is typically 4 to 8 hours within 20 minutes 

of observation per hour for an observer on each leg. That is, 4 to 8 entries 

may be on a sheet, which would correspond to 80 to 160 minutes actual 

observation on that leg. Figure 2-21 also shows these totals. 

The final step is to divide each total by the total (one-way) 

traffic volume counted for the leg and recorded on the Intersection 

Conflicts sheet in the field (See Figure 2-19). This yields the set 

of conflict rates. It is convenient, during this step, to multiply 

the answers by 1,000 so that more convenient numbers result. In Figure 2-21, 

with 16 left-turn, same-direction conflicts and 281 total approach 

vehicles, the conflict rate is (16/281) (1,000) = 56.9 conflicts per 

1,000 vehicles. 
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INTERSECTION CONFLICTS 

1.t>cation MA e1,.r 
' 

Day /u,:.-~nLi~ 

ArlD R,-,, .. 
Date J ~LY / S /97PI 

;) • . Observer 

Leg Number-,--_,3~--

S-~ ~-r.H 

I 

* 
I 1 

1 ;- , 

Conflict - C , Secondary Conflict - SC ' 

"""' '·· 11r1 ..... - VII,,.,. c-1..t1K ..... , .... c-1..-... -·-· COUNT ._o., .. ,.,_ .... ... ~ .. "-°""" ... '-'" , ... ._ .... _ ... ·-- -- --START TOTAL ·1 I f 1 ~ 7 f ,- 1'--
TIME APPROACH 
(MILITARY) VOLUME C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC - SC C SC C SC C SC 

/#0 -~' 0 0 0 0 :z. 0 t'} 0 0 0 0 t-, 0 0 I 0 4) 0 

/ '"t') 4-7 g. I I " I 0 " 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 

1,~o ""'- ! ~ r J ..2.. 0 0 • I 0 0 0 ,. 0 0 0 t 0 

,73Q II? £ 3 s I ,,. I I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 () 0 i 0 

TOTAL Z..BI ' 7 II t 7 I I " I 0 " 0 3 0 2 c:, f- 0 
Severe Conflich: #t'JI\J~ 
Pouible Causes of Slow Vehicle Confl ich: 

Other Not~s and Comments: 

Figure 2-20. 
Illustrative Field Data 
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INTERSECTION CONFLICT SUMMARY 

Location /vlA PL£ '1ftlD P11t1/! Leg Number --"'3""--------
Doy :Z:Va ,.)a y Dote _;:[(~CJ~C.:~v~f.~~~~1~9._7._8 ____ 0bserver -----'$,='-.........___I 7JI{_,._ __________ _ 

w"I•• ..... , ...... ._ ... "'"'·· ,_,..,.._ ..... , .... ,_,..,,;, ...... ...... 
COUNT ~o. ... , ... \--V•l<•hi. ~ o;,_,_ &,.k 1.,. .. ,._,., .. ....... ~--.... 

,__ 
.._.;_.. .All( •- ••I C,_ 

t I { - ", ~ 't r .&II,._,. '-'. r- 11 , -All(. ~ 

START 7 i- o•-·•- 1- l•'° .. ... ,i.,,,.. '--' '" 
TIME 
(MILITARY) 

/,1-.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 t, I 0 2. 0 I I 

;soo - 3 I I 0 0 0 0 I 0 .s 0 I I 

/l,30 ~ "' a 0 I 0 '2 0 '2. 14- I 4 5" 

17 ":4 o 1 6 3 I 0 0 , 0 2. lb 0 3 3 

TOTAL 16 ,~ 8 I I 0 3 2 4- 37 I 9 ,o 
RATE Sl>-9 46:~ 28.5' '3-6 3 , 6 0 /o-7 7-1 1-1/-.Z. /3,I.? 3. E, ·-;2..0 3,.£~ 
Comments : 

Figure 2-21. 
Illustrative St11111ary Data 
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TRAFFIC VCl..l.ME/COUNT DATA 

Overview 

Projects employing erratic maneuvers and/or traffic conflicts 

MOE's require volume/count data so that rates can be determined. All 

projects involving "Before/After" evaluations require count data, since 

volumes may differ in the two collection periods. In this case, rates 

(proportions) are the best means of statistically comparing the data. 

Frequently, vehicles counts will be required for each movement, e.g., 

exiting vs. through vehicles, turning vs. non-turning vehicles, etc. 

Also, where projects are designed to provide a time sampling of MOE's, 

counts must be taken for each specific time period during which the 

observations are made. Where the time samples extend over an entire 

day, including commuter peaks, a comparison of rates for the various 

periods can sometimes provide insights as to the nature of the problem 

and/or help to identify the "target" group at which the improvement 

should be aimed, e.g., commuters vs. non-commuters. 

When the performance characteristics of vehicles are relevant, 

for example, at a project involving a merging area, vehicle type is 

an important element of the count. When this activity is fairly complex, 

e.g., where several types of trucks and cars must be identified, it 

is advisable to provide the observers with some training and practice 

before the full scale data collection is initiated. If it is not possible 

to provide trained observers, or if it is necessary to conserve the 

number of field personnel used, film or video, if used for erratic 
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maneuver observations can also be used to obtain vollJlle and 

type data. With film or video, there are dis advantages due 

data: reduction time. 

1cle 
t ~ increased 

With regard to traffic mix, each vehicle type of interesf should 

be operationally defined in clearly observable terms rather t ~an being 

left to the judgment of the observer. This is particularly i r portant 

for projects such as those where, for exiJTlple, "truck" blockage of 

signs is ass uned to be operative. For such a projects, it i not adequate 

simply to note performance with and without "trucks" as a le vehicle. 

Rather, the vehicle types which produce visual blockage shou d be identified 

(e.g., tractor trailers, R.V.'s, vans, etc.) to avoid judgme ts. This 

is more critical when the project involves evaluation and wh n the 

s ame observer may not be used in both ph as es . 

Genera 1 Gui de 1 i nes 

While the guidelines given above apply to volU11e and count data 

taken in conjunction with driver performance MCE's, the foll wing guidelines 

are applicable to all projects: 

• 

• 

As a general rule, counts taken during aMondaym rning rush 
hour and a Friday evening rush hour in an urban a~ea will 
show unusually high volunes. 

Most manual counts are taken during one or two ho rs of the 
morning peak, and during one or two hours of the vening 
peak on weekdays. Typical periods are 0700 throu h 0900 
and 1600 through 1800 hours (7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
to 6 p.m.). A 15-minute count interval is genera ly desirable. 
Highway capacity studies have determined, however, that 15-minute 
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intervals are not fully adequate to establish the Peak 
Factor* (PHF) and that 5-minute counts are preferable. 
fact, the use of cycle-by-cycle counts at a signalized 
is desirable, to get the PHF and the Load Factor.** 

Hour 
In 

i nt ers ec ti on 

• The highest volume hours at certain kinds of land uses such 
as high schools, hospitals, or factories may not coincide 
with regular street traffic, peak hours. The highest shopping 
center volumes are normally found on Saturday morning or 
early Saturday afternoon. High shopping loadings also occur 
on nights that regional department stores are open, and involve 
both an inbound peak (generally occurring between 1900 and · 
2000 hours), and an outbound peak from about 2000 to 2100 
hours. 

t Counts taken to record truck classification (size and weight) 
often span a total period of 12 to 16 hours. 

1 Traffic counts should normally not be taken on holidays,*** 
nor on the day before or after a ho 1 i day. Adverse weather 
conditions that could affect flow should be avoided, although 
a light rain will have little effect on industrial or office 
traffic. 

• Seasonal factors must be considered in addition to the obvious 
recreational aspects. Counts involving school or college 
activities 1MJuld be inaccurate if taken during the school 
vacation periods which would greatly diminish traffic volume. 
Shopping traffic is generally highest at Easter, Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, and during special events or sales. 

*Peak Hour Factor is a ratio of the volume occurring during the peak 
hour to the maximum rate of flow during a given time period within 
the peak hour. It is measure of peaking characteristics, whose 
maximum attainable value is 1.0. The term must be qualified by 
a specified short period within the hour; this is usually 5 or 6 
minutes for freeway operation and 5 to 15 minutes for intersection 
operation; for example, "a peak-hour factor of 0.80 based on a 
5-minute rate of flow." 

**Load Factor is a ratio of the total number of green signal intervals 
that are fully utilized by traffic during the peak hour to the total 
number of green intervals for that approach during the same period. 
Its maximum attainable value is 1.0. 

***Unless the Positive Guidance analysis shows the holiday period to 
be when a problem occurs, or when it is desirable to collect EM 
or traffic conflicts data during a holiday period to maximize the 
opportunity to observe tourist traffic. 
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Other abnormal conditions are produced by widespre~d labor 
strikes, recessions, energy shortages, and street r bridge 
repairs on the same or parallel routes. When coun s must 
be taken during abnormal conditions, it is essential to note 
the unusual condition on th~ data collection forms. 

Given these guidelines for the collection of 

in this section, taken from the Manual of Traffic 

provides information on measurement methods and equipment 

of different collection situations. 

Manual Measurement Methods and Equi i:xnent 

, the mate ri al 

Studies,* 

a variety 

In its basic form, manual counting consists of one per on with 

a pencil making tally marks on a field sheet. At low-volum intersections, 

all movements including vehicle classification can be talli d using 

a typical field sheet such as the one shown in Figure 2-22. Such studies 
I 

can also include street crossings by pedestrians, subclassi f ied as 

children or adults. At very low volume points, other data such as 

traffic control violations may also be recorded. 

One person can handle 6 to 12 turning movements depen ing upon 

the degree of simultaneous flow and volumes. Thus, the ty ical intersection 

of a local/local or a local/collector intersection can be andled by 

one checker. At higher volume intersections--especially t ose controlled 

by traffic signals--it is usually necessary to have two or more persons 

counting the vehicular movements. Figure 2-23 shows a two~approach 

field sheet that may be used for this type of count. It ik important 

that a north arrow be added to each field sheet and that t he sheet 

be held in the correct ~•ition that corres~nds to the ni th direction. 

* This material is utilized by permission from the Instit te of Transportation 
Engineers, 525 School Street, S.W., Suite 410, Washington, O.C. 20024. 
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VEHICLE TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT 
FOUR-APPROACH Aa.O SHEET 

Time to 

N/S SlrNt Datt Day 

(/W StrNt Wtatller 

, • iiau..,OI' cara. st•1o-ao11111. Ot>llfV~ 
fflOl~I• . Didl•UO trvc:aa. 

T • DI .... !Nella. "'-Cl lflY ldlaol bul • SI; 111 .... lluMt a■ I) . 

P, T p T p IT N I I 
I I I 

t I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I I 

I 
I 

p T p IT 

I I 
I I 

I 
I p T p T 

I I I I I 
I I 
I I I I 
I 

p 
IT p IT 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

p 
IT 

I ,. T I p 

I I 
i I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I I 

F i gu re 2-22 • 
Example of Intersection Field Sheet 
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VEHICLE TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT 
TWO-APPROACH FIELD SHEET 

N 

t to Time : ___ _ ------
Date : _____ _ 

From NORTH SOUTH 
on 

' Truck I Passenger 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

LEFT} 

STRAIGHT~ 

RIGHT'\ 

Truck 

,_ __ 
Passenge 

Jt!GHT 

~ 

Figure 2-23. 

Hold sheet v.'ith larrow 
pointing NORTH 

From EAS'r WEST 
on 

- - - -- ~"9-~ --

STRAIGHT LEFT 

t '->-

Exnple of 2-Approach F;eld Sheet for H;gh Voll.Ille Int rsectfan 
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When traffic conflict data are collected, NCHRP Report 219 recommends 

the form shown in Figure 2-24 be used to collect volume data. 

Counts of traffic turning in and out of high-volume driveways 

may use a special form shown in Fi gure 2-25. The sheet also provides 

space for tabulation of pedestrian or bicycle traffic utilizing the 

sidewalk across which cars move in entering or leaving the driveway. 

Vehicle classification can utilize a simplified passenger car/truck 

breakout. For such usage, cars, station wagons, pickup and panel trucks 

and motorcycles are classed as 11 P. 11 Other trucks and buses are tallied 

as 11T. 11 School buses may be separately recorded as 11 SB. 11 

A more detailed breakout of conmerci al vehicles, by numbers of 

axles and/or weight, is often required. The degree of truck classification 

should be related to the purpose of the count. Unless special classification 

is needed for roadway or bridge design data, the inclusion of pickups 

and panel trucks and other light trucks having only four tires as passenger 

cars is completely consistent with capacity and flow analysis. These 

vehicles have similar performance characteristics to passenger cars, 

whereas the acceleration capability of heavier trucks is decidely different. 

A simplified method of instructing traffic checkers into distinguishing 

trucks from passenger cars is to have than classify any vehicle having 

more than four tires as a truck, and any motor vehicle with two through 

four ti res as a passenger car. 
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TRAFFIC VOLUME COUNTS 

I.Dcation -----------------------Day _____ Date ______ Time Per iod _______ _ 

Observer ______________________ _ 

COUNT 
Leg No. Leg No . Leg No. I Leg No . 

START _) l l r j l ~ '-TIME - -. -(MILITARY) ~ 

TOTAL 

NOTES AND COMMENTS: 

Figure 2-24. 
Traffic Vol une Count (Conflict Data) 
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DRIVEWAY COUNT FIELP SttEET Time ____ to ___ _ 

l ... ta...r_r..a.e.a..t ______________ D&te ________ Day ____ _ 

~or..._i,._,v_r-=-~·.._w·._
1
· ..,.L.,.1..,., ___________ Weather ____________ _ 

11,dic.,te Nrrt'- * 
Sy Arrow 

Observer ____________ _ 

f 
0 

0 

t 

B 
1 
k 
e 

Notes: 

Ri~ht Turn IN Strai5ht Left Turn IS 
Car Tk. Car Tk. Car 

r ~.-.... . ,Tt. t"l-,41 ,1~ .... ,,Adults ., ,, 

r~ I<~ 
I~ ~ (;:) 

Left turn O\:T Strai,ht Right turn OUT 

Car Tit Car Tk. Car 

Figure 2-25. 
Exilllple of Driveway Count Fom, 

Including Pedestrian and Bicycle C onf 1 i cts 
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Figure 2-26 illustrates a pedestrian count field sheet. 1 The form 

may also have angled boxes in the center of the intersection[ to note 

diagonal crossing movements. 

When pedestrians are tallied, those of junior high 

and over are customarily classified as adults. Persons 

age or younger are cl ass i fi ed as children. 

age 
1 

( 12 years ) 

of , rade school 

Many suburbs and even older areas of established corrrnu ities have 

not installed sidewalks for pedestrian use. Specialized st 
1
dies of 

low-volume intersections including bicycle and pedestrian t affic that 

would use sidewalks, if in place, may utilize the form such as illustrated 

in Figure 2-27. Pedestrian and bicycle riders are each cou ted twice 

(when approaching and when leaving the intersection). This form makes 

no provision for intersection crossing movements by pedestr ans, and 

the form shown on Figure 2-26 should be used also, if such ,etail is 

needed. 

Mechanical hand counters may be used with most of the ield sheets. 

In the simplest form, a one, two, or three tally counters my be used 
I 

for only the heaviest passenger car movements, with recording of trucks 

and low-volume turns being made by tally marks. More complex arrangements 

on counting boards are also utilized. 
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TIME 

DATE 

OBSERVER 

:z 
r.J 
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Figure 2-27. I 
Exanple of Fon11 for Count for Sidewalk Use (or ~emand) 

by Pedestr i ans and Bi eye 1 e Riders . 
(Fonn includes intersection vehicle turning movements. 
For pedestrians or bike riders crossing within ; ntersection 
see Figure 2-26) 
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When each counting period ends, the checker records the registered 

number of vehicles for each movement. The checker may then reset each · 

counter to zero (in light traffic condition), or the counter may continue 

to be operated and the count cumulated. In the latter case, the prior 

period reading must be subtracted to obtain the actua 1 count for each 

period. This should be done (or noted) at the end of the day, before 

leaving the site. 

Traffic checkers should be stationed where their car can be parked 

without adversely affecting traffic flow or sight distance. Wherever 

possible, the checker should be seated in a car. This is important 

in cooler climates and also simplifies the storage of forms, extra 

pencils, etc. It facilitates the count coordination where more than 

one person is needed at a given intersection. The car provides for 

personal safety in high crime areas, and for personal comfort in any 

area. 

The car should be placed where the checkers have a full view of 

the count location. Sight blockage problems such as trucks or buses 

stopping or parking that would affect the view must be considered. 

An elevated position is obviously ideal, but seldom available. Areas 

depressed more than about 2 feet below the street grade will usually 

create problems of sight obstruction. 
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Mechanical Net hods and Equi Jlllent 

Sophisticated mechanic al equipment, such as caner as, may be used 

to record data for an hour or less. Most automatic counts are taken 

at specific locations for periods ranging from a day to a week. In 
I 

either case, the equipment is portable. Fixed, permanent cqunting 

stations are used to record traffic vol Lmes continuously. 

Automatic recording should be considered for most coun s requiring 

over 12 hours of continuous data at a single location, if t e desired 

information can be obtained mechanically. This type of cou~ting has 

its greatest application where only a simple tabulation is I eeded of 

numbers of vehicles (no separation of vehicle type, direction, turning 

movanents at intersection or driveway, pedestrians, lane use, etc.). 

Under certain conditions, directional counts or even lane se can be 

obtained mechanically. 

Most automatic counts, however, are gathered and used for: 

• Determination of hourly patterns (particularly t e selection 
of peak hours) , 

• Determination of daily or seasonal variations an growth 
trends, and 

• Estimating annual traffic (used in pavement structural design 
calculations). 
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Mechanical Counters - Portable 

There are three general types of portable counters: 

• The 11 Junior 11 is a continuous-type counter with a 
visible dial and uses a dry cell battery. 

• A special version of the Junior is called the Period counter. 
It has a time clock which may be set to turn it on at any 
specific time, and then run it only for a definite length 
of time. 

• The Senior counter contains a clock, a reset-type counter, 
a stamping and/or punching machine or counter pens, a roll 
of tape or a circular chart and a battery (wet cell or dry 
ce 11) • 

These counters use pneumatic road tubes from which air impulses 

are received due to moving traffic and transmitted to the counter. 

The counter logs one vehicle for each two impulses. The visual register 

of a Junior counter (the accumulator) must be read and recorded at 

the beginning and completion of counting period, because no printed 

record is available . 

The printed tape Senior recorder stores the impulse in an accumulating 

register and upon clock actuation prints the results on a continuous 

adding machine tape. Typical printed tape recorders print either at 

15-minute intervals or every hour. In either type, at the end of each 

hour, the counter is automatically reset to zero. 

The circular chart recorder can record volumes from zero up to 

1,000 vehicles for intervals of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 60 minutes. 

These can be recorded for 24 hours or up to 7 days, depending upon 

the equipment. The traffic counter pens move out on the graph in response 

to vehicle actuation, and upon determination of the pre-set counting 

period, the pen arm resets to zero position in the center of the graph. 
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Punch tape recorders are also available. The taoe fro~ this type 

of counter can be processed in the office through a transla~~r which, 

when connected to a keypunch machine, will produce punch car~s or tape 

for computer tabulation. 

Under certain conditions, photographic equipment can al?o be utilized 

to conduct traffic counts. This generally requires special ~quip'Tlent 
I 

and an elevated position.* Time-serial pictures are taken ~P give 

a periodic or virtually continuous inventory of traffic flow 1

11

• Due 

to the expense of the equipment, and the necessity of security, 
I 

attendants are utilized. The film of traffic movements is gfnerally 

taken at speeds of 60 to l)Q frames per minute. The volume ,is counted 
I 

manually by projecting the film, frame by frame, onto a scre
1

en. Data 

reduction is therefore expensive and time-consuning. The corsts associated 
I 

with this equip'Tlent generally limit its application to res iirch studies. 

Practically all portable traffic count equipment used 

the Junior or Senior types with road tubes. The road tube 

of a flexible, rubber hose fastened to the pavement at rig 

~ s either 
I . 
fons,sts 

f angles 

to the path of expected vehicle travel. One end of the tu e is sealed, 

and the other end is attached to a pressure actuated switc1· . The passage 

of a vehicle wheel over the tubing displaces the volume of air, thereby 

creating a detectable pressure at the switch. This pressuwe causes 
I 

switch contacts to complete an electric circuit and actuate the recorder. 

Each two actuations registers as one vehicle. 

*See also the section on the collection of erratic maneuver data using 
film or video. 
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Road tube placement is important because a location such as a 

tree or pole is needed to anchor the recorder. The tube should be 

clear of the turning paths of vehicles to reduce multiple counts due 

to a single vehicle crossing the tube at an angle. This generally 

means a placement of 100 feet from an intersection or a major driveway. 

The road tube should not be placed in an area subject to skidding, 

such as on a sharp curve, or subject to heavy acceleration or braking. 

The pavement area should be reasonably smooth with no holes to lacerate 

the tube, nor should the tube be placed over railroad tracks. 

Location should be selected where there is a minimum probability 

of vehicles parking at the curb and standing on the hose. Similarly, 

areas of potential backup of standing vehicles waiting for signals, 

trains, toll booths, drawbridges, etc., should be avoided. 

Where a median barrier exists, it is readily possible to obtain 

directional counts. Tw::J separate counters are normally employed at 

such locations. Reasonably good directional counts of four-lane or 

wider two-way roads can also be secured by ending the road tube 4 to 

6 feet before the centerline. 

The portable counters have many limitations, including a maximum 

of about four traffic lanes of coverage, an under-counting due to simultaneous 

passage of cars in parallel lanes, an over-counting due to three- or 

four-axle trucks, and to vehicles crossing the road tube at an angle. 

Accuracy is seldom greater than 90 percent. 
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Other limitations include the inability to detect turn ~ng movements 

of traffic, and general inability to classify vehicles. Bat tery life 

is a problan, as is the relatively heavy weight of the Seni 1or counter. 

Vandalism may be a major concern. The presence of snow or ice on the 

pavement may inhibit or render useless the road tube as a detection 

device. It is vulnerable to tire chains, street sweepers, ~now plows, 

and skidding vehicles. Obviously, the road tube cannot be used on 

a gravel or dirt surface and, therefore, the use of portable counters 

is basically limited to paved roadways. 

On a route with very substantial nUTibers of multi-axl vehicles, 

adjustment factors to correct sane mechanical count road t be errors 

can be calculated fran classification-type counts (see Man al Measuranent 

and Equil)Tlent). The factor is determined as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Manual Type No. 
Count Vehicle Axles 

1500 Pass. Car 2 
750 Truck 3 
500 Truck 4 

TOTAL 

Machine count would show 7250/2 = 3625. 

The truck adjustment factor is 2750/3625 

T ta l 
A l es 

2xl 500 •~000 
3x 750= 250 
4x 500= 000 

L Actual t is 2750. 

= 0. 76. I 
I 

3. If a raw count from a machine count reads out 5000 vehicles 
for the same route, the corrected machine count is 1500 x 0.76 
= 1140 . 5000 - 1140 = 3860 vehicles. 
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Practically al 1 pedestrian counting has been performed manually. 

At very high density crossings, such as in CBD areas, manu~ counting 

is impractical, but photographic equipment has been used successfully. 

Mechanical Counters - Pennanent 

Permanent or semi-fixed type counters may use a variety of detection 

or sensing devices including the road tube, electric contact plates, 

photocells, radar, magnetic or magnetometer detectors, ultrasonic and 

infra-red detectors, and induction loops. 

Sane permanent installations have only the sensor located at the 

counting station and the impulses are transferred to a central location 

for recording. Transmission is via leased telephone wire, radio, or 

other means, depending upon the requirement, availability, and costs. 

Other systems utilize a separate manual pickup of tapes that are taken 

to the central office. 

Due to the limitations of the road tube, it is practically never 

used in permanent counting. Other types of detectors are listed below: 

• Electric Contact 

• Photo-Electric 

• Radar 

• Magnetic 

• Induct i on Loop 

• Ultrasonic 
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Permanent count er sensors or detectors have certain of lthe 1 imitations 

described under portable counting equipment. The chief dis~dvantages 

include inability to classify vehicles or to detect turning 1movement 

at intersections. The detectors should be located so as to !clear weaving 

sections at ramp entries or exits near highway interchanges j Similarly, 

locations near intersections or major driveways should be ai oided. 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

Count Smmaries 

Tabulated sunmaries are customarily made of both manua and portable 

mechanical counts. Data processing printouts are normally repared 

for the permanent counter station data. 

Figure 2-28 illustrates a tabular summary sheet for an intersection 

turning movement count. Figure 2-29 shows a 24-hour tabula ion by 

weekday for a 7-day mechanical count (also see Count Expans ons). 

For capacity analysis, development of intersection des gn and 

operational measures, and for accident analysis, peak-hour raphic 

summaries are desirable. Figure 2-30 shows a summary sheet ior a four-leg 

intersection. Space is provided for a tabulation of enteripg traffic. 

The PM volumes are indicated in parentheses. Modification r f this 

form for use at 11 T11 intersections are illustrated in Figure ! 2-31. 
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TABULAR SUMMARY OF VEHICLE COUNTS 
~ Date Dey City A• Righi tum 

S s Str■lglll 
INTERSECTION OF AND L • lAft tum 

TIME TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
IEGINS 

from NORTH from SOUTH North from EAST lromWEST E■l1 ALL 
A a l Total s Total 

South 
A a Toi■! A s L Total 

w.■t 
A L L 

Figure 2-28. A Tabular Surrmary Sheet for Intersection Turning Movement 
Count 

COP<TIPl\:ocs COUNTINC 
Wl:EKLY SU!fl.UY 

St• . No. ___ louu ________ Dinc.tioc ___ Ye•r __ 

"'~:"-':"-;"-' _____________ W;~~~•Y ____ T~!:l 
8• z 1n I Mon . I Tuu Wed . I Thurs .! Fr L l total i Sat . i Sun .! Wok 

<)(, 00 
".:• I 00 
o, 00 
OJ 00 
o. 00 
0 5 00 
06 00 
o, 00 
0" ~,I") 

09 00 
10 00 
II 00 
12 00 

I! 00 I I 
14 00 
l j 00 I 
l b 00 
l: 00 r 
1; I)() 

!4 00 I 
20 00 I 
21 00 
22 '.K 
2J 00 I 

TOT.U. i 

't Av· "••kday I 
t Av\)~r of 

\.i~ather• X JI 

*C • Clear, I • lain, S • Snow, I • lc.e 

lem.arll.1 _____________________ _ 

____________ Coarpllad by 

o.u __________ _ 

Figure 2-29. Form for 24-hour Tabulation - ay Mechanical Count 
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UI STING TUFT IC 
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,, .. 
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!~•1 ( l& l O• ll JO ) 

. , . ~00 (&~ ) 
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N 

1 

Figure 2-30. Example of a Sunmary Sheet for a Four-Leg ntersection 
(Space is provided for a tabulation of total entering traffic) 

(• '!· ._.:, . ... t"t .;_ 

GfllAIOHIC SUMMAl!Y ~ VEHICLE MOYElt(NTS 

------------<-,, _________ 1: - .• . • ..,_-'='-='- -
,_ 
- e x 9! ). 
~ I • •6X • 1)[ 

~ - -- ' 
.,_ 1 ac tXI .. ,_ .. , .~ ; 

N 

f 
Figure 2-31. 

GRAPHIC SUMMARY ~ VE 

----------+--<-, _ _______ ' ... -==--

':::J - ..,. 000< 
... ·•&.)... · ·>. 

_._ .. --
...... -

.,. ... -
Exanple of Intersection Graphic Sllllllary Fo 
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Vehicle classification counts may be sunmar i zed by intersection 

leg (Figure 2-32), or graphically tabulated by turn i ng movement (Figure 2-33). 

... 

SUMMARY 
CLASSIF1CATION SHEET FOR VEHICULAR TRAFFIC 

lour_ t,o_ 

I.ocat10n Jlllte 

leg ot IDteraect.loo 

' 
Paaaeoger Single-wut Tractor-trw:k 8 

1118 .. 
Can 1'rucu Suutrailer .. .. ~ ! ! ... ... j .. e iii 11D I 

1 l 
Total 

,lj .. 
j 93 i 

... .. • i i 

J B! ~ ,: j I i .. i s i e 
.,,, 

'° f"\ .K f"\ .,,, :i s 
~ "' 

Tot&l 
--

Figure 2-32. Classification of Vehicular Traffic Fonn 

~a:t1••-
~---·----

TRAFFIC COUNT 
flELD SHEET 

J!J•-~:::;::==::!!i•~:::;:::==:::rM~--------IIICCOIIIIII•-- ---
IT•T--•I • - --

..._. _ _ 111 T O __ ti1 1,- I 

..__ , -.. 
~., 

1- ... 
•••--- --- - T . A :~::--; 

I . -
~:c.=: ~ .. 11---........ --...... --1 ., =.., 
~to••.....,..,. "-..ac»--.O. u.a-.-• • ...... 

L-- 1,1 ~.,.. 

.,__ " """ .... 
---~ t==::::~•· ----- ------~:;-- .,__ , ~ _ _,,, 

__ 
.. ,_ .. ,_ .. ,_ ·-·--

l 

Figure 2-33. Classification Count Field Sheet 
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When vehicle occupancy counts are collected by manual observations, 

they are summarized by directions. The number of occupants counted 

(including drivers) is determined by multiplying occupancy group times 

the number of occupants in each group (1, 2, 3, etc.). The total number 

of occupants counted during the study period is divided by the total 

number of cars counted. This yields the average occupancy per vehicle. 

The average may be calculated by selected time periods, providing that 

a sample of at least 500 vehicles is available for the shoryest time 

interval and direction of travel that is selected. 

Limits of accuracy in mechanical counting equipment anf variations 

in flow from day-to-day preclude the use of exact numerical 
1

values. 

Counts and factors should be rounded to not more than three
1

significant 

figures and not closer than the nearest 10 vehicles, except for special 

vehicle classifications. Thus, a 24-hour count of 24,673 v hicles 

would be given as 24,700. 

Count Expansions 

Most traffic counts are taken in 15- or 30-mi nute peri ds and 

summarized into at least 1-hour intervals. However, short 
1

ount sampling 

can be utilized where counts are taken for 5-, 10-, 15-, or ' 20-minute 

periods at specific locations with the checker then shifting to another 

intersection. Such counts are expended directly to 1 hour by the use 

of an appropriate multiplier (such as four times 

etc.). These counts are best limited to streets 

vehicles per day. 
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Short counts can be expanded by use of a 11 control 11 station. Where 

many sample counts are needed in a given area, a central location representative 

of overall traffic flow is selected. The location should service the 

general type of traffic being checked. It is counted by 10-minute 

i nterva 1 s, continuously during the sample period. The "multiplier" 

at the control station is then calculated for each sample period counted 

at the other locations. 

For example, if a given intersection was counted in the 1710 to 

1720 time period, the control station count during this time period 

is divided into its peak-hour volume. As an illustration, the control 

station count might be 55 vehicles entering the intersection between 

1710 and 1720. If the total entering movement at the control station 

was 550 vehicles during the peak hour, division of this by the 10-minute 

figure would give a multiplier of 10.0. A sample count at another 

intersection where 40 vehicles were counted from 1710 to 1720 would 

thus be expanded by a multiplier of 10 or to an estimated 400 vehicles 

for the same peak hour as at the control station. 

All counts are really samples. While the above example was a 

10-minute sampling, a 1-hour, a 1-day, a 1-week, or even a 1-year count 

is also a sample of the overall long-term traffic flow. Even permanent 

counter stations merely sample specific locations along a few routes 

of the many in a given area. 
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The most common expansion of II factori ng 11 is to equate t re 24-hour 

count of a given day to the ADT (average daily traffic). Th ~s is defined 

as the total volume during 265 days, divided by 365. In urbi n areas 

of over 2,000 population, it has been found that normal weat er traffic 

volumes on weekdays fall within a range of 10 percent of the ADT, therefore, 

no application of adjustment factors is needed. 

A rural count of 24-hour duration, which is to be expan ed to 

an ADT or one of the other annual averages, is usu ally expanded by 

application of a day-of-week factor plus a monthly factor. These are 

best derived fran permanent counter stations, but can also e developed 

by the use of week-long counts taken monthly for 1 or The 

counts are averaged and then counts on specific weekdays (or months) 

are divided by the average. Figure 2-32 shows the type of 

to develop daily variation figures utilizing periodic 1-wee 

for exi!llples illustrating the calculation of seasonal and w ekday factors 

and the a pp l i cat i on to estimate A OT . 
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SPEED DATA 

Overview 

Most projects involving problem diagnosis and information system 

improvement evaluation will require the collection of speed data. 

Even on sites where high speed is not judged to be a pro bl em, an improvement 

which results in a reduction in speed variance is likely to result 

in concomitant improvements in smoothness of traffic flow and safety. 

In addition, a wide variety of evaluations may benefit from the use 

of speed data as an auxi 1 i ar y measure of effectiveness. 

While the emphasis of this section is on spot speed measurement, 

speed profiles are also useful in some situations. Good speed profile 

measurement requires specialized equip-nent, generally not available 

in most State and local agencies. However, a reasonable approximation 

of speed profile can be derived from a series of spaced spot speed 

measures. 

In addition to utilizing speed data for evaluation, it may be 

necessary to use other types of speed infonnation in assessing site 

problems, e .g., to determine of the validity of existing speed signing. 

The procedures presented in this section for determining Advisory Speed 

for Curves and Critical Intersection Approach Speed have been abstracted 

from the Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies. 
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Advisory Speed for Curves 

The maximum comfortable speed on a horizontal curve is determined 

by a test car. The vehicle is equipped with a ball-bank indicator 

that is read along with the speed001eter near the middle of + e horizontal 

curve. The maximum speed for comfortable travel is defined by a reading 

of 10 degrees on the ball-bank indicator, which provides an /average 

measure of the side friction of the test car. This criticalj value 

represents the transition point at which the centrifugal fo ce begins 

to cause a feeling of discomfort to the dr i ver within the c rve. 

Before each test run is started, the ball-bank indicat r is leveled 

to read 11 zero 11 when the vehicle is positioned on the tangen1 (straight) 

section in advance of the horizontal curve. The speed oft e initial 

test run is usually some multiple value of 5 mph and is sel cted to 

provide a reading of less than 10 degrees on the ball-bank ndicator. 

Succeeding observations are then made at increasing 5 mph i crements 

until the reading on the ball-bank indicator exceeds 10 deg ees. 

No special data form is necessary for recording the in ormation, 

but the typical field sheet in Figure 2-34 can be adapted b using 

one column for speedometer values and another column for th corresponding 

ball-bank indicator readings. The critical speed is determ · ned by a 

linear interpolation of the two speeds with ball-bank indicator readings 

that are nearest to and on each side of 10 degrees. Sever al runs are 

often made in each direction to verify the selected advisory speed. 
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SPOT SPEED STlDY 
FIELD SHEET 

Date ---------loution _____________ Oirect ion _____ _____ _ 

Time _________ Weather--------- Road Surt1ce Condition __________________ _ 
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Figure 2-34. 
Typical Field Sheet for Spot Speed Stu di es 
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Critical Intersection Approach Speed 

An important part of intersection traffic control device application 

(except signals) is the determination of safe approach speeds. A Sight 

Angle Board can be used in the field to compute the critical speeds. 

Details for constructing this board are shown in Figure 2-35. The 

computation form is given in Figure 2-36. 

r 6" To 8" 

TopView 

rn 
Sighting End View 

, gure -

PLYWOOD 
OR BOARD 

48' 

BRO MSTICK, 5/9" 
DOWE , ALUMINUM 
TUBE WITH WOOD 
ENO PLUG, ETC. 

Sid View 

Construction Details for a Sight Angle Board to 
Measure Safe Approach Speed 
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CRITICAL APPROACH SPEED COMPUTATION 
(SIMPLIFIED FIELD METHOD USING SIGHT ANGLES ) 

2b 
7 

x- 6 ft. 
y- 1/2 street width + 3 ft. w-4 (two-way) 

X ,~z Y • street width - 4 f t. 
(one-way street) / 

/ 
D : 70 ft. (20MPH limit) 
D • 90 ft. (25 MPH limit) 
D • 120 ft. (30 MPH limit) D 

D 
H 

Procedure: 

Assume (la) approach speed 
aame as speed limit. 

1. 

2. Establish collision point by 
measurement of x and y for quadrant X, 
and mark. 

" loC 

~ D 

D 

'1 

2a 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Measure distance D for assumed ■peed, along approach line (la) 
(x distance from curb), and mark point . 
Set up sight angle board , facing toward collision point and with zero 
angle line along approach line (la) 
Estimate relative location of approach line (2a) at distance y from 
curb. 

6. Sight maximum angle as limited by obstruction X. 
7. Classify speed range from table below. This is the maximum safe 

apeed for approach (2a) when (la) is at speed limit . The reverse is 
also true (if (2a) approaches a t speed limit, above value is maximum 
safe speed for (la)). 

8. Repeat angle measurement for quadrant W, using proper approach 
lines (y distance from curb (la) x distance from curb (2b). Check 
table for safe approach speed (2b). 

9. Measure out distance D on approach (lb) and follow above steps for 
quadrants Y and Z. 

APPROACH CLASS 

SPEED LIMIT I II III 
Over 4 0 0 15° to 30° 

20 MPH 

MPH 

20 MPH & 5 to 12 MPH 
25 MPH & Ove 6 to 15 MPH 
30 MPH & Ove 10 to 19 MPH 

Fi gure 2-36 . 
Critical Approach Speed COOlf)utation 

(simplified field method using sight angles) 
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Manua 1 "et hods and Equi Jlllent 

The use of manual speed measures is frequently more adv!isable 

than radar for field data collection related to problen diagnosis and 

improvenent evaluation; even though the time re qui red to obtain a given 

sample size may be slightly longer than with radar. From an accuracy 

standpoint, there is basically no difference between manual measures 

and other methods, particularly if digital electronic stopwJtches (which 

reduce reading error) are used. 

While the con vent i ona l met hod of setting up a speed tr is adequate 

under most conditions, there are situations where trap loca ion requirenents 

cannot be met. That is, the setup of a single observer man al speed 

trap under certain terrain conditions requires a correction for parallax 

in order to avoid measurement error. The conditions under 

single observer can accurately measure trap speeds involves 

such as a road cut which provies a high vantage point. Und 

conditions, marks on the surface of the pavenent, e.g., pav ent seams, 

etc., can be used as references for the trap, parallax is n t a problen, 

and the conventional method can be used. However, in many cases the 

observer must be located near or at the level of the roadwa~, and the 

trap references must be vertical, e.g., sign supports, refe~ences marked 

on guardrail, etc. Here, parallax distortion poses a probl len which, 

unless corrected, affects the accuracy of the speeds measu~ed. 
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Conventional Manual Speed Trap 

For sites where paper conditions prevail, the following procedure, 

contained in the Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies, is reconmended. 

A measure course is first laid out at the site. Reconmended lengths 

are sunmarized in Table 2-2 for various ranges of average speed of 

the traffic stream, along with the appropriate conversion factors. 

That is, the proper constant for the selected course length is divided 

by the time for a vehicle to traverse this course to obtain the spot 

speed of the observed vehicle. A course length of 147 feet is convenient 

for studies in urban areas, and the constant is 100 in this situation. 

In any event, determination of the measured course should be made so 

that the minimum time recorded is not less than 1.5 seconds, and average 

speeds are timed in the range of 2.0 to 2.5 seconds. 

Table 2-2. 
RECOMft:NIED COURSE LENGTHS FOR SPOT SPEED STUDIES 

Average Speed 
Course Length Conversion Factor to of Traffic 

Stream (mph) (feet) Change seconds to mph 

Below 25 88 60 

25 to 40 176 120 

above 40 -264 180 

A twical spot speed study plan is illustrated in Figure 2-37. 

The measured course begins at a point designated by a transverse crack 

in the pavement, or by a transverse mark made on the pavement. The 
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observer stands at the end of the measured course, and a sim"l ar reference 

mark or an object directly across the roa<iNay is enployed to aid in 

the timing operation. Care must be exercised in selection and layout 

of the measured course so that the observer can clearly see f he lines 

or marks. 

J 
OBSERVER 

X 
I 

Pavement mark 
used as a refere ce line 

I 

.. I .. ,cs---Course length--...; .. --11 
I I 

I 

Tree used as a reference point 

Figure 2-37. 
Typical Spot Speed Study Plan 

If the observer can take a position at some elevation bove the 

speed course, such as on a bridge or slope, then the observ tion of 

a predetermined location on the vehicle, such as the front heels, 

can be enhanced. On the other hand, the opportunity for in roducing 

bias into the speed measurements is increased as the necessary reference 

markings becane more visible to approaching drivers. 

As the front wheels (or other part) of the vehicle crolss the mark 

or crack at the beginning of the measured course, the obserfver starts 

the stop watch. The watch is stopped at the instant that the vehicle 

passes the observer. A tally is recorded on the line of t ~e field 

sheet for the 1 apsed time. 
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Correcting Parallax [rror 

When two observers are operting a manual speed trap, they have 

the sane vieH as timers at a track meet, i.e., sighting perpendicularly 

across the lanes of travel at the start and the finish as shown in 

Figure 2-38. 
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Figure 2-38. 
Two-Observer Speed Trap (No Parral ax Error) 

In this situation, the actual distance between the beginning and 

end points of the speed trap (measured on the road surface) and the 

apparent distance (as seen by obervers) are equal and the speed measurement 

is accurate. 

However, when a single observer must handle the timing chores, 

and if the same reference points are used, then there is a difference 

between the actual and apparent distance called parallax error (Figure 2-40). 
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Parallax Error Correction (Apparent Distance M thod) 

Parallax error may be corrected either by establishing and measuring 

the apparent distance (Figure 2-40) and using that measu 

trap length in the speed calculations, or by moving the 

until the actual and apparent distances coincide (Figure 2-41) . 
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Figure 2-40. 
Parallax Error Correction (Reference Point Moveme~t Method) 
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Apparent Distance Method 

Estabishnent and measurement of the parallax distance is the easier 

solution to the correction of parallax error and may be used if a specific 

trap length is not required. The establishment of apparent distance 

requires an observer and one aide (in radio communications) and is 

accomplished as follows: 

(1) The unobtrusive observer location to be used is chosen and 
marked, and the sighting references for the upstream and 
downstream ends of the speed trap are chosen. Usually existing 
reference objects such as signal posts, guardrail sections, 
trees, telephone poles, etc., are available. These can be 
marked with paint or tape to increase conspicuity if necessary. 
If no existing reference objects are available, sighting 
references can be created using ooles marked with paint or 
tape. Depending upon the observer position, tape or paint 
marks on the roadway or shoulder surface can sometimes be 
used as sighting references. 

(2) Once the references are chosen and marked, the observer takes 
the observation position selected and the aide takes a position 
near the roadside in the vicinity of the upstream sighting 
reference. 

(3) Via radio link, the observer identifies a 11 test 11 vehicle 
approaching the speed trap and gives a pre-arranged verbal 
signal (e.g., 11 mark, 11 11 now, 11 etc.,) when the 11 test 11 vehicle 
breakes the line-of-sight with the reference. The aide identifies 
the approximate location of the 11 test 11 vehicle when the signal 
was given by the observer and moves closer to that point. 
This procedure is repeated until the aide can identify the 
exact point on the roadway where the front of a 11 test 11 vehicle 
is located when the observer signal is given. Once the aide 
is located directly across from the point where the observer 
line-of-sight is broken by the test vehicle, several more 
11 test 11 vehicle trials should be conducted to ensure reliability. 
This point is then marked with tape or paint. 

(4) Following the establishment of the leading edge of the trap, 
the aide then moves toward the downstream sighting reference 
and the procedure is repeated until the downstream edge of 
the trap is determined and marked. 

(5) The trap distance is then measured for converting the time 
measures to speed. 
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Reference JP>oi nt Movement Method 

If a speed trap of a specified length is desired, the sighting 

references must be adjusted so that the "apparent" distance is the 

Sillle as the actual distance (as shown in Figure 2-40). While the overall 

procedure is the sc!Tle as the previous one, this adjustment is most 

easily accomplished using an observer and two aides. After
1
selecting 

the observer location and measuring and marking a speed trap of the 

desired length, the procedure is as fol lows: 

(1) 

( 2) 

Aide #1 stands at the roadside at the upstream e~d of the 
trap (noted as "original reference point" on Fig re 2-40), 
while Aide #2 stands upstream of Aide #1. Aide 2 stands 
at an off-road location where it will be possibl to place 
a reference post or other marker once the locati n is established. 

Using Aide #2 as a sighting reference, the obser er then 
chooses a "test" vehicle and gives a verbal sign l when the 
front of the vehicle crosses the line of sight tween the 
observer and Aide #2 (the sighting reference). 

(3) Aide #1 notes where the front of the "test" vehi le is in 
relation to the chosen start line (the leading e ge of the 
trap). If the location of the "test" vehicle is upstream 

( 4) 

( 5) 

of this line when the signal is given, Aide #2 i moved downstream 
toward the start line. If the location of the II est 11 vehicle 
is downstream of the start line when the observe signal 
is given, Aide #2 is moved further upstream from the start 
line. Thru repeated adjustments in the position of Aide 
#2 (acting as the sighting reference), a locatio is found 
where a 11 test 11 vehicle crosses the line of sight at the desired 
start 1 i ne of the speed trap. 

Once the reference location is found, Aide #2 ten installs 
a reference marker, and several more "test" vehicle trials 
are performed to ensure that the reference mark r can be 
adequately seen and the location of the referen1e is reliable. 

Steps 1-4 are then repeated to establish the re erence location 
for the downstream edge of the trap. 

I 
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Automatic Metrods and Equipnent 

Various devices are available for measuring the instantaneous 

speeds of vehicles at a location on the roadway. Practically all speed 

checks are now made with autanatic equiJ)11ent. The special equiJ)11ent 

can be grouped accori dng to the two categories or road-detector meters 

and Doppler-principle (radar-type) meters. In any case, specific instructions 

are provided by the manufacturer for operation. 

Road Detector Meters 

The road-detector meters operate from pneumat ic tubes, tape switches, 

or loop detectors on or in the pavanent. The separation of road detectors 

sooul d be 2 to 15 feet to minimize the opportunity for a passing vehicle 

to close the connection in the road-detector meter during a speed measuranent. 

Impulses from these vehicle dectors are transmitted to a recorder or 

meter that indicates the time of passage between two detectors that 

are spaced a known distance apart or the actual speed of the vehicle. 

If the recorder measures the elapsed time, then this time interval 

is converted to the corresponding spot speed by the equation shown 

below. The silllple field sheet shown in Figure 2-34 can be utilized 

with any automatic device by listing the appropriate speeds in the 

blank column (see Data Reduction). 

V = D 
1.47T 
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Doppler Pri nci pl e Meters 

The Doppler-Principle Meters use radar or ultrasonic be t ms that 

are directed at the moving vehicle. The reflected signal is shifted 

in frequency, and this frequency change is proportional to the speed 

of the vehicle. Speeds may be read directly from a dial or digital 
I 

readout and/or indicated on supplenentary recording equipment. Again, 

the sc1T1ple field sheet (Figure 2-34) can be utilized for spo speed 

studies that are conducted with a Doppler-Principle Meter by tabulating 

the range of speed values in the blank column. 

While radars are easy to use and can provide reasonable sc1T1ples 

in a short period of time, there are some problems which sho ld be 

pointed out regarding their use. 

First, there is some restriction on the location from hich radar 

speeds are taken. That is, the ideal position from which to take radar 

speeds is where the angle between the radar device and the 

the vehicle being measured is zero . In other words, a rada mounted 

as near as possible to the edge of the lane being measured is ideal. 

As this angle increases, the cosine error is increased. Th primary 

problen with this "design" principle is that it sometimes c9nflicts 

with an even more important consideration of having unobstr Jsi ve observers 

that do not influence the measures being made. Where the o~server 

can be hidden at a location where the angle is minimized, t ~e problem 

does not exist. Further, if the radar unit is one in which lthe head 

can be separated from the readout it can often be cc1T1ouflag, d and mounted, 
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for example, on a guardrail to alleviate the problan. A paper bag 

or piece of cloth placed over the unit has no effect on its operation . 

and can camouflage the unit. 

The second disadvantage lies in the potenti~ inaccuracy of speeds 

taken on road,,./ays with a high percentage of large trucks. That is, 

if a speed is being taken on a car being followed by a large truck, 

the radar may actually read the truck speed because of the 1 arge "shadow." 

While this may be no problan in a stable platoon situation, it leads 

to inaccuracies in situations where a large truck is "closing" on a 

car being measured. The problan can be solved by providing the radar 

operation with appropriate instructions on the selection of subject 

vehicles. 

A third disadvantage is the difficulty of taking accurate speeds 

in interior lanes of multi-lane facilities. This problem gets more 

acute as the volune of the "outside" lane increases and becomes virtually 

impossible under peak traffic conditions on some facilities. 

A fourth disadvantage is that the readout of some radar units 

is designed to ranain at the peak speed measured and must then be reset 

before taking the next speed. On other units, however, the pointer 

does not stop at the peak and must be read quickly, using the beginning 

of the return motion of the pointer as a cue. This sort of readout, 

unlike the first type, requires some practice on the part of the operator. 

It should be noted that most of the newer radar units pro vi de a digital 

readout rather than a pointer and scale, thus resolving this problem. 
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One final problem is the increasing use of radar jc111minJ devices, 

i.e., the so called "Fuzz Busters". While there is no good ~stimate 

of the percentage of drivers using such devices, it is probably not 

high. However, the user knows when there is a radar in the vicinity 

and can inform other drivers via CB radio. Since a high per qentage 

of aut001obile drivers and virtually all truckers have CB uni ls, it 

is hard to use radar in an unobtrusive fashion. Thus, in di gnosing 

a speed problem or evaluating an improvement where speed is n MOE, 

it is not advisable to use radar if there is evidence of fre luent use 

of "Fuzz Busters". See the material on "Obtrusiveness Check " in Part 1 

for a further discussion on monitoring radar detection. 

Fil1111 Method to Collect Speed Data 

While film would generally never be used solely as amens of 

collecting speed data, it is s001etimes desirable to obtains eeds in 

conjunction with other types of data, e.g., erratic maneuver , volunes, 

etc. However, the use of film for speed data requires that he ci!llera 

be operated at a mi nimun of 8 frames per second, rat her tha the 2 frames 

per second which is generally used for other MOE's. 

of this is that the film must be changed more frequently. 

if field personnel must be kept at a minimum the use of fi l for speeds 

plus other measures may not be particularly disadvantageous if the 

operator can make additional observations from the cc111era lqcation. 

Given a vantage point of adequate height and a location ort ~ogonal 

to the roaCMay, speeds have been measured with a 2-mile per lhour accuracy 

from film. It should be noted that this accuracy was obtai red using 
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roadway marker spacing 5 to 10 feet. While it is not always necessary 

to use markers spaced this closely, long traps should not be used because 

of parallax pro bl ens. It sooul d be noted that pavement seams, guardrail 

posts, and the like can frequently be used as reference markers, thus 

the need to pro vi de artificial reference is not usually necessary. 

It is only necessary to accurately measure the distance between references 

and to construct a frame/time/speed chart to be used in the data reduction 

process. 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

Radar speeds, since they are in miles per hour, require no data 

reduction. Other means of automatic collection must simply be converted 

from time to speed, with the conversion factor depending upon the sensor 

depl oj111ent. 

Manual Speed Measurement 

For manual speed measurement, the field sheet presented in Figure 

2-34 should be used. The siJTJple field sheet is set up for two different 

lengths of speed course. In addition, a blank colunn is provided to 

permit the correlation of time with speed for a course length that 

is different from the two distances indicated. 

The equation is used to determine the speed colunn for any chosen 

length of study course has been given as: V = D 
1.47T 
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The analyst should 

length of speed course. 

indicate the appropriate column for j the selected 

Spearate field sheets or separate olumns 

should be used for each direction of travel. 

The sample field sheet is divided into vehicle classifications 

of passenger cars, trucks, and buses. This distinction may be important 

in the analysis of high-accident locations, the considerati dn of selective 

enforcement measures, and the application of traffic contro1 devices. 

However, the tot al column al lows for the surrrnati on 

vehicles. 

I of speedf for all 

I 

The number of passenger cars, trucks, or buses 

same speed is determined by adding horizontally the 

marks. This subtotal is then entered in the column 

traveli f g at the 

number pf tally 

headed r 1No. Veh. II 

for each vehicle category. A surrrnation of the number of p senger 

cars, trucks, and buses provides the total number of all 

at the same speed. Also, a vertical surrrnation of any vehi 

(passenger car, truck, bus, or all vehicles) accounts for 

number of observations in the spot speed study for that pa 

category. 

Speed Measurement From Film 

icles traveling 

category 

total 

It should be noted that a disadvantage of using film f or collection 

of speed data is the significant increase in data 

to other data collection methods. This is one of 

between field time, crew size, and data reduction 

made in developing the Data Collection Plan. 
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If film is chosen for the collection of speed data and the camera 

vantage point is not ideal, i.e., high and orthogonal to the roadway, 

it is advisable to perform a pre-data collection check by filming cars 

(driver by staff members) traveling at several known levels of speed 

and determining the relationship between actual speed and measured. 

These data provide the basis for a correction factor in the film-reduced 

data when necessary. If time and resources permit, this same procedure 

can be used during selected periods of data collection and the known 

speeds can be used as a quality control check on data reduction personnel. 

Since the data reduction task is rather tedious, there may be a tendency 

toward laxity after long periods. Knowledge, on the part of data reduction 

personnel, that "test" speed vehicles were used and/or feedback regarding 

errors committed may help to avoid such problems. 
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INTERSECT!~ DELAY 

Overview 

The material in this section has been adopted from Report No. 

FHWA-RD-76-13 7, A Techni gue for Meas uranent of Delay at Intersections 

by W.R. Reilly, C. C. Gardner, and J. H. Kell (September 1976). 

This section contains canpete instructions for the application 

of two methods which lead to estimates of vehicle delay and stops on 

approaches to signalized intersections. It is reconrnended that the 

two methods be applied simultaneously in the field, with a minimum 

of one observer used for each met hod. 

The field method which yields an estimate of delay is termed the 

"Intersection Delay Study." This technique gives an estimate of the 

total stopped delay in vehicle-seconds, incurred by vehicles passing 

through an intersection. The study is based on a point si!llple of stopped 

vehicles. 

The field met hod which gives a measure of stops and al so an estimate 

of total volume is termed the "Percent Stopping" Study. This study 

leads to an estimate of the number of vehicles having to make at least 

one stop on the intersection approach, as a percentage of the total 

number of vehicles entering the intersection. The sane study also 

gives an estimate of tot al volume. 
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T't.O delay types are recommended for use in traffic ana i ys es. 

Approach delay per vehicle is a measure of the total time lost on an 

intersection approach when compared with free flow operation. Stopped 

delay per vehicle is a measure of the time lost while a vehicle is 

completely stopped. In addition to these delay types, 11 per tent of 

vehicles stopping" is a useful measure of perfonnance to cah plement 

the delay measures. 

In calculations of road-user costs and benefits it is hecessary 

to estimate both delay and stops. For exanple, approach de ay wi 11 

give the total anount of time which is lost by motorists on an intersection 

approach due to traffic congestion and signal operation. I a monetary 

value is assigned to time, a calculation can be made of the value of 

time savings resulting fran a proposed improv811ent . Anoth r exanple 

of the application of the recommended performance measures relates 

to the caculation of costs of tire wear, fuel consUllption, and general 

motor wear. This calculation depends on good estimates of sto ed 

delay and the percent of vehicles stopping. 
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Oefi niti ons 

The following list gives definitions for terms that are used in the 

application of the Intersection Delay Study and the Percent Stopping Study. 

Approach Delay - the total amount of time, in vehicle-seconds, lost 
by vehicles due to traffic conditions on the approach to a signalized 
intersection. For an individual vehicle, approach delay is the 
amount of time used to pass through the approach mi nus the amount 
of time used by an unimpeded vehicle movi ng at free flow speed 
to pass through the approach. 

Approach Delay Per Vehicle - approach delay divided by the total number 
of vehicles passing through the intersection approach during a 
period of time, in vehicle-seconds per vehicle. 

~pproach Volume - the total number of motorized vehicles crossing the 
STOP line and passing i nto the intersection in a given period 
of time. 

Intersection Approach - the portion of a roadway which carries traffic 
toward an intersection. 

Interval Between Samples - the time, in seconds, between each successive 
point sample of stopped vehicles taken in the Intersection Delay 
Study. 

Lane - a portion of the intersection approach used by a single line 
-- of moving traffic . 

Lane By Lane - a breakdown of data by individual lane on the intersection 
approach. The numbering scheme used to identify lanes assigns 
"l" to the far right lane. Moving left each lane is numbered 
sequentially, with the leftmost lane receiving the highest number. 
Auxillary lanes are numbered along with through lanes. 

Not Stopping - a vehicle which proceeds along the intersection approach 
and enters the intersection without coming to a stop. 

Percent of Vehicles Stopping - the proportion of approach volume expressed 
as a percent, which has stopped one or more times on the intersection 
approach. 

Point Sample - a count of the number of vehicles stopped on the intersection 
approach or in designated lanes at a given instant in time . 

Queue - a line of vehicles on the intersection approach, each vehicle 
--having stopped at least once. 

Sampling Point - the instant in time at which a point sample is taken. 
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STOP Line - a marked or imaginary transverse line at which vehicles 
stop, when necessary, at the intersection. The line is either 
a marked ST(J> line, the first marked crosswalk line, or an imaginary 
line located at the point where the front bumper of the first 
vehicle in a stopped queue would be situated. 

Stopped Time - the time, in vehicle-seconds, during which a vehicle 
is stopped with locked wheels on the intersection app~oach . One 
exception to this definition deals with creeping vehi l les. 

Stopped Delay - the total c111ount of stopped time, in vehiclje-seconds, 
for all vehicles using an intersection approach during a peri od 
of time, in vehicle-seconds per vehicle. 

Stopping - a vehicle which comes to a stop one or more 
intersection approach. 

on the 

Vehicle - any motorized vehicle using the intersection app oach. Motorcycles 
and motorbikes are included in this category but bicy les are 
not incl uded. 

Intersection Delay Study 

Study Objectives 

The principal objectives of the Intersectin Delay Stu y is to 

collect data on the approach to a signalized intersection uch that 

an accurate estimate of approach delay per vehicle and sto ped delay 

per vehicle can be made. The Percent Stopping Study (see ext section 

for description) must be taken simultaneously with the del y study 

in order to calculate these two measures of performance on a "per vehicle" 

basis. 

Study Re~i rements 

A step-by-step approach should be followed in the des · gn of an 

Intersection Delay Study. The following elements must be onsidered. 
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Select Intersection Approach To Be Studied - if all approaches to a 
single intersection are to be studied, it is best to do so on 
the same day to minimize personnel costs. However, it may be 
difficult to study all approaches under peak conditions if the 
peak period is relatively short. 

Select Time Period To Be Studied - for most applications a peak traffic 
period and an off-peak period should be studied to give a balanced 
view of intersection operation. 

Select Length of Study Period - a minimum of sixty point samples should 
be taken for each study. This represents a 15- or 13-minute period, 
depending on the interval between samples used. If an entire 
intersection is to be studied, it is recornmended that each approach 
be observed for sixty point samples, with the field crew moving 
from approach to approach until all have been studied. This procedure 
can be repeated to obtain an additional sixty point samples on 
each approach if time permits. It is recommended that lengths 
of studies be either 60, 90, or 120 point samples. Availability 
of manpower will be the principal determinant of which length 
is used. 

Determine Type of Traffic Signal Operation - for each study period 
a determination of the mode of operation of the traffic signal 
must be made. Modes include pretimed, actuated, and interconnected 
system control. For each proposed study period, the cycle length 
of pretimed or the background cycle of system control is determined. 
If the cycle length cannot be determined in advance of the study, 
a short investigation is made in the field just prior to performing 
the work. 

Determine Interval Between Samples* - if a signal is operating in a 
pretimed or system mode, use a 13-second interval for cycle lengths 
of 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, or 150 seconds. For all other 
cycle lengths in a pretimed or system mode, use a 15-second interval 
between samples. For all traffic actuated signals not operating 
in a system, use a 15-second interval. 

Determine Means for Obtaining Volume Count - a volume count must be 
taken simultaneously with the Intersection Delay Study if measures 
of performance are to be calculated on a "per vehicle" basis. 
It is reconmended that the Percent Stopping Study (see next section) 
be used to obtain this volume count. However, a simple count 

* 

of total volume using either one observer or some type of mechanical 
counter could be used in lieu of the Percent Stopping Study. 

For traffi t signals operating on a fixed cycle length, the interval 
between samples should not be an even divisor of the cycle length. 
This restriction is not important when the cycle length is greater 
than 150 seconds. 
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Select Observation Point - if possible, this should be done rior to 
the day of the study. Usually the best location is on he right-hand 
side of the approach, in the shoulder or sidewalk area, however, 
if the site is hilly, other locations may be better. Figure 2-41 
shows possible locations. If inclement weather is prob~ble, the 
use of a vehicle is recommended and the observation poi r t must 
accommodate a parked vehicle. If a vehicle is used it must be 
positioned so as not to be conspicuous or hazardous to t raffic 
using the intersection. Rooftops or buildings offer go1d locations. 

Manpower Re qui renents / 

Elements related to manpower training and assignments ar e described 

below for the Intersection Delay Study. A complete summary /of manpower 

requirements for both the Intersection Delay Study and the ercent 

Stopping Study is given in the section on Manpower Requirem 

Estimate Manpower Requirements - from local knowledge of fl w conditions 
at the study site, estimate the number of persons need d as follows. 
Use one person for approaches with one lane, regardles of traffic 
volume. For two-lane approaches, use one person if mot stopped 
queues do not exceed 25 vehicles, or 500 feet in each ane. For 
approaches with three or more lanes, use one person if most stopped 
queues do not exceed 10 vehicles, or 200 feet in each ane. For 
all other traffic conditions, use a two-person team . 

If no information on queue length exists, a rough esti ate 
can be made by the following calculation. 

Average Maximum Queue 
(in vehicles per 
l ane per eye le) 

= C ye l e L en gt h x 
3600 

(.5) (Vol me Per Hour) 
No. o Lanes)--

Assign Responsibilities - for each Intersection Delay Study a "crew chief" 
is assigned and is responsible for all aspects of the ield work, 
including the Percent Stopping Study if perf armed at t e same 
time. For the Intersection Delay Study, the crew chief serves 
as one of the "delay observers." If traffic condition~ warrant, 
a second person is also assigned as a delay observer. The delay 
study team is thus comprised of the crew chief and one additional 
delay observer if necessary. 
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Legend : 1 c Recommended observation point for Intersection Delay Study, 
midway along length of average maxi.mum stopped queue to be 
observed. 

2 • Preferred observation points for Percent Stopping Study. 

Figure 2-41. 
Location of Field Observation Points 
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Equi JJ11ent Requirement 

The following items will be needed in the performance of an Intersection 

Delay Study. 

Timing Device for Sc111pling Points (1 per team) - it is reco1mended 
that a small battery powered cassette recorder or othe~ audio 
device be used to provide an audible cue at each sc111pling point. 
The tape should start with the word 11 begin11 to signify the zero 
point of the study. Then, a cue (the word II now 11 is su gested) 
is given at each sampling point. It is reconrnended that the tape 
have a total of 120 cues to cover the longest possible study length. 
Following cue nos. 30, 60, 90, and 120 the nunber of he Silllpling 
point shJul d be given audibly. 

It is recommended that the user agency prepare one tap for studies 
with a 13-second interval between samples and one tape with 15-second 
intervals. Prior to each field study, it is essential that the 
power source of the recorder be fully charged and that a check 
be made of the playback speed and the audible cues to ns ure that 
an accurate time interval wi 11 be produced in the fi el . The 
most convenient types of recorder are those which ei th r fit into 
a pocket or which have a strap for suspension from ab lt. 

If a cassett recorder is not avail able, a stopwatch wi h a 11 fly-back 11 

feature and a sweep of 60 seconds is used. The stopwa ch should 
be calibrated from time to time to ensure accurate res l ts. Either 
one of two techniques can be used in the field. First, a small 
card with stopwatch readings for all sc111pl i ng points for the study 
period is prepared and the field crew takes a points pleat 
each reading. Second, the flyback feature of the sto atch is 
used if the interval between samples is 13-seconds, wi h the cue 
chief calling out a cue at 13, 26, 39, 52, 05, 18, 31, 44, 57, 
and 10 seconds as read on the sweep hand. Approximat ly one-half 
second before reaching the last of these points, the econd hand 
is brought back to zero using the flyback feature, an the stopwatch 
continues in motion from zero. This latter technique eliminates 
the need to look at a list of readings but does requi e that the 
crew chief manori ze the 10 readings and that the sto atch be 
carefully used so that time is not 11 lost11 in resettin the sweep 
hand. 

In sunmar y, either a stopwatch or a cassette recorder should be 
used for the interval timing devTce, although the lat er is preferred. 
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Timer for Study Period (1 per team) - the crew chief will use 
an accurate wrist watch or a stopwatch with which the length of 
study wi 11 be timed. This watch wi 11 be read at zero or an even 
minute at the beginning of the study and a reading will be taken 
at the final sanpling point to determine the total elapsed time 
of the study. 

Other Egui[X11ent - each team manber needs a clipboard, pencils, 
and enough data sheets for the periods to be studied. Each data 
sheet accommodates 120 point sanples. A blank sheet is found 
at the end of this manual. 

Field Procedures 

The step-by-step procedure for performing the Intersection Delay 

Study is as follows. 

Step 1 - upon arrival at the site the crew chief checks the suggested 
point to ensure that a good view of stopped queues is available. 
If blockage of viB'I occurs due to parked vehicles, sidewalk activity, 
etc., an alternative observation point is selected. 

Step 2 - if a doubt exists as to traffic signal timing, the crew chief 
performs a check by using a stopwatch to time three signal cycles, 
from end of green on the main street to the next end of green 
on the main street. If all three cycles confonn to a cycle length 
of 45, 60, 75, 9:J, 105, 120, 135, or 150 seconds, a 13-second 
interval between sanples is used. If not, a 15-second interval 
is used. 

Step 3 - if more than one person is used for the Intersection Delay 
Study, the crew chief assigns specific lanes of the approach to 
each person. Then, at each sampling point, each delay observer 
(the crew chief is one of the delay observers) records the number 
of stopped vehicles in those lanes for which he or she is responsible. 

Step 4 - each delay observer fills out the general information at 
the top of the data sheet, making sure that the interval between 
sc111ples which is to be used is noted. Figure 2-42 shows a typical 
set of data on the Intersection Delay Study field data sheet. 

Step 5 - at the proper time of day, the crew chief begins the study 
by setting both the "timing device for sampling points" (either 
a stopwatch or a cassette recorder) and the "timer for study period" 
in motion. At the sane instant, the crew chief signals to all 
other persons, including those performing the Percent Stopping 
Study, that the study period has begun. 
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Step 6 - at time zero of the study no point sample is take ~ . At the 
first cue, which occurs at either 13 or 15 seconds, ea~h observer 
notes the number of vehicles stopped at that instant amd records 
this number on the data sheet. Each successive sampling point 
is identical in operation in that the delay observer n<Dtes and 
records the number of vehicles stopped at the instant the cue 
is given. 

Step 7 - at the end of each 30th sampling interval a messabe on the 
cassette will indicate the number of sampling points (~ither 30, 
60, ~, or 120) which have passed si nee time zero. If [ an observer 
has not yet reached the shaded box (see Figure 2-42) on the data 
sheet, one or more samples has been missed. At the ne~t sampling 
point, such as the 31st, the sample is entered in the 31st box, 
leaving one or more boxes blank for later adjustment in the offi'ce. 
Observers are instructed not to try to guess what the missing 
value might be but rather to leave the box(es) blank. 

Step 8 - at the end of the required m,nber of Sclllpl es, the crew chief 
signals to all others that the study has ended and reads the study 
timer to obtain the total elapsed time of the study. his time 
is noted on the data sheet under "Comments. 11 It is important 
that the signal at the beginning and at the end of the study be 
given exactly at the zero point and the final sc1T1pling point, 
respectively, so that observers performing the Percent Study can 
begin and end their count at the proper time. 

Instructions to obsevers as to which vehicles are included in 

the sample of stopped vehicles at each Sclllpling point are s follows: 

(a) A vehicle with locked wheels (no motion) is coun ed. 

(b) A vehicle that had previously come to a stop and is creeping 
(at the instant a point Sclllple is taken) in a st pped queue 
which is not dis charging from the intersection i cl ass if i ed 
in the following manner: It is considered as "st pped11 if 
a gap of less than or equal to 50 feet or about hree car 
lengths, exists between it and the vehicle in fr nt of it; 
it is considered to be "movi ng 11 (and thus is not counted 
in the point sample of stopped vehicles) if tl,e ap to the 
next vehicle is greater than 50 feet. 

Two additional points are important. First, when two persons 

are used to perform the Intersection Delay Study it is rec mmended 

that they stand relatively close together so that an audi b e cue, either 

from a cassette or from the crew chief, can be heard by bo h. If it 
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INTERSECTION DELAY STUDY 
POINT SAMPLE, STOPPED DELAY METHOD 

Intersection Tucson ~lvtf/Z2g .Sr. Study Traffic On meson 8/vd 

City and State Tvcson1 Az. Agency Cily tJI' Iveson/ Jrq/'/'ic E'7j'/°'7eerlng OIY. 

Day, Date Mo11.,AI/~-~ /97"1 Study Period /~~-/3.5S Observer L.. M/e.s 

Traffic Approaching From ,.y Weather C/egr ond #pr 

N,S,E,W 
If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLES• 1.5 SECS • 

START .z t, 7 ~ t) () t:J / .,. ~ 

0 t') 0 () 2 7 // (p / 0 

0 0 0 .3 4- (;, .2, 0 0 co·:: 
I 7 /3 /2, 4 I Cl 0 ¢ 9 

II 8 .z 0 0 () .3 7 7 4 
0 CJ 0 4 // ~ / 0 :2 

. , ... . 
•/:: :_,,::•-:"\to 

I 
NOTEz 

~ 
V 

ONE SAMPLE MISSING .,::9Cl 

[ :· .· 
L ' . 

. __ :<:·;:~· _:_::••• 

OISERVED TOTAL.ALL SAMPLES/<5
7 

D DENOTES 30TM SAMPLE 

C0t.4MENTS ! ,4/ /1?.Sr $Qn,p/~ .sl" ~~I?/ eh r~din_g ~PS 

/.E mini/test!.. cJ.Z .seC't?nd.s. 

o,,~ sompk mi.S.SeQ /17 Se('tl/7(7 grtJup ol' 30 sompks. 

Figure 2-42. 
Intersection Delay Study, Field Data Sheet 
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becomes absolutely necessary for one delay observer to mov, away from 

the other, a prearranged system of audible or visual cues is used to 

signal each sampling point. One problan encountered with audible cues 

is that they can be missed if traffic noise becomes . t I 
in ense. 

I 

I 
Second, the delay obs ervers should be made aware of t / e 

the most difficult poi nt to s c1T1 ple is just after the traff l c 

fact that 

sign al 

has turned green and the front end of a stopped queue ism ving. The 

observer should make a mental note of all vehicles which a e stopped 

at the instant of the sampling point. Then the observer c n take a 

few seconds to count all of these vehicles. 

Data Reclucti on 

In the office, a data reduction form is filled out fo each study 

period. This form, an exc1T1ple of which is given as Figure 2-43 contains 

space for reduction of data from both the Intersection Del y Study 

and the Percent Stopping Study. 

Data reduction is performed in the following steps. 

Step 1 - If the Percent Stopping Study (see the foll owi n section 
for description) was performed simultaneously with the Intersection 
Delay Study, the percent stopping dafa are entered on the data 
reduction form (l ines i, ii) and a simple division eilds the 
percent stopping figure. 

Step 2 - A count of total vollJTle during the study period 1is entered 
on line 7. The count is normally taken from the Per dent Stopping 
Study (line iii) but may come from a simple manual o~I mechanical 
count. 

Step 3 - If one or more point samples was missed in the J i el d, a correcting 
procedure is used (l i nes a through f). The average ✓ alue for 
all samples taken duri ng each period of 30 samples i , used as 
the estimate for any mi ss i ng values during that scJTle period. 
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DATA REDUCTION FORM 
INTERSECTION DELAY AND PERCENT STOPPING STUDIES 

Int.erHction TUC.SON 8LVP/.22NP .sr. City 6 State TIJCSOJ.4. AK/ZONA 
Study Approach On Tt/C SON .iLVP Traffic rr .. N 

MON.,, At/6. 2,, 1976 l3ttJ.O- l3S3 
. , s , s, • 

Day, Date , T.-

F£RCEIIT STOPPING S'IVDY 

(i) Total no. of vehicle• "atoppi119" . . . 79DIII 

(ii) Total no . of vehicle& •not ■topping"' . . . 15 aab1 

(iii) Total vol..,.• (i) + (ii) . . . . . . 94 Ubl 

(iv) Obaerved Percent Stopping• fiil + (iiiil a 100 . . 8'1-% 
(V) Actual Percent of Vehicles Stopping • (iv) a 0.96 . . . . 8/% 

CORR£CT10N PROCEDUR£ roR MISSED SAMPLES IN D£1.A.Y S'IVDY 

00r r . • 00rr. • 
110 . l !!2..:...2. 

(a ) Total no . of point aaaple• taken in field 4uri119 30-aaapla period. . . . . . 29 --I 
(bl 30 - (a) . . . . . . 

/15 -
(cl S1& of point sample value• for 30-aaaple period on field data llbeat . . --4 
(d) Value of -ch aiaa ing aaaple • (C) ~ (al , rowld to nearaat IObole Dlalber . . --;;: -
(el Total value for all aiuing aaaplH in 30-aaaple period • (bl • (4) . -- --
(f ) Total value for all aiuing aaaplea in atudy period• aa of (al for all corractiona 4 -. Use one correction factor for !!£!!_ 30-aaaple period in which tba 

field data aheet has one or .:>re aiaai.ng values. 

Ilff£RS£CTI ON D£1.A Y S'IVDY 

(ll Total no. of point umplea taken in field . . 59 
(2) Total no. of point aaaplH aiaaad, fr .. (b l abaft . . . . . . . . I 
()) Total no . of point umples uaad in ealeulationa • Ill + (2) . . . fi>O 
(4) Interval between umples . . /.5 11£•; 

(5) Sum of observed point aaaple valu•• . /87 ftha . 

(6) Sia of celculat.ed "corractad" point aaaple values, frca (f) . abaft. . . 4 ftha . 

(7) Sa of all point aaapla -1uea • (SJ + (6) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 Ubl 

(8) Total Stopped T:iae • (4) a (7) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2483 Db :a~I 

(9) Stopped Delay • (8) a 0.925 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2284 Db ::Mliil 

(10) Approach Delay• (9) "l.35 29~9 llb :llls:il 

(11) Total Vol,- • (iii) . . . . . . . . . . . 94 Ubl 

(12) Stopped Delay Par Vahicla • (9)~ (ll) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 Db :lmil (ph. 

(13) Approach Delay Par Vahicla • (10) + Ull . . . . . .32 m.-1-.1 a,h. 

Figure 2-43. 
Data Reduction Fora 
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Step 4 - A check is made of the elapsed time of the study a noted 
by the crew chief under 11Cor11T1ents 11 on the field sheet. If the 
elapsed time is not within 30 seconds of the product of the interval 
between sc1T1ples and the total number of samples (includrng those 
missed) it is recommended that the study be repeated or that a 
correction factor be applied to the value for interval etween 
sc1T1ples (line 4). The corrrected interval, in seconds, is the 
total elapsed study time divided by the nunber of sampl·ng points 
(60, 90, or 120). If no correction is indicated, the v lue found 
at the top of the field data sheet is entered on line 4 of the 
data reduction form. 

Step 5 - On the field data sheet, all observed samples are summed 
and the total is placed at the bottom of the sheet. 

Step 6 - Using data from the field sheet, lines 1 and 5 are filled 
in on the data reduction form. If two observers were u ed for 
the Intersection Delay Study it will be necessary to add the values 
fron each of their field sheets to arrive at a total for the entire 
study approach. 

Step 7 - Lines 6 through 13 are completed as per instructi ns on the 
reduction form itself. 

Presentation of Results 

The measures which can be estimated from the Intersection Delay 

Study are (note that "line" nunbers refer to data reduction form): 

Stopped Delay, in vehicle-seconds (line 9) 

Approach Delay, in vehicle-seconds (line 10) 

Stopped Delay Per Vehicle, in vehicle-seconds per vehicle 
(line 12). Approach Delay Per Vehicle, in vehicl -seconds 
per vehicle (line 13) 

The latter two measures require a volLfflle count for the i r computation. 

This volume count wi 11 normally be obtained by using the Pe cent Stopping 

Study. 
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In general, the best measure to use in comparing efficiency of 

intersection operation or for setting priorities for improvenent project 

is approach delay per vehicle. However, for some uses related to idling 

costs, the stopped delay per vehicle figure might be more applicable. 

In presenting results, an explicit identification of the delay 

type is essential and the above-mentioned terms, rather than the vague 

term II delay" should be used. 

Percent Stopping Study 

Study Objectives 

The objectives of the Percent Stopping Study are: To develop 

an estimate of the "percent of vehicles stopping" on approaches to 

signalized intersections; and, to develop an estimate of total volune 

on these approaches. The volune estimate is used with values derived 

from the Intersection Delay Study (see the previous section) to report 

delay on a "per vehicle" basis. 

Study Re(J.li reaents 

Because the Percent Stopping Study will almost al ways be perf armed 

in conjunction with the Intersection Delay Study, much of the study 

design will be accomplished as part of the delay study. 

Selected Length of Study Period - if the Percent Stopping Study is to 
be conducted independently of the delay study, it is recommended 
that a study period of 15 to 30 minutes be used. 

Select Observation Point - if possible, this should be done prior 
to the day of the study. Figure 2-41 shows two possible locations, 
both of which normally provide a good vantage point. 
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Manpower Re(J.li rements 

A complete sunmar y of manpower requirements for both the Percent 

Stopping Study and the Intersection Delay Study is given in the following 

section. 

Estimate Man power Requirements - for 1 ocat ions with fl ow rat/es greater 
than 500 vehicles per 15 minutes, two observers may be ~equired 
for the Percent Stopping Study. Each observer will be r esponsible 
for counting vehicles departing the approach in those lanes assigned 
to him or her. For locations with flow rates below 50q vehicles 
per 15 minutes, a one-person team is adequate. 

Assign Responsibilities - the crew chief of the Intersectioj Delay 
Study is also in charge of the Percent Stopping Study. The study 
team for the Percent Stopping Study is comprised of on or two 
observers, in addition to the crew chief who merely sel ves to 
supervise the study. 

Equipnent Requirenents 

The following items will be needed in the performance 6f a Percent 

Stopping Study. 
I 

Timer for Study Period - if the Percent Stopping Study is n t perfonned 
at the same time as an Intersection Delay Study, one o the percent 
stopping observers wi 11 need a stopwatch to time the s udy. This 
observer will be serve as crew chief and will call out the beginning 
and end of the study. 

Hand Counters - each percent stopping observer may be equip ed with 
two hand counters ( i .e., a unit with two separate butt ns). The 
counter is used to register two categories of count: Stopping 
and not stopping. If such counters are not available, the observers 
simply use tally marks to record the count on the field data sheet. 

Other eguil)llent - each team member needs a clipboard, pencils, and 
enough data sheets for the periods to be studied. A lank data 
sheet for the Percent Stopping Study is included at t e end of 
this volume. 

Fi elall Procedure 

The step-by-step procedure for performing the Percent 1stoppi ng 

Study is as follows: I 
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Step 1 - Upon arrival at the site, the observer checks the suggested 
observation point to ensure that a good view of all vehicles using 
the approach is available. 

Step 2 - The percent stopping observer fills in the top of the field 
data sheet with general infonnation. Figure 2-44 shows a data 
sheet with typical information and data. The observer then awaits 
the start of the study as signalled by the crew chief of the Intersection 
Delay Study. 

Step 3 - At time zero the observer begins counting each vehicle which 
crosses the STOJ line. If a vehicle has stopped one or more times 
on the study approach, it is counted in the "stopping" category. 
Each vehicle is counted only once, regardless of the number of 
stops it may have made. A vehicle which edges past the STOP line 
but continues waiting is not included in the count until such 
time as it makes a final move to clear the intersection. 

Step 4 - The observer ends the count upon the signal at the end of 
the study period. Any vehicle which has not yet crossed the STOP 
line is not included in the count at the end of the study. 

Step 5 - At the end of the study the observer notes the totals for 
each of the two categories on the data sheet. If a hand counter 
is used the two values are taken directly from the counter. If 
tally marks are used the observer will sum the tallies to arrive 
at the totals. 

Data Reduction 

In the office, a data reduction form is filled out for each study 

period. Figure 2-43 is an exanple of the fonn used. Data reduction 

of the Percent Stopping data is performed in the following steps. 

Step 1 - The values for stopping and not stopping are taken from the 
field data sheets and entered on lines i and ii. If two observers 
were used to perform the Percent Stopping Study the sum of the 
values from both observers are used. Lines i and ii are sunmed 
to give a value for total volume (line iii). 

Step 2 - The value for "stopping" is divided by total volume to give 
a measure of pecent stopping (line iv) . 

Step 3 - Line iv is multiplied by 0.96 to give an estimate of percent 
of vehicles stopping (line v). 

Step 4 - The total volume on line iii is entered on line 7 of the 
data reduction form so that delay can be computed on a "per vehicle" 
basis. 
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PERCENT STOPPING STUDY 

Intersection Tvcson BlvQ'/22~ SI: Study Traffic 0n .7vc.son ttvd 
City and State lucson, Az. Agency City ol ..u-so11, lrg/'/;c jEngineeril?# Oiv. 

Day, Date MP/1. All/. 2; 19 7~ Study Period /8¢tJ-l.3.S3 Observer t. 8ur~e 

Traffic Approaching From N Weather llor 
N,E,S,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

STOPPING * NOT STOI -PING • 
/fl.I. /tit !NL bi( bl,{ M.l/11~ 
/Ill /Nl IHL /Ill. /1/.L 

1111 1/fi 

1111 /11,t 

/Ill Ill/ 

• IF TALLY MAIIK IS USED, 1'HoL. DENOTES A COUNT Of "5" 
TOTAL I TOPl'I NG ZJi. TOT~ L NOT STOPPING /5 

I 
COMMENTS : I 

I 

I 

Figure 2-44. 
Percent Stopp1 ng Study, F1e1 d Data Sheeti 
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Presentatioo of Results 

The measure "Percent of Vehicles Stopp; ng" is usua 11 y presented 

with a measure of vehicle delay. The percent stopping figure is particularly 

important in analyses which relate to costs associated with the mnnber 

of vehicle stops. 

Manpower Re(J.li rements 

Table 2-3 illustrates the nUT1ber of persons needed for the field 

studies described in this vol1J11e. Although each of the two studies 

can be performed independently, it is reconmended that the Percent 

Stopping Study be performed concurrently with the Intersection Delay 

Study. 

ltudy 

Interaection Delay• 

Pucent Stopping 

Table 2-3. 
SlJT111ary of Manpower Requirements 

Deacription of condition• Mo . Persona - of Persona Neoded 
Needed for 
Field Study 

One-lane approach, all length• of queues l er- Olief 

'IVD-lan• approach, atopped queue• 'QP to l 
25 vehicle• per lane 

Two-lane approach, stopped queuH aaceed 2 
25 fthiclea per lane 

Approach•• vi th three or acre lane•, l 
stopped qu•11e• QI> to 10 -1liclH per lane 

Approach•• with thr•• or acre lanes, stopped 2 
queue• aacaad 10 'Nhicl•• per lane 

Flow rate frca O to 500 vehiclH per 15 
ainutea, for any nlalber of lane• 

Flow rate grutar than 500 vehicl•• per 
15 ainutea, for any niabar of lanes 

l 

2 

er- Olief 

er- Olief 
Delay Qbaerver 

Percent Stoppi119 Observer 

Percent Stopping Observer 
Percent Stopping Observer 

Viol\ .. Count, in lieu Any woliae 1 ... 1, for any niaber of lanH l 
of Percent Stopping 
Study 

Cllabina tion Any ccabination of two of the above studies will require the 
•- of the persona needed for each study 

• A craw Olief ia aad9ned to auperviN the study and i■ in charge of all field 
atudiH perfor.ed aiaultaneoualy. 
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Intersection Delay Study, !Lane by Lane Data 

If an agency desires to study one or more specific lane~ on an 

intersection approach, the Intersection Delay Study is easil_y adapted 

to this end. The field data sheet which would be used is fo f nd on 

Figure 2-45. All calculations of delay are identical to tho j e described 

for the overall approach. 

Manpower requirements wi 11 be increased somewhat and 

guidelines should be followed if lane by lane studies are 

I 

thr following 

per formed. 

use one person for one-lane approaches, for any traffic volune. 

for two- lane approaches use one person if most stopped queues 
do not exceed 25 vehicles. If stopped queues do exceed 25 
vehicles per lane use two persons. 

for all approaches with three or more lanes use a two-person 
team for all vol une levels. 

for approaches with five or more lanes, more than one data 
sheet per observer will be necessary. 

In performing the field work on a per lane basis it be omes very 

important for the crew chief to fully define the responsibi ities of 

each observer so that each lane is counted, and is counted y only 

one observer. The crew chief should also define when a veh1cle is 

considered to be in one lane or the other. The best defini ion to 

use is "a vehicle is in a lane when more than 50 percent of the area 

of the vehicle is in the lane." 
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INTERSECTION DELAY STUDY 
POINT SAMPLE, STOPPED DELAY METHOD 

Intersection Study Traffic On 

City and State Agency 

Day, Date Study Period Observer 

rraffic Approaching From Weather 
N,S,E,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

LANE* 
INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLES • SECS. 

* FOR FOR LANE 

- Ill 

. 

.,, all 

9Cl 90 

ml -
OISEIIVEO TOTAL, ALL SAMPLES __ OISEIIVEO TOTAL, ALL SAMl"LES __ 

Q DENOTES 30rw SAMPLE 

• lllGHT HANO LANE IS "NO. I•, LEFT MOST LANE HAS HIGHEST DESIGNATED NUMBER 

COMMENTS 

Figure 2-45. 
Intersection Delay Study, Field Data Sheet, Lane By Lane 
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In reporting results on a per lane basis, the user i i cautioned 

that the delay v~ues are based on a single physical lane / and on the 

occurrences within that lane. The volune used to place \he delay value 

on a "per vehicle" basis is related to the vehicles which have departed 

the intersection from the 1 ane in question. Thus, the ba~es for the 

nunerator and demoninator are dissimilar and unrealistic ~esults may 

be found in some cases. (This caution also applies to tHe Percent 

Stopping Study, lane by lane.) 

If results are to be presented on a per lane basis, the Percent 

Stopping Study must al so be perfonned on i ndi vi du al 1 ane . 

Percent Stopping Study, !Lane by Lane 

The study is perfonned and analyzed exactly in the anner described 

in the section on Percent Stopping Study, except that th data are 

recorded on a different data sheet, which is displayed o Figure 2-46. 

Manpower requirements may be slightly increased and the following 

guidelines should be followed if lane by lane studies ar performed. 

use one person for one- 1 ane and two- 1 ane appro ches, for 
any vol une level. 

use two persons for approaches with three or 
for any vol urne level. 

for approaches with five or more lanes, more 
sheet per observer will be needed. 

1 anes, 

one data 

Each observer should be equipped with the appropriate number of 

hand counters, two counters needed for each lane being observed. If 

hand counters are not available, tally marks are used. 
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PERCENT STOPPING STUDY 
Intersection Study Traffic On 

City and State Agency 

Day, Date Study Period Observer 

Traffic Approaching From Weather 
N,E,S,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

FOR LANE* FOR LAN[* 

S TOl"l"INO NOT STOl"l"ING STOl"l"ING NOT STOl"l"ING 

• If TALLY MAIIK II USIO, t+'-L OINOTII A COUNT o, ••. 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
STOl"l"ING __ NOT ITO1"1"1118 _ ITOl'PINI _ NOT ITOl'l'IIII _ 

COMM[IITI ; 

Figure 2-46. 
Percent Stopping Study9 Field Data Sheet, Lane By Lane 
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TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY 

Overview 

The information in this section is adapted from the Manual of 

Traffic Engineering Studies for measuring travel time and delay. The 

method described is the test car (floating car) technique using the 

"maximum-car" technique. This method can also be used to collect data 

on fuel usage if the test car is equipped with a fuel meter. 

Travel time and delay studies are used to evaluate the quality 

of traffic movement along a route and to determine the locations, types, 

and extent of traffic delays. The efficiency of flow is measured by 

travel and running speeds. In the actual study, total travel and running 

times are observed and then converted into speed measures. 

Delay information is recorded when the traffic flow is stopped 

or greatly impeded. The duration of traffic delay is measured in units 

of time along with notations of the corresponding location, cause, 

and frequency of delay to travel. Route delays are determined for 

travel along a specified route during a particular day(s) of the week 

and time(s) of day. 

Study Detai 1 s 

Study Routes 

The engineer usually specifies the routes where travel time and 

delay studies are to be conducted. In general, the section should be 
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a minimum of 1 mile in length to ensure the collection of 

data. The routes may encompass a known problem location, 

I 

mraningful 

mllY be an 

arterial where a traffic operations review is being conduct~d, or may 

consist of links and nodes representative of a CBD or other network 

of interests. 

Area-wide travel time and delay surveys are generally r ade on 

the major routes that carry heavy traffic volumes and connef t to and 

from the central business district. Studies of this nature permit 

the develol)llent of time contour maps that graphically su11111alrize the 

efficiencies of the major routes in the urban area. 

Time of Study 

Studies are often designed to reflect travel conditio s during 

the peak hours and in the directions of heaviest traffic movements. 

Travel may also be compared between periods of peak and no -peak conditions. 

The following times are suggested for the conduct of travel time and 

delay studies to reflect the range of travel conditions fo both peak 

and non-peak periods, although all of these time intervals are not 

required: 

1. 0700 to 0900 (peak) 

2. 0930 to 1130 (non-peak) 

3. 1330 to 1530 (non-peak) 

4. 1600 to 1800 (oeak) 

5. 1 ~0 to 2200 (non-peak) 
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The shift times at major industrial or commerical locations may 

require adjustments to the suggested time periods. Travel time and 

delay studies are usually made in reasonable good weather. However, 

bad weather checks are taken when it is desirable to obtain information 

on such operations. For a before-and-after evaluation, similar conditions 

must exist at the times of data collection, if the results are to be 

comparable. 

Personnel and Equi pnent 

A study car (or cars) are needed to collect the travel time and 

delay data. Manual operation requires a driver, a recorder, and two 

stop,,ratches for each test car in operation. 

If any automatic recording device is used in the test car, then 

only the driver is needed.* One person is generally able both to drive 

the vehicle and operate the various control buttons that code the travel 

and delay information for the automatic recording device. Automatic 

recording devices are available for recording travel distance, travel 

time, and locations of delay or other significant points by a system 

of coded nunbers that are imprinted on the continuous paper readout. 

Sanple Size Requirements 

The silllple size for a travel time and delay study is based on 

the specific need for the information. The following suggested ranges 

of permitted errors in the estimate of the mean travel speed are related 

to the survey purpose: 

*In some instances, manual back-up data collection may be used to augnent automatic 
recording, and to assure data collection in the care of equipnent failure. 
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1. Transportation planning and highway needs study --1~ 3.0 
to ! 5. 0 mph. 

I 

2. Traffic operations, trend analysis, and economic evaluations 
-- ! 2.0 to! 4.0 mph. 

3. Before-and-after studies -- ~ 1.0 to~ 3.0 mph. 

Other uses for travel time and delay results can be cor r elated 

with the above criteria. 

Although the determination of sample size requirements is difficult 

for travel times or travel speeds, the infonnation given in Table 2-4 

provides an approximate value for designing travel time and delay studies. 

A sample size is determined for each direction of travel, and for each 

set of traffic and environmental conditions. The desired permitted 

error is first determined in accordance with the purpose of the study. 

Table 2-4 
Approximate Minimum Sanpl e Size Requirements 

For Travel Time and Delay Studies With 
Confidence Level of 95.O Percent 

I 
I 

Average Range Minimum Number of Runs for 
in Specified Permitted Error 

Travel Speed I 
(mph) 

±1.0 mph ±2.0 mph ± 3.0 mph ±4.0 nph ± 5.0 mph 

2.5 4 2 2 2 2 
5.0 8 4 3 2 2 

10.0 21 8 5 4 3 
15.0 38 14 8 6 5 
20.0 59 21 12 8 6 
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Although both overall and running speeds may be determined from 

the corresponding travel times, the selection of s~ple size is more 

conveniently based on using the running speed values. This procedure 

avoids the consideration of any erratic overall travel times that may 

result from several unusual delay situations. Running speeds are more 

stable than overall speeds in describing the travel conditions along 

a given route, because delay time is eliminated in the calculation 

of running speed. Variable delays are encountered during successive 

test runs even under relatively similar traffic and environmental conditions. 

The average range in running speed is calculated by the use of 

the following equation after the first set of these speed values has 

been determined by the test car technique. 

R = I'.s 
N-1 

where R = average range in travel speed {mph) 
~S = sun of values for all speed differences 

N = number of completed test runs 

The minimum sample size is approximated from Table 2-4 for the 

calculated average range in running speed and the desired permitted 

error. If the required sample size is greater than the initial mmber 

of test runs, then additional test runs, that are nunerically equal 

to the difference between the required sample size and the initial 

nunber of test runs, must be performed under similar conditions. 
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Study !Procedure 

The test car technique of collecting travel time and qelay data 

affords considerable flexibility in evaluating the quality of traffic 

flow. A test vehicle is driven along the study route at t l e posted 

speed limit unless impeded by actual traffic con di ti ons. n the maxi mun- car 

technique, a safe level of vehicular operation is maintain d by observing 

proper following and passing distances and by changing spesd at reasonable 
I 

rates of acceleration and deceleration. 

Before the test runs are begun, the beginning and end i ng points 

are identified so that the test car may be driven past thee locations 

in accordance with the selected operating condition. In a dition, 

major intersections or other control points are selected along the 

study route as reference locations. Time readings are tak n at these 

locations to permit the developTJent of travel speeds by se ti ons along 

the traveled route. The selection of the near or far curb line or 

the center of the intersection provides a consistent point for all 

ti me readi ngs . 

I 
The test car is driven to a point that is located a 11ttle in 

advance of the start of the study route. At this point, t t e recorder 

fills in the identifying information on the field sheet. A typical 

field sheet is shown in Figure 2-47. 

As the test car is driven past the beginning point, the recorder, 

in a manual procedure, starts one stopwatch. If the vehi c~e is equipped 
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TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY STUDY 
TEST CAR TECHNIQUE 

FIELD SHEET 

DATE _____ WEATHER ________ TRIP NO.----

ROUTE ___________ DIRECTION ________ _ 

TRIP STARTED AT AT ______ _ 
(LOCATION) 

TRIP ENDED AT _____ _ AT ______ _ (MILEAGE) 

(MILEAGE) (LOCATION) 

CONTROL POINTS STOPS OR SLOWS 

LOCATION TIME LOCATION SEC CAUSE DELAY 

TRIP LENGTH TRIP TIME TRAVEL SPEED 

RUNNING TIME STOPPED TIME RUNNING SPEED 

SYMBOLS 01' DELAY CAUSE. S-TRAl'FIC SIGNALS SS-STOP SIGN LT-LEl'T TURNS 
PK-PARKED CARS DP-DOUBLE PARK ING T-GENERAL 
PED-PEDESTRIANS BP-BUS PASSENGERS LOADING OR UNLOADING 

COMMENTS ___________________ _ 

RECORDER ___________ _ 

Figure 2-47. 
Sample Travel Time and Delay Study Field Sheet 
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with a fuel flo,.., meter and if data on fuel usage is being ollected, 

the recorder al so records the fuel at the st art of the run . If the 

vehicle is equipped with an automatic recording device, th n this equipnent 

is activated to indicate the start of the test run. The v hicle is 

driven the length of the study route according to the sele1ted operating 

criterion. Time readings are taken at the predetermined c ntrol points, 

or the automatic recording device is actuated to indicate he passing 

of these points. 

When the test car is stopped or forced to travel slow y, the recorder 

uses the second stopwatch to measure the duration of each elay. The 

location, duration, and cause of each delay are recorded i the appropriate 

pl aces on the field sheet. If the test car is equipped wi h an automatic 

recording device, the driver operates the proper control b ttons to 

record the st art and end of each traffic delay. A n U11eri c l code or 

other actuated identification procedure is used to indicat the type 

of delay. 

As the test car passes the end of the study route, th recorder 

stops the first stopwatch and notes the total time for the test run. 

Fuel data for the end of the run is recorded if applicable. If the 

vehicle is equipped with an automatic recording device, th proper 

actuation is made to record the passing of the terminal po · nt. 

If an automatic sound recorder is enployed, the obser ~er announces 

the various pieces of identifying information and the tim d at which 

the vehicle passes the beginning and the ending of the stu~y route 

as well as the location and the time of passing for each ci ntrol point. 
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In addition, the duration, and cause of each traffic delay are announced 

as the test car proceeds along the study route. 

The 1 ength of the study route and the di stnces between the selected 

control points must be determined so that time measures can be converted 

into speed values. Distance is obtained from the odometer reading of the 

test vehicle or scaling of a reliable map. Sane autanatic recording devices 

are connected to the speedometer-odometer cable so that distance is continuously 

indicated on the autanatic recording device. However, the actual data collected 

depend upon the type of device that is installed in the test vehicle. 

Data Analysis and Sl.lllllary Statistics 

The test car technique procedure provides considerable flexibility 

in the determination of travel speeds and delays. Summary statistics 

can be developed for various street intersections between selected 

control points as well as for the entire study route. The discussion 

is equally applicable to running speeds, and this transfer is accomplished 

by replacing 11 travel 11 with "running" in the statenents and equation. 

Travel and running speeds are calculated from total travel and running 

times, respectively, by application of the following equation. 

T ravel Speed 

Travel speed for each vehicle is computed from travel time using the 
following formula: 

S = 60D 
-T 

where S = travel speed (mph) 
D = length of study route or section (mile) 
T = travel time (min) 

Values calculated in this manner are shown in Table 2-5. 
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Table 2-5. 

RESULTS OF TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY STUDV 

Test Run 
(12.5 miles) 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

Computation of mean travel time: 

Travel Time 
(min) 

28.4 
33.8 
36.2 
21.1 
30.2 
27 .6 
32 .7 
38.1 
29 .9 

25.3 

T = ~ = 
303

·
3 

= 30.3 min. 
N 10 

Computation of standard deviation of travel time: 

5 =j l:(T - T)
2 

"' ~., I 26.0411 • 5.10 min. 
N-1 ~~ \j 

Comput at ion of mean travel speed : 

- 60ND 60x10x12.5 
S = -- = ----- • 24.7 mph. 

l:T 303.3 

Computation of average range in travel speed : 

i:s s1.o 
R = -- = -- = 5.7mph. 

N -1 9 
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Travel Speed 
(mph) 

,6.4 
-,2.2 
,0.7 

~5.5 
24.a 
27 .2 
22 .9 
19.7 
25.1 
29 .6 



Mean travel speeds or space-mean can be calculated by the following 
equation: 

(min . ) 

S = 60 ND 
tT 

where S = mean travel speed (mph) 
D = length of study route or section (mile) 

~T = sum of travel time for all test runs 

N = number of test runs. 

Types of dalay are determined for each test run in accordance with 

the appropriate descriptions that are provided in the following definitions. 

Delay -- time 1 ost to travel because of traffic f ri cti ons 
and traffic control devices, usually expressed in minutes. 

• Fixed delay -- component of delay which is caused by traffic 
control devices, regardless of the traffic volume and interference 
present. 

• Operational delay -- component of dela_v which is caused by 
the presence and interference of other traffic, whether these 
interferences occur as side frictions or internal frictions. 

• Stopped-time delay -- component of delay during whch the 
vehicle is actually standing still. 

• Travel-time delay -- difference between the total travel 
time and the calculated time that is based on traversing 
the study route at an average speed corresponding to uncongested 
traffic flow on the route. 

Mean delay time is usually the only summary statistic that is 

calculated for each delay category of interest. 

Graphic Sunwncri es 

Graphical summaries are useful in describing the quality of traffic 

movenent along a route or within an urban area. Plots of both average 

overal 1 travel speeds by street sections and cumulative travel times 

and average intersection delays along the study route are shown in 

Figure 2-48 for an urban major street. 
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50 

TRAVEL TIME-SPEED AND DELAY DIAGRAM 
STRONGS AVENUE-ROUTE 7 NORTHBOUIND 

(PM PEAK) 

► 
§ 

AVERAGE INTERSECTION DELAY (SECONDS) 

Ill :IC 
w < 5 0 

Fig. 2-48. Graphical SU11111ry of Travel Speeds and Travel 
T1aes Along a Major Street 
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Page __ of __ 

ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

PROJECT: 

PROJECT NO. : 

PREPARED BY: DATE 

Exposure 
DATA SOURCE: AADT Veh. __ or Veh. Mi. _ _ 

TIME PERIOD: _TO --

Accident Category 

Circumstance Head-On Sid•awipe Fixed Object Rear End Single Vehicle Total 

Total Accidents 

Direction 

Severity 

Fatal l#K) 

Injury (I lnj.) 

Prop. Damage Only 

Speed 

Safe 

Too Fast 

Vehicle Type 

Passenger Car 

Truck 

Motorcycle 

Other 

Road Surface 

Ory 

Wet 

Icy-Snow 

Other 

Light Conditions 

Daylight 

Darkness 

Season 

Spring 

Summer 

Fall 

Winter 





Hour 

12:01- 1:00 

1:01- 2:00 

2:01- 3:00 

3:01- 4:00 

4:01- 5:00 

5:01 - 6:00 

6:01- 7:00 

7:01- 8:00 

8:01- 9:00 

9:01-10:00 

10:01 - 11 :00 

11 :01-12:00 

12:01- 1:00 

1:01 - 2:00 

2:01- 3:00 

3:01- 4:00 

4:01- 5:00 

5:01- 6:00 

6:01- 7:00 

7:01- 8:00 

8:01- 9:00 

9:01-10:00 

10:01-11 :00 

11 :01-12:00 

TOTAL 

Monday 

Page _ 2_ of __ 2 __ 

ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

DAY AND TIME 

A.M. 

Tunday Wednnday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Total 

P.M. 
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ERRATIC MANEUVER DATA SHEET 
PROJECT: _________________ _ 

PROJECTNO.: ________________ _ 

PREPARED BY: ___________ OATE: ____ _ 

PAY:._ ______ TIME:. ______ _ 

\NEAT HE~---· -------------

SKETCH; 

EM'S: 
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VEHICLE TRACE OAlA SHEET 
PROJECT: 

PROJECT NO.: 

PREPARED BY: DATE: 

DAY: Tl~E! 

WEATHER~ 
NOTES'-

TRACES: 





INTERSECTION CONFLICTS 

Location -----------------------
Day 

Leg Number -------
Date____________ Observer ______________ _ 

I 

'* 7- /1, . ,, 
Conflict - C, Secondary Conflict - SC ' 

........... .,..,. ,_ o..-i .. '-"'"'" c-,-• Loft,_ c ... ,,.me ...... , .... 
COUNT S-DI-•'- !io-VoMcle S-DI_,..., ..... ,__,,. _..., 

-Loll .. _....,. ,_ . ...., _ .. ..,. 
START TOTAL 

.,_ t ( ~ -1t - f - f' ' ' TIME APPROACH 
(MILITARY) VOLUME C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC C SC 

TOTAL 

Severe Conflicts: 

Possible Causes of Slow Vehicle Conflicts: 

Other Notes and Comments: 
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VEHICLE TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT 
FOUR-APPROACH FIELD SHEET 

Time to 

N/S Street Date Day 

E/W Street Weather 

P• passenger cars , stationwagons, Observer 
motorcycles, pick-up trucks . 

T • other trucks . (Record any school bus as SB; other buses as B). 

N p T p T p ,r 
I I 
I I I 

t 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I I I I 

I 
I 

p T p IT 

I I 
I I 

I p T p T I 
I I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I I 

p 
IT 

p F 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

p 
IT 

I 
p T I p T 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I f I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 





VEHICLE TURNING MOVEMENT COUNT 
TWO-APPROACH FIELD SHEET 

N 

t Time: to ----- -------
Date: -------
From NORTH SOUTH 
on 

I 
Truck j Passenger 

I 
LEFT) I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

STRAIGHT->--

RIGHT", 

Truck 

---Passenge 

H.IGHT 

~ 

1-Iold sheet with arrow 
pointing NOR TH 

From EAS"f WEST 
on ________ _ 

- - - - ----- -- --

STRAIGHT LEFT 

+ '->-





TRAFFIC VOLUME COUNTS 

Location --------------------------------
0 a y _______ Date ________ Time Period __________ _ 

Ob,erver -------------------------------
COUNT 

Leg No. Leg No. Leg No. 

START _} l l r J l TIME - --. (MILITARY) 

TOTAL 

NOTES AND COMMENTS: 

Leg No. 

L '- -

-

I -~ ·~~· , 

~ 





DRIVEWAY COUNT FIELD SHEET Time ____ to ___ _ 

5_t_r_r-_e_t _________________ Date _________ Day _____ _ 

~Or....,_i\~·R~w~w~·~•·~L~c~►-•._ ____________ Weather ______________ _ 

Ind ic;:ite Nort" * 
Sy Arroi.i 

Ri ht Turn IN 
Car 

F 
0 

0 

t 

B 
1 
k 
e 

Left turn OUT 
Car 

Notes: 

Tk. 

Tk. 

Observer ---------------

Strai ht left Turn IN 
Car Tk. Car Tk. 

Adults ildren 
F 
0 
0 
t 

B 
i 
k 
e 

Right turn OUT 

Car Car Tk. 





TIME TO --

DATE 

OBSERVER 

z 
r., 
a: 
,:::i 
,.J -i:z: 
t.} 

rn 
f-
,.J 

i5 
< 

+ t 

~ 

"' 

CROSSWALK FIELD SHEET 
PEDESTRIAN COUNT 

anrn or~ l"RTI nDS'N 

~ 

~ 

4--

__. 

AOOLTS CHILDREN 

N 

~ 
\. 

z 
~ 
C .. ... 
= c.> 

rn .. .. 
i t B 

~ 

, 

(STREET NAME) 

-

-roJ 

~ 
z .. 
w 
r., 
a: .. 
rn -
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BICYCLE, PEDESTRIAN and VEHICLE VOLUME 
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TABULAR SUMMARY OF VEHICLE COUNTS 
Observer Date Day City R = Right turn 

S = Straight 
INTERSECTION OF AND L = Left turn 

TIME TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
BEGINS 

from NORTH from SOUTH North from EAST from WEST East ALL 

R s L Total R s L Total 
South 

R s L Total R s L Total 
West 





CONTINUOUS COUNTING 
WEEKLY SUMMARY 

Sta.No. Route Direction Year ----- ----------- ---- ----
_D_a~t~e~: ___________________ Weekday ______ Total 
Hour Sub- for 
Be in Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. total Sat. Sun. Week 

AM 
00 00 
01 00 
02 00 
03 00 
04 00 
05 00 
06 00 
07 00 
08 00 
09 00 
10 00 
11 00 
12 00 

PM 
13 00 
14 00 
15 00 
16 00 
17 00 
18 00 
19 00 
20 00 
21 00 
22 00 
23 00 

TOTAL 

Av. Weekday Vol. 

% Av. Weekday I I I I 
Weather* 

*C • Clear, R • Rain, S • Snow, I• Ice 

Remarks 

Av.Day Vol. __ _ 

100 

X I 
X 

100 

X X 

-------------------------------
_________________ Compiled by ___________ _ 

Date ---------------





GRAPHIC SUMMARY OF VEHICLE MOVEMENTS 

Intersect lo n _________________ _ 

Observer ________ _ 

Date 

Time 

AM 

-----------

(PM) ____ _ 

TOTAL ENTERING 

AM (PM) 

N/S 

E/W 

Total 

City 

Day 

J • E 
ca 
z 
., 

' 
• • .. ., 
u, 

l. , 

Street Name 





SUMMARY 
CLASSIFICATION SHEET FOR VEHICULAR TRAFFIC 

Bour_ to_ 
location ___________________ nate _____ _ 

---- leg or Interaeet1oa 

Paasenger Singl.e-uzu t Tractor-truck g , 
f Bua ,.,4 

Can 'lNcu Semi tr&iler ~ 

J ~ t ! • 5 '"4e◄ 
., 

'Q I 

l l f! i!l Total i I j j "' i 
,-4 

§ i :a 93 8 ... 
-= I! 

J &! ~ i: i ~ '" : i 
II i .c 
i s .. \0 ff'\ & ff'\ .. !i 

.::t "' 

Total 

___ Leg or Interaection 

Tota.1 
I.es or Intenect10n 

'l't'>tal 
leg ot Interaection 

'l'ot&l 





TRAFFIC COUNT 
FIELD SHEET 

F"AOM ON AOUTC DAT[ --------
ACCORDER ______ 

STAT ION NOS. -----
.,_ ______ ,. ------------ ------- I 

INTERSCCTION or 
AT 

ROUT[ ___ 
s NORTH 

AND ____ 
u 

ST 
3A 

HOUR _ _ M TO _ _ M s 3A 
4A 

T 
!>A 

T 4A 
T SA 

- ----- - ---- s 10 eus1s 10 s IO ~ - - - - - - - - - - -

~ 

1 
~ 4T 4T 

s s 
u 

5T 
u 

6T 
3A 3A 

s 
3A .3A 
4A s 4A T T 

w !)A - - - - - - - - - - lo- - - - - - - - - - -
!)A w 

I- T 4A T 4A I-
:::> - - :> 
0 T SA T SA 0 
a: 

BUS I S l o 4T ~ 4T eusl s a: 
z 

, Q 

s s z 
0 0 

u 
tlT -- u 

6T 

3A 3A 

s 
3A 

~ 
3A - - - - - - - - - - 4A AA --------- -

T 
SA 

T !>A 

4T T , ... T AA AT 

s T SA 

l 
T SA s 

u eus is 0 BUS !S lo u 
t-T 5T 
3A ~ ~ 

3A 

3A 3A 
s s 4A 4A T T 

SA SA 

2 T 4A T , ... :J 
0 T SA 

0 
a: T SA a: 
I. BUS I S 10 BUS I s l o &.. ~------- ~------------ --------

PASSE:NC.CA CARS SU SINGLE-UNIT 

WITH HOUSE: TRAIL.[RS AT TRUCKS 

TAL.Ll[D IN Pit.SSCNGCA ST TRACTOR-TRUCK 
CAA COLUMN . s SEMITRAILER 

u 
ST 

COMBINATION 
W[ATH[A FULL TRAILER 3A TT --------- COMBINATION 

--------- 3A ,T 4 TIRED - s 4A ROAD CONDITION T 6T 6 TIRED 

--------- !>A 3A 3 AXLE --------- T AA s SCHOOL BUS 
R[MAAK.S T !>A 0 OTHER BUS 

--------- s 10 eusls 10 s lo 
--------- f"ROM ON Ill.OUT[ 





SPOT SPEED STUDY 
FIELD SHEET 

C>Ate -----------Location ________________ Direction --------------

Time ___________ Weather ___________ Road Surface Condition ____________ _ 

!'.l "'P' 
PASSENGER VEHICLES BUSES TRUCKS -' 

z "'P' <( 

0 to· I".')' ... 
~ ae " , 1011 "" P< c P< o 0 ... 
"' ••• .., Yes 

1 6C 0 12c c 
,., { ~ !,() 0 10() 0 

1-2 ·5 ,2 6 95 7 

1.3 , 5 J7 5 75 5 
, ... , 5 33 3 16 6 

2 30 0 6C 0 

2-1 ·5 27 2 ~ 5 

2-2 ·5 25 0 !,() 0 

; .J ~ 23 0 '6 , 

2· • 5 21 • •2 6 

J 2C 0 , c 0 

3. , 5 ,e ' )7 !: 

3-2 5 " 6 35 2 

3-3 S •6 E JJ J 

3-• 5 1! 7 31 5 

• 1 S Cl 30 l 
, . i 5 ,. 2 2& 9 

• ·2 !: 1Jf 27 2 

• ·J · ~ ,:\U ~ ' 
·-• ', 12 ~ 25 0 

' , 2 ( 2• ( 

5-1 ·5 ,, 5 23 0 

5.2 5 ,, 1 2'2 

5 J 5 10 ' 21 • 

!) . • !> ,o) 20 6 

f 10 0 X O 
6-• 5 9 6 ,9 J 

6 -2 ~ 9 J ,e ' 
6 J 5 9 C 16 ' 

6 -• ' e ' t:' 6 

' B 5 t:' t 

,, 5 t J 16 t 

7-1 !: e . \E : 
7-3 5 7e '5 ' 
7-4 ,5 7 6 15 3 

B 7 5 1~ (' 

9-1: 2 7 0 ,. , 
9 6 6 , :, J 

9 . , 2 E 3 ,2 f 

10 6 0 12 0 
,, 5• 10 II 

12 50 10 0 

1J • 6 9; 

1, • 2 ~ 5 

15 • 0 BO 

TOTAL VEHICLES 





INTERSECTION DELAY STUDY 
POINT SAMPLE , STOPPED DELAY METHOD 

Intersection __________ study Traffic On ____________ _ 

City and State _________ Agency ________________ _ 

Day, Date Study Period Observer ------- ------- --------
Traffic Approaching From ____ _ Weather ----------------N,S,E,W 
If more than one person is studying ____________________ _ 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLES• SECS. -----
START 

r .... 
· ao 

... ., 

. ,:· -· .• ··· : ,to 

OIIEIIVED TOTAL• ALL UMPL!S -

COMMENTS.----------------------





DATA REDUCTION FORM 
INTERSECTION DELAY AND PERCENT STOPPING STUDIES 

laterMCUOll City , Stata 

Study .AflproaCb 011 Traffic Prla 

•• •· a. " 
Day, Data, Tiaa 

ftx:EHT STOPPING n,JDY 

(ii 'lbtal DO. of "bicl•• •atoppiD'il" . . . . . . . . Dbl 

(ii) 'll:ltal DO . of webicl•• •not ■toppin9" . . . -~-
(iii) 'll:ltal wl,_ • (ii + (ii) . . . . . . . . -• 

(iv) CbMrv.d Percent St.GfS>in9 • [Iii~ (iiilJ • 100 . . . . . . . . 
(V) Ac-1 Percent of Yebicl•• Stoppin9 • (1¥) • O.K . . 

COUECTICII PIWXEDURE roa NISSE%> SAIIPIZS DI CSU.Y STUDY 

QDrr . • Corr •• 

~ !2.:2 

<•> 'll:ltal DO . of point ■-f>lH taken 1D field clllri.D9 Jo-...■111• period . . . . - --
(bl JO - <•l . . . . . . - -
(C) , .. of poi.nt a.aple Vallie■ for l~l• period 011 ft.ld data llbNt . . . - --
(di Value of eacb ai••iJMJ ■--pl• • (C) ~ (a). roUDd to ..anat llbol■ --.r . . . - -
(■) it>tal v■1 ... for all aiHin9 aaapl•• in JO-a-el• period • (bl • (di . . -- -
(fl Total ,ralue for all aia■iA<J -1•• in ■twly period• - of tel for all COff■ctioD■ -
• U■- one correction fector for !!El!. 30--■-pl• period iA llbicb tbe 

field data abeet Ilea one or acre ai••iD9 ....i ..... 

lllTDllCTION t>EaY S'nJ%>Y 

(1) it>tal DO. of poiJ\t aaaplea taken in field . . . . 
(2) Total no. of point aaapl■ a ai■Nd, fraa (bl atx,,,. . 
(l) T0t&l no. of point ._1 .. u.a■d in c:alculationa • (1) + (2) . 
(4) lAtarYal bee-en -le■ 11c11 

(5) , .. of ol>Mroed point uapl• val11e■ ftha . 

(6) S\a of c&lC'\llatad •corrected" point .-pl■ Y&l,_a, f~ (fl, a.boYe • fth~. 

(7) S\a of all point au,ple ,ral-■ - (5) + (6) . . ---• -

(8) it>tal Stopped Tiaa • (4) • (7) . . Dla ::lltiil 

(9) Stopped Delay . (8) • 0.92 Db ::a11:1 

(10) Approacb Delay • (9) • l.l . Db -111:1 

(11) Total Vol,_ • (iii) Dbl 

(12) Stopped Delay Per Yebicl■ • (9)~ (11) ab -1m:1 /yah. 

(Ul Appro■cb Delay Per V■b.i.cl■ • (101 + Ull 

111b -·"· 

lph. 





PERCENT STOPPING STUDY 

Intersection Study Traffic On 

City and State Agency 

Day, Date Study Period Observer 

Traffic Approaching From Weather 
N,E,S,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

STOPPING* NOT STOPPING • 

* If TALLY MAfltK IS USED , '1"H4 DENOTES A COUNT o, .. ,. 
TOT AL I TO l'ft IN G _ TOTAL NOT STOPl'ING _ 

COMMENTS . . 





INTERSECTION DELAY STUDY 
POINT SAMPLE, STOPPED DELAY METHOD 

Intersection Study Traffic On 

City and State Agency 

Day, Date Study Period Observer 

Traffic Approaching From Weather 
N,S,E,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
~esponsibilities. 

* 
INTERVAL BETWEEN SAMPLES• SECS. 

* FOR LANE FOR LANE 

. \- · . ·, 
! ~ 

; 

••• .ICl 

,. 

l M •• 

·~~ •., :·· 

ICI · .. ~ 

:A 
.. ~ ,., (izc 

0 I SERVED TOTAL,ALL SAMPLES_ OISERVED TOTAL, ALL SAhlPLES _ _ 

Q DENOTES 30™ SAMPLE 

• RIGHT HANO LANE 15 "NO. I•• LEFT MOST LANE HAS HIGHEST OESl<lNATEO NUMBEn 

COMMENTS 





PERCENT STOPPING STUDY 
Intersection Study Traffic On 

City and State Agency 

Day, Date Study Period Observer 

Traffic Approaching From Weather 
N,E,S,W 

If more than one person is studying 
same approach, explain division of 
responsibilities. 

FOR LANE* FOR LANE* 

S TOPl'ING NOT STOPPING STOPPING NOT STOPPING 

• IF TALLY MARK II USED, K""- DENOTES A COUNT o, • , • 
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
STOPPIN8 _ NOT ITOPPINI _ ITOPl'lttl _ NOT ITOl'PINI _ 

COMMENTS : 





TRAVEL TIME AND DELAY STUDY 
TEST CAR TECHNIQUE 

FIELD SHEET 

DATE _____ WEATHER ________ TRIP NO.----

ROUTE ___________ DIRECTION ________ _ 

TRIP STARTED AT 
AT ______ _ 

(LOCATION) (MILEAGE) 
TRIP ENDED AT _____ _ AT ______________ _ 

(LOCATION) (MILEAGE) 

CONTROL POINTS STOPS OR SLOWS 

LOCATION TIME LOCATION SEC CAUSE DELAY 

TRIP LENGTH TRIP TIME TRAVEL SPEED 

RUNNING TIME STOPPED TIME RUNNING SPEED 

SYMBOLS OF DELAY CAUSE $-TRAFFIC SIGNALS SS-STOP SIGN LT-LEFT TURNS 
PK-PARKED CARS DP-DOUBLE PARKING T-GENERAL 
PED-PEDESTRIANS BP-BUS PASSENGERS LOADING OR UNLOADING 

COMMENTS ____________________ _ 

RECORDER _____ ~------

* U.S. GOVE RNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1983 - 381- 018 - 814/3445 
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